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FOREWORD

The National Commission on Responsibilities for Financing Postsecondary Education was created

by the United States Congress to chart long-term options for restructuring postsecondary education

finance and to make recommendations to the President and Congress. The nine-member bipartisan

commission, composed of both Congressional and Presidential appointees, is an independent federal

agency.

To fulfill its mandate, the Commission examined the roles and responsibilities of the major partici-

pants in the financing system. This was accomplished through a variety of activities, including regional

hearings held across the nation and nearly a dozen meetings of the Commission. In the spring and

summer of 1992, the Commission sponsored two intensive seminars an a national symposium in which

participants diagnosed the major ills of the current system and prescribed various remedies for its

reform. In February 1993 the Final Report of the National Commission, which urged major changes in

the way federal student financial assistance is provided, was submitted to the Presider; and Congress.

To help accomplish its work, the Commission asked distinguished analysts to produce the six back-

ground papers that make up this volume. Two of the papers look at the distribution of burden sharing

among the participants in the postsecondary finance system. Martin Kramer's monograph outlines the

conceptual basis for the roles of the various parties in postsecondary education finance and describes

changes in these roles and the difficulties they pose for longitudinal data. Arthur Hauptman and David

Roose examine trends in the proportion of higher education costs borne by federal, state and local gov-

ernments, philanthropy, the family and other sources over a 40-year period, from 1950 to 1990.

Three other papers were solicited to infOrm the Commission on specific higher education financ-

ing issues. Me lora Sundt's monograph on international comparative models describes postsecondary

financing systems in the United States and 10 other countries. Lawrence Cold's case studies of five fed-

eral programs show how laws, regulations and program practices operate to discourage federal human

resource program beneficiaries from pursuing postsecondary education and training. Ruth Beer Blet-

zinger anakzes proposals to adjust the current need analysis models and to improve the student aid

delivery system that were pending before Congress in the last reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act (P.1.. 102-325, which was enacted in July, 1992).

The final component in this volume was the product of universinAased research team. The seven-

member Vermont Task Force, which was formed to assist the Commission, proposes a variety of policy

remedies including consolidation of federal programsand simplifications in need analysis to reduce the

complexity of the financial aid process.
The collective contributions of these essays to the discussions of the Commission and. ultimately, to

the Final Report, have been substantial. The Commission publishes this volume in the hope that it will

further infOrm issues surrounding the responsibilities for financing postsecondary education.

Jamie P. Meriso tis

Executive Director
April 1993
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CHANGING ROLES IN HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCING
Marlin Kramer

INTRODUCTION

he financing of postsecondary education in the United States can he seen in different
ways, depending on the eve of the beholder. It can be viewed as a chaotic enterprise.
Alternatively, it can be viewed as an admirable example of financial pluralism. In
either N.-kw, it is undeniably complex. This complexity is always present, whether we

are seeking to understand the system as it is, as it has developed or as it ought to he. This paper is
intended as an introduction to that complexity.

A number of parties make decisions about spending fb higher education, and we need concepts
that illuminate their varied motivations to understand the way they share financial burdens and the
trends affecting their distribution.

To take the most conspicuous example of such trends, it is undeniably true that the parents of stu-
dents pay a far lower fraction of aggregate educational costs than they did 50 or 60 years ago. Accord-
ing to the analysis of Alan Canter andJune O'Neill, in a 1973 Carnegie Commission Report on High-
er Education, the share of total monetary outla.s fb higher education paid by families in the 193940
academic year was 63.7 percent, which mainly represented spending by parents. The continuation of
the Canter- O'Neill analysis (with many caveats) shows the famib.- share had fallen to 37 percent by
1988-89, and perhaps half of these outlays were made IA students themselves, not by their parents.

However, this dramatic change did not occur because we as a society decided that parents should
pay less. Indeed, there is currently widespread discussion of ways in which they can be encouraged
and enabled to pay more. Rather, we decided as a society that whether people went to college should
not depend SO much on parental resources. Participation in higher education expanded from the
affluent young to members of income groups whose parents are much less able to pay, and to older
students who make financial decisions about education that do not involve their parents' resources at
all. A large reduction in the share of the aggregate burden horn by parents resulted from changing
patterns of enrollment, not from a decision to give parents relief as such, although some relief has
indeed been brought about.

to take another example of such a trend: The share paid by parents in the aggregate would have
Fallen even lower if many private colleges had not adopted the practice of increasing tuition charges
for parents willing and able to pay in order 10 increase student aid funds for students whose parents
are not able to pay. This has become a major feature of private college finance. From 1980 to 1988
institutionally financed grants doubled in constant dollars. A study of 150 small private colleges

I)
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showed an annual real growth rate for aid from unrestricted revenues of 13.9 percent from 1979 to

1986. Both the willingness of affluent parents to pay high tuitions and the concern of private colleges

to foster more equal opportunity are factors in determining the actual sharing of burdens.

Focusing on the Motivation of the Parties

The 1973 report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education that explored the issues of

burden sharing was entitled Higher Education: Who Pays? 11'7,o Benefits? Who Should Pay? It was an

assumption of public policy discussions at the time that answers to the three questions should he

compared and contrasted. If one party to higher education finance benefitted disproportionately to

its payments, then it should pay a larger or smaller share accordingly.

This pap: .T will usually take a somewhat different (though not necessarily inconsistent) view of

the relationship among the Carnegie Commission's three questions. It will regard the question,

"Who benefits?" as our best clue to the understanding of "Who pays?" that is, of why they pay. The

task of public policy ("Who should pay?") is, from this perspective, the task of adjusting the motivat-

ing factors and incentives that enter into decisions about paying for college, so that we will achieve a

socially desirable quantity and distribution of benefits.

Because the reasons for the contributions of the various parties to higher education finance are

different, interact and change over time, economists, policy advocates and administrators have used

a considerable conceptual apparatus to analyze higher education finance. The four sections of Part

I of this paper introduce the most basic of the concepts they have used, and these sections attempt

to show how those concepts illuminate the motivations and incentives of the various parties. Part II

attempts a closer look at how these influences have played themselves out in the history of higher

education finance in the United States, and examines the problems involved in giving these trends

quantitative expression through updating the Cartter-O'Neill estimates of costs and burdens.

Such a presentation is disjointed in several ways, and this fact may make it useful to link up the

various topics here in this introduction. One way to do so is to anticipate the "story line" of this

report. That "story line" would go something like this: The basic shape of American higher education

has been determined by its pluralism. Colleges and universities were founded 13y many different par-

ties for many different reasons. They looked, at first, to parents and phihmthropy to finance their

educational programs. However, two very long-range trends operated to shift more and more of the

financial burden to the taxpaying public and to students themselves. The first of these trends was a

clearer perception that the costs of higher education were worthwhile as an investment in which the

public and students both had stakes. This perception was also operative in Europe, but there the

investment rationale tended usually to foster a distinct set of technologically-oriented institutions

much more separate from traditional universities than in the United States.
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The second of the two trends was democratization, which entailed much wider access to high-
er education and much greater equity among families in paying for its costs. In the United States
democratization did not occur abruptly, as, for example, it occurred in England after 'World War
II. Rather, state and local governments created a gradually growing number of subsidized low-
tuition institutions, and both state and federal governments created, step step, a complicated
student aid system. Loans provided by this system, accompanied by expanding employment
opportunities, enabled students themselves to take a larger role in financing their own education.
This larger role for students expressed both democratization and an appreciation of returns to
investment in higher education.

This "story line" is only the roughest outline and it leaves a great deal more to be explained
much more than would be called for in the case of a less pluralistic system created less gradual-

ly or from a more comprehensive policy blueprint. The system of higher education finance in the
United States is the opposite of all of those things. It has to remain an open question how fortu-
nate we are to have so complex a system, subject to so many motivations and accretions of policy.

PART I
THE COSTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

THE COMPOSITION OF HIGHER EDUCATION COSTS

efbre we can come to terms with the sharing of the financial burdens ofhigher edu-
cation, we must first decide what those burdens are. This turns out not to he as easy
as it might appear. The task looks easy because most of the cost of operating institu-

tions of higher education should clearly be included in the financial burden, and
these costs are known from institutional budgets. Data from these budgets have been aggregated
by the National Center for Education Statistics in time series data going back several decades. By
academic year 1979-75 total institutional revenues had reached S35.7 billion: by 1988-89, these
revenues totaled S81.8 billion.

The problem is that institutional budgets include items that do not entirely represent costs of
education, and they do not include some items that very plausibly do represent such costs. The
task, therefore, is to decide what institutional costs should be excluded in assessing the financial

burdens of higher education, and what other costs should he added.

There would be very broad consensus that this subtracting and adding process is what the task
of assessing the total financial burden is all about. The assumption is that there is a core of institu-
tional expenses that are central to the cost burden. This has been the approach of Cartier and
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O'Neill and many other analysts, and it will not be disputed here. It is conceivable that the inclu-

sion of some items in the core expenses of institutionssuch as some administrators' salaries, some

library acquisitions and some campus landscapingcould be debated on the merits as educational

outlays, but that will not be attempted in this paper. Educational costs as most of us think of them

include these outlays, along with even more clearly necessary expenses of producing education

such as faculty and staff salaries, utility bills and purchases of consumable supplies of many kinds.

This section will not challenge the consensus but will instead focus on only two items with respect

to which difficult and important determinations must be made in assessing the costs of higher educa-

tion: research costs (a candidate for exclusion) and costs of student subsistence (a candidate for

inclusion). These items are large and the financial responsibility for them tends to he loaded on spe-

cific parties to higher education finance to such a degree that they affect how we see the pattern of

burden sharing in major ways. A third itemforegone student earningsis important for the same

reasons, but, for convenience, it will be discussed in detail in the last section of this paper where the

continued usefulness of the Cartter-O'Neill series of cost and burden estimates will be examined.

How do these three items affect our picture of burden sharing? Take first research expenditures:

Here the role of federal grants is so large that, if we were to count all institutionally-based research

outlays as expenditures for education, then the federal role in higher education finance would

appear considerably larger than if we did not count them. These research expenditures amounted to

S5.9 billion in 1988-89about one-fifth as n ttch as parents and students together contributed to

educational funds of institutions. The government share of educational funds of institutions would

he 60 percent if all federal research expenditures were counted instead of 55.7 percent as shown in

the appendix.table for that year

Similarly with student subsistence costs: Families pay a much larger fraction of room and board

costs for students who attend public institutions than the fraction they pay of instructional costs.

Therefore, if we count subsistence costs as expenses of education, the family share of the total

financial burden will appear considerably larger than if we do not count them. Counting subsis-

tence costs, the parent-student share of' all monetary outlays for higher education was 37 percent

in 1988-89. Not counting them, the parent-student share of educational finds of institutions was

only 32.3 percent. Subsistence outlays in 1988-89 almost equaled the contributions of parents and

students to the net educational funds of institutionsS25 billion, compared to S27 billion.

So also with the foregone earnings of studentsthat is, wages and salaries the students could

be expected to earn if they were not spending their time and energy being students. Am estimate

of foregone earnings is extremely tricky, but whether we include some amount of foregone earn-

ings as a cost of education or not is extremely important to any analysis of burden sharing. This is

because students bear almost all of this cost. Students' parents bear little and the public almost
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none. Therefore, if this cost is included as a cost of education, the student share of the total bur-
den will appear much larger than if it is not.

Research Costs and Joint Products

Almost everyone would agree that getting an education at an institution where there are
ongoing research activities improves the quality of that education. Yet people would differ about
the size and importance of this contribution. If research contributes to both education and scien-
tific discoverythat is, if they are "joint products" of researchwe must come up with some defi-
nite WM', more or less arbitrary, to assign part of the cost to each purpose. Cartter and O'Neill
decided in the Carnegie report to assume that 25 percent of federally financed research costs at
institutions of higher education would be attributed to education. It is hard to see how they
would have been clearly wrong or clearly right in this guess, or to see any trends that would have
made it a worse guess in the 1990s than it was in the 1970s.

Student Subsistence Costs and Nonspecific Costs

The people who are students would still have to eat, he clothed, and he sheltered even if they
were not students. These are necessary outlays in order for them to be engaged in any educa-
tional process, and yet they do not purchase education specifically. Nor is staving alive a joint
product of educlition, so difficulties with subsistence costs cannot comfortably be dealt with by
the kind of arbitrary assumption Cartter and O'Neill made in the case of research outlays.

And there are problems. They arise because subsistence costs are very elastic; they can
appear in the budgets of those other than students, and they are met in part from rest.urces
that are very hard to estimate.

Demarcating Minimum Subsistence Costs

Subsistence costs arc elastic in the sense that the character, amount and quality of minimum
subsistence costs are hard to define. A student needs more than one set of clothes, but how many
and how expensive? Some students need cars, but, again, how cheap a car will do? Students need,
in human terms, to visit their families, but how often, and do they also need a vacation trip dur-
ing the winter break? When a parent pays for more than the minimum of such things, is the par-
ent paying for education or simply making gifts to an offspring for current consumption? If the
student pays for comforts and entertainment from extra earnings over and above his college's
"s,,;-help expectation," arc they still costs of education? What if the job was taken solely because
the student wanted a more comfortable standard of living?
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Support-in-Kind

When part of the student's subsistence is provided in kind by parents, spouse or friends there

is an added dimension of complexity. Is room and board provided by such parties a cost of educa-

tion even if no money changes hands? This question is made harder by the fact that as a practical

matter, the quantity, quality and character of the support is usually indivisible among members of

the household.

Trends in Subsistence Costs

The considerations that make it hard to pinpoint educational costs in these cases also make it

hard to estimate aggregate amounts of subsistence costs attributable to education or to chart

trends in such costs. It is probably the case that the minimum acceptable standard of living of tradi-

tional parent-supported students has risen over the last 20 years and almost certainly over the last

40 years. The source of funds for this improvement have been student earnings, parental support

and student aid, probably in that order.

If these conjectures are correct, it is not hard to see why. Students are willing to make contribu-

tions to their own living costs, and increasing contributions if circumstances permit, because, after

all, it is their own standard of living that is in question. Parents are willing to make contributions,

and rising ones if possible, because they want their offspring to be able to stay alive and be corn-

fOrtable too. Student aid enters the picture because the public does not want the access to the

higher education it subsidizes to be frustrated by an inability to meet minimum subsistence costs.

In other words, each party makes a financial commitment in line with its obvious motivation, and is

prepared to increase that contribution for the same reasons as general living standards rise.

At the same time, we should not regard as costs of education living standards over a minimally

acceptable level, when this higher standard is financed through employment that represents par-

tial withdrawal from educational participation. Typically this is what occurs when a student choos-

es part-time enrollment to permit a level of earnings, and thereby a standard of living, in excess

of such minimums. Such enrollment and employment patterns are probably increasingly com-

monplace, especially among older independent students, but they do not affect the costs of edu-

cation, nor do they bring about a shifting of the burden of such costs.

A Note on Student Earnings

Die preceding discussion of subsistence costs underlines a problem that will be encoun-

tered again and again in this paper. We simply do not know how much students earn or how
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much of what they earn goes toward meeting educational costs. The survey evidence tends tohe unconvincing, and reporting via student financial need statements tends to be unconvincingalso. Students in general have a strong incentive to earn more (to enjoy a higher standard ofliving) and to report less (so that parents or the student aid system 1611 not reduce support).There are also a number of reasons why, in perfectly good faith, students may he highly inaccu-rate in estimating earnings:

1. Students tend to have seasonal needs for earnings and seasonal opportunities for work.
Students often work more than they have planned in order to make up fOr unanticipated
needs or shortfalls from other sources, parents especially.

3. Non-traditional students often make their decisions about employment in the even morecomplicated context of the needs and earning capabilities of other members of a
household.Throughout this paper it will often be necessary to offer a caveat about the stu-dent role in the sharing of financial burdens, because we simply do not know enoughabout the role of student earnings. For example, an apparent shift of burdens to parentsmay really be a shift to parents and students, or even mostly to students. Or an apparentburden on students nrcp.- in fact be. for the most part, a burden on parents. There doesn't

seem to he any way around this source of uncertainty and inconclusiveness.

THE INCENTIVE OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT

hen the costs of education are narrowly defined by excluding the share of
expenses incurred for the sake of joint products and the share for subsistence
above minimum needs, it becomes much easier to think about the purpose
and motivation of such expenditures. There are Milt' such purposes: the dis-semination of knowledge may he regarded as a good thing in itself, or good for participation in ademocratic society )1- good for the social mobility and productivity of its members. The list couldhe a long one: From time to time higher education has been regarded as essential for things asdifferent as personal morality and national defense.

An umbrella concept that includes many (hut not all) of these purposes is the notion ofinvestment in human capital. This notion is often assumed to mean only investment that increas-es money income, but the idea can he put in more inclusive terms: Wherever the person whoreceives education is expected to perform differently and better in the future for haying receivedit, we can speak of an investment and a return on investment. Starting with this broadest defini-

15
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non, we can then draw distinctions between economic and non-economic returns, private returns

and public returns, and in doing so we will have a taxonomy of many (but not all) of the purposes

for which higher education costs are incurred.

Investment in Human Capital for Economic Returns

The idea of higher education as an investment now seems an obvious one. A century and a

half ago it would have seemed much less obvious. Except for the professions of law, medicine

and the church, investment in a career was normally made through one or another form of

apprenticeship. Participation in higher education occurred mainly for the purpose of acquir-

ing status or for learning to exemplify the status one already had.

Since those times, the investment character of higher education has become increasingly

clear. More and more occupations have called for, and provided financial rewards for, educa-

tion beyond high school. The common observation that educated people generally make

more money has been validated by increasingly good statistics showing correlations of educa-

tion and income. To he sure, there are considerable swings over time in the rates of return to

higher education, and they depend importantly on such non-educational factors as the size of

the voung-worker cohort and the structure of the economy. Thus, male college graduates

earned 23.8 percent more than high school graduates in 1979. but they earned 53.4 percent

more in 1989. Female graduates earned 27.9 percent more in 1979, but they earned 59.4 per-

cent more in 1989.

Analyses have attempted to estimate the aggregate contribution of education to national

income, as well as the economic return to individuals. Human capital theory has become a recog-

nized specialty in economics. Surveys of students show that financial returns are now often in first

place as a reason for going to college, although it is possible that students arc just being more

candid about financial motives than earlier generations were.

The Investment Rationale and Burden Sharing

The idea of higher education as an investment yielding economic returns has been the

premise of powerful arguments about responsibilities for financing higher education. These argu-

ments purport to give answers to the three questions of the Carnegie title: Wm Pays? Who Benefits?

Who Should Pa ?The main line of argument is that returns to education show up in the income of

the individual student. Employers are willing to pad' for the skills the student acquires. They cost

him time and money to acquire, so the increment in pay is a return on that time and money

invested. That is why, the argument goes, the student and his parents pay for education: they are
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making an investment from which they expect income returns. Since it is the student who bene-
fits, it is he who should pay, unless others want to make him a gift of investmer t capital.

The Zacharias Plan

This argument is not just a matter of analytic interest: it purports also to have practical conse-
quences for public policy. These consequences are most clearly exemplified by the Zacharias plan
proposed in the 1960s that has periodically resurfaced with modifications ever since. Under these
"income-contingent loan- plans, a student would be expected to pay for his own education out of
the investment income the education would produce. When parents pm-, they are making a gift of
such an investment. But students themselves should be willing and able to borrow to make so prof-
itable an investment, just as a business corporation should be willing and able to borrow to invest in
a promising new factory.

According to this View, the reasons why students do not borrow and invest in education as much as
they rationally might are two: First, students cannot be sure the investment will pay off.. student can-
not be sure that he will have the talents and opportunities to make the investment successful. Second,
he cannot offer a lender the investment itself as collateral in the way that a company can offer the new
factory itself as collateral for the loan that builds it. A lender cannot be sure that an investment in edu-
cation will pay off. and he cannot "ffireclose- on the person who embodies the investment.

In the Zacharias plan and its successors. this analysis forms the basis for the proposed role ofgov-

ernment in assuring a ready supply of student loans and guaranteeing that the: will be repaid. Individ-
ual students and lenders are handicapped by uncertainty. Not so the government, because it knows
that the average return from investment in education will be ample to pay off the average loan.

Most plans, like the original Zacharias proposal, have other persuasive features. They often
incorporate either a progressive tax on education-derived income or a scheme of extra interest or
principal payments that serve the role of insurance premiums whereby the more financially suc-
cessful borrowers will pay back all or part of the loans of the less successfill.

Problems of the Zacharias Analysis

There are problems about Zacharias-type schemes that are beyond the scope of this paper.
They include problems of adverse selection in a less-than-universal plan. the possibility of exces-
sive debt levels. and problems of loan collection. But the main problems are diffit ulties with the
underlying economic investment rationale itself.. The intellectually powerful logic of the invest-
ment rationale tends to obscure three things:
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1. First, the investment rationale leaves very unclear why spending (and burden sharing) for

elementary and secondary education should differ so markedly from spending andburden

sharing for higher education. We need an analysis that explains why the two are so differ-

ent and yet also makes clear how far they can he treated as alike. A major sector of Ameri-

can higher educationnamely, the community collegesbegan with the assumption that

there need be, and should be, no difference. Education in proprietary schools operated

on exactly the opposite assumption, except under the GI Bill and the federal student aid

programs, the assumption that private parties should pay the whole cost.

2. Second, the Zacharias rationale has nothing to say about the benefits of higher education

that are not appropriated by the individuals who receive education in the form of their

own higher money incomes.

3. Third, the Zacharias rationale has nothing to say about the intergenerational aspects of

distributing the burdens of higher education finance. Its showpiece proposal simply

assumed that each generation should shoulder the burden of its own education. This

assumption is wildly at variance with both the tradition of parent-financed higher educa-

tion and with equal opportunity efforts on the part of state and federal governments.

These efforts have taken the form of subsidies to institutions of higher education directly

or via student aid. Who is right?

Public and Private Benefits

The usual way of reconciling the investment rationale and public policy in these three areas is

to say that only part of the return on investment in education is represented by economic benefits

accruing to the individual student. It is suggested that there are other public benefits that also

constitute a return on investment. These public benefits include economic, cultural and social

benefits that belong to everyone and for which we cannot and should not expect individual par-

ents and students to pay.

However, it does not help very much just to say that there exists such a difference between

public and private benefits. Whether we want to justify present patterns of burden sharing or

want to change them, we need ways to distinguish different kinds of benefits so that we can see

why they are public or private. One way to draw such distinctions is to focus on the question of

whether the benefits of any activity (not just education) are appropriated by individuals, whether

they practicalh, can he (e.g., by charging admission to concerts) and whether they should be (per-

haps in the interest of enabling market forces to operate).

This kind of analysis is fascinating, and it can open our eyes to things we ordinarily do not
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think much about. It tends, lli,wever, to get Very far from practical policy choices affecting educa-
tion before the issues it raises are resolved. For example, national defense is a very clear case of a
public benefit. Our protection from aggression by foreign powers is indivisible as things are,
probably can only be indivisible and probably should be indivisible. But the skills of college-edu-
cated people who contribute to defense are, for the most part, purchased by the government or
by defense contractors at the going wage or salary rate, so that the public defense benefits arising
specifically from education and not appropriated as economic benefits by the people in defense
jobs are quite difficult to define.

A Taxonomy of Desirable Results of Education

In this paper a different approach will be adopted, involving four broad categories of desir-
able results of education:

1. There are results of education whose whole value lies in the preferences and satisfactions
of the people who receive the education. Most obviously, these are increments to private
money incomes and private enjoyments. The rest of us may he glad for the person who
gains such benefits, but this does not make them public benefits if we are to have useful
distinctions at all. They are clearly private benefits.

9. There are also results of education that have the potential of conferring either public or pri-
vate benefits or both depending on how this potential is being used. The benefits ofgeneral
literacy are typical of this category. Because the stream of such benefits now seems to go in a
private direction, now in a public direction, and now in a private direction again, these will
he referred to as "inchoate" benefits, and their distribution as a "cascade" of benefits.

3. There are returns of education that are exclusively public benefits. The benefits most usual-
ly cited as publicfor example, greater rationality in public discoursemostly belong in
the second category, since whether the benefits are public or private depends on circum-
stances. But there is no reason not to concede that there are some items in this category.

4. There are consequences of education and its distribution that we can say are desirable or
not entirely without reference to the question, "Who benefits?" Values such as fairness, jus-

tice and opportunities for the development of talent simply do not need this kind of justifi-
cation to be worth spending money on. The usefulness of the analysis of public and private
benefits is diminished rather than enhanced by trying to force an exhaustive distinction
between public and private. To call justice a public benefit. for example, is only to invite
confusion with the structure of very different issues, such as who should pay for the fluori-
dation of the water supply.
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Discussion of the first three categories clearly belongs here: In all three the reasons why

people spend money on higher education is to produce some future return. That is, the rele-

vant motivations are investment incentives. The fourth category, however, is quite another

matter. The purposes included under this fourth heading are not goals of investment-for-

return, although they may coincide with investment purposes. For example, achieving inter-

generational equityone of the items in the fourth categoryis very likely to produce pub-

lic, private and inchoate benefits of many kinds.

Returns to Education vs. Returns to Educational Credentials

For some kinds of investigation in human capital theory it is important to distinguish returns

to the skills acquired through higher educationthat is, the actual increment in productivity

from returns to being awarded a degree or other credential. For many reasons, rewarding pro-

ductive skills is more desirable than rewarding sheer credentials. But whether or not the earning

capacity conferred by a credential really represents productive investment, the greater income of

someone with an educational credential is clearly a private benefit. Indeed, in the case where the

enhanced income was entirely due to a credential that signified no desirable skills or other quali-

ties, the Zacharias case for unsubsidized investment would be strongest.

Public Benefits and the Tax Base

It has often been argued that the higher incomes of educated people produce more public

revenue through income taxes and that education, for this reason, creates public benefits that jus-

tify public expenditures. This way of thinking falls into a trap of double counting: To count the

income taken in taxation as a public benefit and to count, for example, the national defense that

the taxes buy as also a public benefit would be to count the same benefit twice. The mistake is like

that of adding the earnings of a business and the dividends it pays out to measure its profitability.

Taxation does not create public benefits. It takes away private benefits to purchase public ones.

"Inchoate" Benefits

An illustration of benefits in this category are those arising from literacy, and this example

shows how they tend to create a "cascade" of private and public benefits. Plainly, a person who

can read is better off than one who cannot. He can take and perform a job that an illiterate per-

son cannot, and he can earn money in that job. He can also use reading skills as a consumer, get-

ting more for his money when he spends it. So literacy confers private monetary benefits. It also
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enables a person to read for pleasure, and thereby confers nonmonetary private benefits as well.
But the presence of literate people in a societyespecially if almost all people are literatecre-

ates advantages for others as well. People can count on the literacy of others in designing produc-
tion processes and reaching markets with advertising. General literacy becomes a public benefit
because it enables everyone to rely on the communicability of ideas in writing, whether or not the
written word is actually used to communicate in particular circumstances. Sometimes this public
benefit is appropriated for private purposes. If a potential employer places a want ad and someone
seeks and obtains the job advertised, the public benefit of general literacy has resulted in private
benefits for both employer and employee and these, of course, have monetary value. General liter -
acv can also be appropriated to achieve further public benefits, of which a very important example
is the kind of communication of fact and opinion that enables democratic institutions to function.

Public Support for Educational "Cascade" Effects

The clearest rationale for public financing of elementary and secondary education is precisely
that it fosters skills such as literacy which produce inchoate benefits with cascading effectspub-
lic and private benefits giving rise to further private and public benefits.

The smaller share of the public in financing higher education suggests we believe the same kind
of cascade operates, but that either (1) a larger fraction of the benefits are appropriated exclusively
by the individual student without passing through such a cascade or (2) there are enough such
purely private benefits to provide sufficient motivation for individuals to seek education that will
also produce public benefits by the cascade effect. For example, the private financial rewards of
education in accounting are sufficient to motivate enough students to become accountants that we
can all rely on the availability of accountants. Their availability prevents the kind of chaos in the
financial aspects of our relationships that the former Soviet Union is now experiencing.

Education and Competitiveness

Much of the recent public dialogue about the need of the United States to educate more peo-
ple better, so that the nation will he more competitive internationally, can he translated into the
terms of the preceding analysif It is not the contention of most advocates of educational reform
that we lack outstanding individual scientists or engineers. Plainly, we have them. Rattler. the con-
tention is that we need to have higher levels of skills in enough of the population so that innova-
tors, managers and entrepreneurs can rely on their availability as new enterprises are created and
as old ones are transformed to take advantage of changing technologies and markets. It is a cas-
cading of benefits that is sought.
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THE STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYER INCENTIVES

The role of employers in training the workforce is enormous. Their contractual

relationships with institutions of higher education are numerous and complex.

They make increasingly important philanthropic contributions to colleges and

universities.

The importance of these roles and relationships can easily mislead people into thinking that

employers have become, themselves, providers of higher education, or at least that they have

become permanent partners in carrying the financial burdens of higher education. But if we look

only at their role as employersnot as contractors or philanthropistsa different picture emerges.

As employers they ask whether investment, on their part in training and education, appropriately

amortized, will increase their profits. If so, they will invest; if not, they will not invest.

The calculation that a rational private employer makes can be put in the following format:

Costs of education and training

Less: Education and training costs not recoverable (amortizable) because the employee leaves the employer

Equals: Recoverable (amortizable) education and training costs

It makes sense for the employer to invest in an employee's education and training if (and only

if) these recoverable costs are less than the value of production resulting from the training over the

probable period of amortization.

The decision to hire and train a worker can depend on considerations such as these:

I. "How long can we expect the employee to stay?"

2. "Does the worker already have the training to be productive? If so, we can save on training

expense."

3. "Is the worker young, although untrained? If so, we may save on fringe benefits enough to

pay for training costs."

4. Is anyone else willing to pay a subsidy for training costs? If so, we can save here."

5. "Are the potential employee's seriousness and skills credentialed or otherwise certified? If

so, the probability that we will have made a good choice (with lower selection, training and

supervision costs) is increased."

6. "Will the worker accept (and does the law allow) a lower level of wages or salary to offset

our training costs? If so, we may be able to hire the worker, even if other prospective

employees already have a higher level of training."
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Most of these factors are straightforward, at least in concept, although often very difficult to
quantify, even as probabilities. But the concept of "non-recoverable training costs" deserves spe-
cial attention because it greatly affects employer motivation to finance education and training in
postsecondary institutions.

Some of what an employee learns that makes him productive is useful only in the particular
enterprise in which he gains experience, whereas other skills and training would be of value to
other employers as well. If the employee changes jobs, the benefits of these skills are lost to the
employer and may even be gained by a competitor. Any training costs not already amortized are
unrecoverable when the employee leaves.

This difference affects empl iyer incentives to finance training in several ways:

1. Training of value exclusively in the particular enterprise will tend to he financed as long as
increments in productivity over a probable amortization period exceed training costs.

2. The employer will, however, tend to be willing to finance training in transferable skills only
if employing the worker is profitable even when the cost of the training in those skills is
regarded as only fractionally recoverable. In the limiting case, it will not be regarded as
recoverable at all, any more than wages.

3. As a result, an employer will tend to treat costs of training in transferable skills more as he
would treat wages paid for skills the employee already has than as an investment.

4. The economic burden of financing the acquisition of transferable skills will, therefore,
tend to fall on employees. When labor is scarce, but still low-paid compared to its productiv-
ity, profits may be so high that employers will train aggressively in transferable skills, disguis-
ing this effect, but the tendency for the burden to fall in one way or another on employees
will sooner or later assert itself.

5. If productive skills are not only transferable but can be acquired at independent training
and certifying institutions (colleges, universities or proprietary schools), employers will
tend to prefer such training to in-house training because it will enable them to avoid the
costs of running a training program and the risks of non-recoverability.

The logic here explains a good deal that everyone is familiar with. Employers do not ordinarily
expect to have to provide, or pay for, training in lord processing, because the skills are transfer-
able and can be acquired and certified in pre-employment settings. On the other hand, a corpora-
tion may be prepared to spend a good deal on training junior managers in the peculiarities of its
particular corporate culture because almost the entire value of such training benefits that corpora-
tion and no one else; nor can it be acquired at an independent education or training institution.
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The same logic, however, sets limits to the kind of role we can expect employers to take in

financing education and training in schools, colleges and universities. There will be boom times

when they will be glad to pay for non-recoverable training costs at such institutions, but only in

boom times. Government mandates and subsidies can compel or induce employers to finance

such education and training at other times, but in these cases it will often be the taxpayer or the

consumer who really bears the economic cost of the financing.

The very fact that it is possible to acquire a particular skill at a college or university, rather

than on the job, is the strongest indication that the skill in question is transferable. If it is transfer-

able, then employer financing is less likely to be recoverable. It is, therefore, not a skill an employ-

er would want to finance if only the productivity of that skill were at issue. Formal postsecondary

education is the kind of training employers are least likely to want to pay for.

Those who would like to increase the role of employers in financing education in postsec-

ondary institutions will regard the preceding analysis as far too bleak. For a number of reasons

this may be so:

1. To the extent that an employer creates long-term loyalty to the enterprise, the probability

that training costs will be fully recoverable are increased, and willingness to invest in train-

ing will be increased also.

2. Where employers create formal or informal consortia for the support of training, the

chances that together they will be able to recover investments in training are increased,

and their willingness to invest will be increased also.

3. Where increments in knowledge (and training in the use of that knowledge) result in very

high rates of profitability, non-recoverable training costs may be willingly absorbedas in

the most successful high-tech industries.

However, if the analysis is basically correct, then a good deal ofwhat employers do in financing

formal education has to be explained otherwise than by the productivity of what the employee

learns. One explanation is morale: An employee whose tuition for an English literature course is

paid by the employer may have higher morale, and therefore be more productive, even if the skills

acquired do not enhance his productivity at all. The same considerations of morale explain alum-

ni-gift matching programs and scholarships for the children ofemployees. Such programs make

workers feel better about their situations, and the result can be higher productivity. Still more indi-

rectly, scholarships for unaffiliated graduates of the local high school can improve community rela-

tions and thereby reduce costs or enhance productivity in subtle ways. Private business probably

also pays taxes more willingly (although still reluctantly) knowing that public educational expendi-
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tures will foster a more skilled labor force, with "cascade" effects of the kind described earlier.
What is left of the role of employers in financing formal higher education when what they

actually do is explained in the above ways? The main role of employers is to provide the capital,
ideas and management that create jobs in which educated people can earn a good return on
investments in education that belong to them, not to their employers. These investments may be
made by themselves, their parents, the public or philanthropy. Employers are very concerned
about the quality of education, for obvious reasons, and by creating good jobs they provide others
with incentives to make investments in education. They also are willing, at times, to invest their
own money impressively. But none of this should conceal the fact that they will tend to refuse
financial burdens for training costs that are not, with a high degree of probability, recoverable by
them individually and exclusively. Existing government training policies can be read as accepting
this reality, since they normally operate by means of mandates or incentives, not by addressing the
uninfluenced self-interest of employers.

INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

The fullest accounting of investment returns and consumption benefits, of public and
private benefits, of productive skills and status-conferring credentials, cannot explain
why certain students are selected for support from public and philanthropic
resources, or for more such support than other students receive. Nor can investment

returns fully explain even the financial contribution of parents. A relatively small number of stu-
dents are selected for support either because of extraordinary talent or because they commit
themselves to particular careers after completing their educational programs (as a kind of
advance payment of compensation for service in these careers). But most students are selected
for support on quite different grounds. Among these are considerations of intergenerational
equity, and these considerations belong in the fourth category suggested in Section Two of this
paper. That is, there would he reasons for spending money to achieve intergenerational equit,
even if little or nothing were gained in aggregate net returns to investment. We as a society care
about who benefits as well as about the total of all benefits.

Transfers From Parents to Offspring

To appreciate fu! ; how important such considerations are in explaining the way the bur-
dens of financing postsecondary education are in fact shared, imagine a society in which such
motivations were inoperative. In such a society, parents would not make a significant contribu-
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don. Of course, there are many ways of interpreting the intentions behind parental support.
Undoubtedly, family pride plays a role: Parents generally feel better about themselves and

have a greater sense of their own achievements if they see their children through college.
Many parentsperhaps mostwould feel ashamed if they did not do the best they could in
providing financial support for education. Many parents also identify with the prospects and

achievements of their children and would share their children's feelings of being thwarted if

college opportunities were denied them. But underlying the feelings that can be described in

these various ways there is surely some sense that offspring should be given at least as good a

chance as parents themselves have had, if not better. If there were no such motivation, it is
hard to see why parentseven affluent oneswould make an effort to finance education for

their offspring.

Intergenerational Equity as Public Policy

Much philanthropic and governmental support for higher education makes the most sense as

a case of elevating such intergenerational concerns to the level of public policy. Certainly, such

support can also be partially explained in terms of more optimal investment in human capital.

But if this were the sole reason for such philanthropic and governmental support, it would surely

be much more tat geted on the individual students of greatest talent. It is hard to see how such

grounds for support would explain either the maintenance of open admissions, low-tuition insti-

tutions by the states, or the federal programs of need-based student aid available on an entitle-

ment or near-entitlement basis without regard to qualifications. Such programs must be premised

on the idea that the opportunities more affluent parents make available to their offspring as a

matter of intergenerational fairness should he made available also to students whose parents can-

not afford to make such a private intergenerational transfer. There is a widespread belief, given

firm political expression, that it would he intolerable for young people to miss out on educational

opportunities for lack of support from the previous generation.

Policy Change and Intergenerational Equity

Purposes of intergenerational equity explain an important part of our system of postsec-

ondary finance as well as the anguish that accompanies changes in the system. It is surely a part of

the reason for subsidizing student loans that many people have great reservations about shifting

burdens to the student generation and wish to moderate that shift. Considerations of intergenera-

tional equity are also among the reasons why it is so difficult for policvmakers to find appropriate

definitions and treatments for independent and other categories of "non- traditional" students,
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for these are students to whom the ordinary measures of the ability of parents to provide inter-
generational support are alleged not to apply.

Appropriate Levels of Intergenerational Transfer

The importance of intergenerational transfers and intergenerational equity in accounting for
the sharing of cost burdens in American higher education makes analysis of the overall pattern of
sharing much more difficult. Rates of private monetary return to investment in human capital
can he calculated. The empirical data for such calculations has never been fully adequate, and

'.he calculations are usually out-of-date by the time they are made. Still, we know how to calculate
such rates and we know of other rates to which they can be compared.

Not so with intergenerational transfers. How much should parents of given means be expect-
ed to sacrifice to be fair to the educational prospects of their offspring? We have no fully rational

way of calculating such amounts. "Need analysis" is inevitably full of judgment calls, no matter
how simple or complex the "methodology" or how uniform or ad hoc the system. And the same
difficulties arise in assessing how much in college costs philanthropy and government should pay
to make up for inadequate family contributions. Nor do we know how to deal in any clear and
prescriptive way with questions that arise when the intergenerational aspect of sharing college
costs interacts with other features of the postsecondary finance system. What, for example, should

we make of the common phenomenon of affluent parents spending a modest amount of money
to send their children to flagship state universities? They thereby capture for their offspring large
i tergenerational transfers made by government at the cost of a much smaller intergenerational
transfer of their own than they would be expected to make if their children attended an academi-
cally comparable private university.

PART II
PATTERNS OF BURDEN SHARING

AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY

t is emphasized throughout this paper that the various parties to financing higher educa-

tion perform their roles for what seem to them good and sufficient reasons. The variety of

their evolving motivations must be understood whether we simply want to make sense of
existing arrangements or whether we would like to see their financial contributions

changed. either in kind or amount.
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Before the Morrill Act

The history of higher education finance in the United States indicates the importance of this

perspective. Before the Morrill Act of 1862 there were two main reasons for supporting colleges

and universities: to train ministers for the various churches, and to provide the background of a

classical education for the elite of a new country which it believed it needed to regard itself as civ-

ilized. Both motives were present in the founding of colleges on the eastem seaboard and also in

areas closer to the receding frontier.

Even in the early 19th century, there were calls for a more "practical" curriculum, and by

the middle of the century there were also calls for universities to become centers for

research. But the basic structure of American higher education was the result of the earlier

purposes: ease of entry for new institutions; pluralism of purposes, often religious; gover-

nance by boards independent both of government and faculty, and reliance on tuition and

gifts for financial support. Calls for a national universityby George Washington, among oth-

erswent unheeded, and education is nowhere mentioned in the Constitution as either a

purpose or a power of government.

The Morrill Act and Education for Economic Development

The Morrill Act thus represented a major new purpose and major new sources of support. By

this time the usefulness of "practical" education had been validated in Europe and the United

States. The nation, faced with the vast undeveloped resources of the country, saw it as a good bar-

gain to exchange some of those resources for skills to develop the rest. Public lands and some fed-

eral funding were to be used as an incentive for the states to provide sustaining support for the

new land-grant institutions. What was anticipated was a "cascade" of benefits, public and private,

as discussed earlier. It proved a very good bargain indeed. The most conspicuous result was Amer-

ican leadership in agricultural productivity.

Independently, but with the same "cascade" rationale, the states undertook to establish and

maintain additional institutions of higher education. Of these many were "normal colleges" to

train teachers who, in turn, would provide society with a general level of basic skills needed to

pursue economic growth and civic participation. Through the 19th century, the states increasing-

ly pursued a zero-tuition strategy for elementary and secondary education. It was, therefore, nat-

ural for them also to attempt at least a low tuition policy for public higher education. Low, or free,

tuition was seen as the appropriate way to bring about a "cascade" of public and private benefits.

The states followed the same strategy when they turned to goals of equalizing opportunity and

intergenerational equity. There was, until the 1960s, little appreciation on the part of the states
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that any mechanisms other than low tuition (for example, support for student subsistence) would
be necessary to achieve the additional objectives.

The Federal Strategies

The Second World War led the federal government to adopt quite different strategies. Sci-
ence had proved crucial during the war and federal support for research was a role thereafter
taken for granted. Since the federal government wanted to fund the most promising scientists
wherever they were located, it adopted a competitive grant system that channeled funds through
the scientist's institution, whether public or private. It thus parted company with the states whose
funds were almost always earmarked for their public institutions.

The GI Bill marked another departure from previous federal policy and that of the states. It
initiated a federal role in achieving goals of intergenerational equity, with funding following the
student, although this was initially solely for the one very special generation that had fought the
Second World War. It was a powerful argument that service men should have a chance to go to
college without regard to background, because, after all, they had been chosen to go to war with-
out regard to background. Their generation had protected generations before and after them at
great cost and risk. These other generations owed them something in return, and not just to
those whose parents were willing and able to make a private intergenerational transfer.

There were other motivations for the GI Billfear of renewed depression levels of unemploy-
ment and fear of the veterans as a potentially obstreperous political force hut the program con-
tinued to receive general support even after these fears had proved groundless. It had such sup-
port because it represented an especially clear case of intergenerational equity.

Trends Since 1950

Wide popular support for the GI Bill and its success in extending opportunities for higher edu-
cation had the effect of opening up issues of higher education finance as never before. In the years
since, new policy interventions have been proposed and some important ones been imple-
mented. It helps to see these interventions against the backgrounds of actual trends in higher edu-
cation finance, and to see those trends portrayed graphically. The following chapter discusses the
difficulties (and they are formidable) of bringing up to date the series of higher education accounts
developed by Garver and O'Neill. The task has nonetheless been attempted. The resulting accounts
and trend charts are presented in an appendix to this paper, along with lists of' both substantive and
technical caveats about the estimates. Subject to those caveats, Figure CA (see Appendix) summa-
rizes major trends in the distribution of the burdens of higher education finance since 1950.
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Figure C-1 charts the most important of the "bottom lines" in the Cartter-O'Neill analysis, that

for total monetary outlays for higher educat;m.

The sharp decline in taxpayer financing of higher education from 1950 to 1959 marks the

decline of the post-World War II GI Bill and indicates its consequences for the relative financial bur-

dens of families and the public. By the mid-1950s, most veterans of the Second World War who

would ever use their GI Bill benefits to attend college had already done so, and this previously major

financial resource was in rapid decline. In these years there were two parties to financing postsec-

ondary education whose contributions dwarfed all the rest. These two parties were parents and state

governments, the latter through the subvention of public institutions. Local government supported

an increasing number of public community colleges, but their size and numbers were relatively

small until the major expansion of the 1960s and 1970s.

Philanthropy was of immense importance to some private institutions that held the lion's

share of endowment funds, but their students were a small fraction of all students in postsec-

ondary education. Philanthropy in the form of current budget support was also important to

those religiously-oriented institutions with very close ties to their sponsoring denominations, but

their students were also relatively few in number. Student aid was almost exclusively funded by

philanthropy through institutions, and its availability tended to he proportional to an institution's

overall access to philanthropy.

The Anecdotal Evidence

It is difficult today to recall how much the ability to go to college in the 1950s depended on the

luck, ingenuity and sacrifice of individual families. These are dimensions that are, of course, impos-

sible to chart statistically. However, specific situations and anecdotes make the situation clearer.

In urban areas with accessible public institutions, meeting subsistence costs through living at

home while commuting to college was a manageable undertaking for some lower middle-class

and working-class students and their families. This manageability was to he an important and

valid argument for the strategy of expanding community college opportunities. Still, even where

commuting was a viable option, real incomes were much lower than today, and providing even

room, hoard and supplies to a family member over age 18 commonly entailed real sacrifice. Medi-

an family income in 1949 was about half what it was by 1989 ($16,187 in constant 1989 dollars,

compared with $32,191).

Where commuting to a local public institution was not an available option, or an unacceptable

one, sacrifices ere often much more serious. One fairly common pattern in highly-cohesive families

was for one sibling to go to college while other offspring went straight from high school to work. If all
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went well, when the first child graduated from college, another child would have a turn. If there were
both male and female children, the first to go to college under this arrangement was probably a son.

In other families, aunts, uncles and grandparents were recruited to help carry the financial
burden. Many families took it for granted that there could be no saving for retirement until the
last child completed education. In families with parents in low-paid professions, such as teaching
and the ministry, it was not that uncommon for a third of the family's current income to go for
college expenses. Some farmers and small business owners mortgaged these enterprises anew
each time a child entered college.

The great contrast between these situations of the early 1950s and the present situation of
most families helps to make several points. First, where families are expected to bear almost all of
the financial burden, it can be so heavy that only the most affluent or the most dedicated are like-
ly to attempt it. Second, it was a major step in relieving such burdens and encouraging college
attendance when the states directed more of their resources to supporting commuter institutions,
including community colleges. Third, the steps taken by all kinds of institutions to accommodate
students who were trying to "work their way through" by term-time employment as well as sum-
mer jobs were also of major importance in sharing burdens and making college costs manage-
able. Expanding commuter access and increasing earnings options were well underway before
publicly-financed student aid began its rapid growth, and they remain of enormous importance.

The Beginnings of Need Analysis

It was against this background of heavy family sacrifice that the early student aid means tests
were devised: Families were expected to make very considerable sacrifices before they were
allowed to demonstrate "financial need."

The development of a uniform need analysis system by the College Board in 1954 and 1955
had a number of very important consequences. With the ebbing of the GI Bill the collegesespe-
cially the private collegesfound themselves with student bodies almost entirely dependent
financially on their parents. The philanthropic funds available needed to be stretched to the
utmost. But there was a temptation to use those funds to bid for the students who were regarded
as the most desirable. The College Board's uniform means test enabled the colleges both to
stretch the funds and to end the "bidding wars."

In a recent lawsuit, the U.S. Justice Department has contended that such a means test, pro-
ducing the same expected family financial contribution whatever college the student attends,
amounts to pri -e fixing. The idea is that the family contribution represents the true price of
going to college and that standardizing that contribution is a form of collusion.
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Because so few students received large amounts of aid in the mid-1950s, the premise of the

Justice Department suit would have seemed bizarre in those days. A standardized means test was

considered wholly benign, promoting fairness and giving aid-eligible students a chance to choose

their colleges without worrying about relative cost.

It was benign in another sense as well: When state legislatures initiated or expanded scholar-

ship programs in the late 1950s, they did not have to struggle with the very thorny issues involved

in deciding which students had financial need or how much. They could adopt an already exist-

ing system with their own modifications. They could thus be sure of a reasonably fair way of dis-

tributing aid among needy students, supported by a consensus of the best-informed academic

administrators. They could concentrate on other issues of eligibility and funding.

The National Defense Education Act

This convenient availability of an accepted, standardized means test was also valuable in the

enactment and administration of the student loan provisions of the National Defense Education

Act of 1959 (NDEA). The explicit rationale of the program was to enable a larger proportion of

talented youth to go on to college and thereby strengthen the competitive position of the United

States vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, which the success of Sputnik had caused people to see as more of

a technological challenge than they had before.

Placed in the context of motivating rationale, the idea behind the higher education provi-

sions of the NDEA was that the federal government should take on a slightly larger part of the

burden of financing higher education as part of its traditional burden of national defense. Yet the

fact that the program focused attention on family ability to pay prepared the way for programs

having a clear rationale of intergenerational equity. The program highlighted the fact that a good

many highly talented young people were not going to college because of the inability of their par-

ents to make an adequate intergenerational transfer of resources. The means-testing of the pro-

gram underlined precisely this issue.

It is often said that the Cl Bill and the NDEA marked the beginning of a commitment to an

equal opportunity goal on the part of the federal government. In one sense, this view is contrary

to the historical facts. Both programs were motivated by genuine concerns for issues having little

to do with intergenerational equity in general. Yet, in a way, the CI Bill and the NDEA were impor-

tant precursors of such a commitment. If the country looked to all its young people to make sacri-

fices in wartime, and if it looked to the talents of all its young people to sustain its security and

competitiveness in the future, then leaving the affordability ofcollege to the strictly private efforts

of parents and children seemed out of date.

lap
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The War on Poverty

However, it was the War on Poverty of the 1960s that made intergenerational equity an
explicit rationale for government intervention to provide financing for higher education
where parents could not. The goal was to "break the cycle of poverty" so that subsequent gen-
erations would not be held back by the inadequate resources of their parents and end up poor
themselves. The Higher Education Act of 1965 took important steps by adding a nationwide
College Work-Study program and Educational Opportunity Grants to NDEA loans. All three
programs were to be means of equalizing opportunities. But the intergenerational rationale of
government intervention was most clear in the change in Social Security that apportioned
(and in some cases augmented) a family's benefits to provide a share for younger members in
school or college. Since the purpose of Social Security family benefits was explicitly to provide
funds to take the place of the support a deceased, disabled or retired parent could no longer
provide, this step constituted clear recognition of the role of public programs in equalizing
intergenerational transfers.

A Decade of Growth

The 1972 Amendments to the Higher Education Act took these premises to their logical con-
clusion. The politics of the time resulted in extremely complex legislation that authorized a large
number of programs. But embedded in the legislation was the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant program, now called the Pell Grant program. Its mechanism addressed issues of intergen-
erational equity directly: The resources of every student were to he leveled up to a stated amount.
This was termed the grant "ceiling," because, no matter how poor the student's family, this was
the most he could get under the program. But this "ceiling" also specified an amount below
which an intergenerational transfer should not he allowed to fall. To the extent that parents
could not come up with this amount, the federal government would. Putting the matter this way,
of course, makes Pell Grants sound like an entitlement program. For technical and ultimately
budgetary reasons, it was not; however, the idea and the mechanism were there.

The Role of the States in the 1970s

In the years just before and just after the enactment of the 1972 amendments, the states were
also especially active in expanding government support for higher education. This was a period
of very rapid growth in the number or size (or both) of state-supported public institutions. New
community colleges were opening at a rate of one a week. There were few increases in fees to off-
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set these new commitments, and in many cases fees declined after taking inflation into account.

There can be no question that an equal opportunity, intergenerational equity rationale explains

most of this expansion, although the contribution of higher education to economic growth and

increasing a state's revenue base were also frequently cited.

The states also expanded their student aid programs in major ways during this period. The

intergenerational equity arguments were behind much of this expansion as well, but another rea-

son was to improve the competitiveness of private institutions. The state programs could not ordi-

narily have this second desired effect unless their benefits extended well up into middle-income

brackets where the intergenerational equity rationale was weaker, although still not without force.

Federal policy also took the private college tuition problem into account. The 1972 legisla-

tion retained the so-called "campus-based" federal programsCollege Work-Study, Supplemen-

tal Educational Opportunity Grants and NDEA loans (now called Perkins Loans). These pro-

grams tended to favor private colleges because both low-income and high tuitions created

"financial need" under their means tests. This was in contrast to the Pell Grant program which,

for almost all practical purposes, recognized only low income and a corresponding lack of fami-

ly resources available for intergenerational transfers.

Student Loans

If there was come ambiguity of purpose behind the state student aid programs and the federal

campus-based programs, they do not compare with the ambiguities that have accompanied the

development of the federal-state Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program. Even if we look only

at the intentions of the federal government (and leave aside default costs and a sad administrative

history), motives have cc nstantly been mixed and changing.

When originally enacted in 1965, the GSL program was designed to provide a benefit to mid-

dle-income families and thereby reduce pressures for a tax deduction or credit for college

expenses paid by parents, although their offspring were to be liable on the loans. In effect, the

program offered parents who felt themselves overburdened a chance to shift some of that burden

to their offspring. The shifted burden would then be made easier for the offspring to bear by

charging them only the low interest rate on loans guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury.

This was a complicated strategy for dealing with college costs. It acquired additional levels of

complexity as additional policy requirements were laid on the program:

1. To assure parents that borrowing could take the place of the parental contributions that

might he assessed by the common means tests, eligibility for the program was itself not

effectively subjected to a means test until the 1980s.

3 "4
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2. Because of the growing commitment to equality of opportunity and intergenerational equi-
ty, it soon became intolerable for only middle-income families with established banking
relationships to have access to credit under the program. To make loans available to low-
income students, subsidies were added that would assure that a lender could not lose
money.

3. These subsidies became so generous that even middle-income families who would not have
wanted or needed a market-rate loan nevertheless took advantage of the program if they
possibly could. Their eligibility depended on confusing determinations that were applied in
lieu of the standard means tests, a situation so unsatisfactory that even these criteria were
abolished by the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act of 1978.

4. As enrollment growth waned in the late 1970s, private colleges came to depend heavily on
the program to offset the competitive disadvantage in recruitment that they faced vis-a-vis
low-tuition public institutions.

Student Loans and Burden Sharing

This series of developments makes it difficult to summarize the burden-sharing implications
of what is now the largest public student aid program in the country. Because students take out
most GSL loans, the growth of the program looks like a shift of financial burdens to students. If
we compare 1950 and 1990, there has indeed been a shift in aggregate burden. However, it is con-
siderably smaller in many individual cases than might he supposed, for several reasons.

1. Many of the students who now use the GSL program would have had no resources for col-
lege in 1950 and would not have gone on to postsecondary education at all. We cannot
speak of a "shifting" of burdens in the case of these students, even though their participa-
tion in the GSL program is one cause for an increase in the share of the aggregate financial
burden borne by students.

2. Borrowers have received a real economic benefit in the form of the federal guarantee of
their loans and they have received valuable interest subsidies whereby the public has, in
fact, carried much of the burden. The inflation-adjusted present value of student borrower
liabilities net of interest subsidies has, for considerable periods, been less than half their
apparent obligations.

3. It has been deplorably easy much of the time for students simply to reject their repayment
burdensthat is, to default on their loans. The cost of defaults has shifted a good deal of
the burden back to the public.
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Assessing the Overall Shift of Burdens

The rapid growth of the role of student loans in the late 1970s and in the 1980s is one rea-

son, although not the only one, why the changing role of student aid in allocating burdens is

hard to state with clarity. One way to get a general picture of the course we have followed is to

compare the overall role of student aid in the mid-1970s with its present role.

The mid-1970s now looks like a golden age for the finance of higher education. Both fed-

eral and state aid programs had grown rapidly at the same time that states were opening
large numbers of low-tuition institutions. Tuition charges at neither public or private institu-

tions were keeping use with inflation, but subsidies for student loans were keeping up. There

were more and more jobs open to students and real wages had been rising. Important kinds

of aid were becoming de facto entitlementsPell Grants, GSI,s and Social Security benefits.

Major means tests had become less strict, permitting more middle-income students to
become eligible, or eligible for larger amounts of aid. The private institutions had successful-

ly staked out a privileged claim to funding under the campus-based programs and were able

to use aid from this source with GSLs to cover a good part of the tuition differential that

made competition with public institutions difficult.

The picture, then, is of public support. including a publicly-supported aid system,
replete with options and flexibility for individual students, families and institutions. Families

that had saved little or nothing for college could nonetheless find ways to manage college
attendance, not necessarily at their first-choice college, but at some college. Students found

more room in their budgets, either through borrowing, working, or both, for a higher stan-

dard of living than their predecessors in, say, 1950 could have managed.

A correspondingly general picture of the 1990s is much less clear. Tuition and fees at

public and private institutions are rising, at private institutions somewhat less rapidly than

in the 1980s, at the public institutions somewhat more rapidly. Public grants to students
failed to keep up with inflation in the late 1970s and 1980s, although there now seems to

be considerable political interest in some catching up At the same time, GSI,s now have a

much more prominent place, and the decline in infla;ion and inflation driven interest
subsidies mean that the real burden of loan repayments will be much greater than for the

borrowers of the 1970s. Private colleges now fund a much greater fraction of their aid
budgets out of tuition revenues than ever before, with the result that a private college stu-

dent whose own parents get relief through the award of aid tends increasingly to get that

relief at the eXpense of other students' parents.
Thus, federal and state governments have backed off from the level of commitment that
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made the mid-1970s a "Golden Age." They have done this, however, mainly by not making

adjustments to compensate for inflation or for growth in the number of students attending com-

munity colleges and proprietary schools participating in the aid programs, especially the federal

programs. Federal and state governments have generally not renounced or even retreated from

the equal opportunity and intergenerational equity premises of their programs. They have not

been pressed to reconsider those premises because the failures to make adequate adjustments

for inflation and program participation have automatically redistributed burdens in the direc-

tion of parents and students without major changes in legislated program mechanisms.

The Years Since 1950

As Figure C-1 indicates, over the last 40 years the most conspicuous trend has been the rising

share of the financial burden borne by the public. It is through growing public spending that the

proportion of total degree credit enrollments in public institutions has been able to grow from

about 50 percent in 1950 to about 80 percent now. In the last 20 years, this spending through

institutional support has been joined by a major stream of public spending for student aid. In

many ways the growth of student aid has been a distinct development, but both growing subsidies

to public institutions and student aid are parts of the same trend toward a greater public share of

costs. Togethei they have made possible increased participation by students whose parents could

afford far less than the true costs of their education. The parental share of higher education costs

has therefore fallen dramatically, even though the share of upper middle-class parents whose off-

spring attend private institutions has often increased.

The second major trend is a shift of burdens from parents and/or the public to students

themselves. This is a more recent trend, and it can probably be dated from the late 1970s. Two

factors have been at work. First, there has been increasing reliance on student loans, and these

loans have been less and less heavily subsidized on an inflation-adjusted basis. Second, students

are earning more of the funds they need. This is a significant factor in the finances of full-time

traditional students, but it is even more a reflection of rapid growth in the proportion of enroll-

ments that are non-traditional students. These latter students may or may not receive the benefits

of state subsidies to public institutions, depending on the type of institutions they choose. But

they receive relatively little support from either parents or the public student aid system. They

make up the difference mostly from their own earnings.

It is not clear whether this more recent shift of the aggregate burden in the direction of student

financing has relieved the public of some of the absolute burden it assumed in the 1970s. Probably

not, or not much. But we am say that if all of this self support had to he replaced with institutional
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support or grant aid from public sources, then the public share would have to have continued to

grow rapidly in the 1980s instead of more or less stabilizing at a lower fraction of costs.

A Judgment About Trends

It is perfectly possible to look at where these trends have brought us and to decide that the

present sharing of burdens is acceptable. After all, each of the parties is, in the aggregate, making

a serious contributionserious enough to motivate thoughtful and responsible choices about

how money is spent. Most parents who have the means to do so pay something important, even

though it. may be less than earlier generations of highly-dedicated parents paid. Few students get

a free ride, either. And certainly governments, at both state and federal levels, have their hands

full in juggling higher education along with other priorities.

Yet there is also room for unease about where these trends have taken us. The most powerful

rationale for greater public support since at least the 1960s has been the argument for greater

intergenerational equity. It is this argument that urged state and federal governments to take the

role of making intergenerational transfers on behalf of students whose lower-income parents

could not take that role. Growing public support has been for the explicit purpose of leveling-up

expectations of intergenerational support.

But if the longer-term trend toward larger public outlays makes sense in intergenerational

terms, how can the more recent trend toward a larger student share of the total burden also

make sense? Traditional students whose "self-help" share of costs has risen markedly, and non-tra-

ditional students who effectively "go it alone" unless they attend heavily-subsidized public institu-

tions, suggest a movement in the direction of every generation for itself. What, then, has become

of intergenerational equity? There is obviously room for debate about whether we are dealing

with an important inconsistency in public policy, or whether the serious degree of pluralism in

higher education finance that has in fact been achieved is its own sufficient justification.

ESTIMATES, COSTS AND BURDENS

The work of Carttcr and O'Neill that lay behind the Carnegie Who Pays? 413w Benefits?

volume deserves great praise. It was an ambitious undertaking, carried out with con-

sistency for a period of several decades in the history of higher education financea

period in which expenditures for higher education were growing dramatically and

the goals and character of higher education were also changing. Still more important, the struc-
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ture of the analysis was conceptually sound, so that comparisons are meaningful over time, illumi-
nating what was really happening.

The most important feature of the Cartter-O'Neill analysis and the tables it generated was that
they provided not just one "bottom-line" figure, but several distinct summary figures for purposes
of policy discussion, with "cross-walks" for getting from one of these figures to another by simple
arithmetic. They provided totals for institutional funds, educational funds, monetary outlays and
economic costs of higher education. Further, ezch of these summary figures can, in principle, be
disaggregated by institutional sector and by the various parties that contribute resources to higher
education. This structure is not only illuminating in the comparisons it permits; it also makes
much easier the kind of critique that will be presented here.

The Structure of the Cartter-O'Neill Analysis

Partial updates of the Cartter-O'Neill tables are presented in an appendix to this paper, but
for present purposes we can concentrate on a schematic version of these tables. Cartter and
O'Neill offer us the following basic calculations:

Total institutional funds (all revenues of institutions expended in a given year)
Less: 75 percent of estimated research spending
Less: Institutional expenditures for non-educational purposes (all spending for contract

services, community services, auxiliary enterprises, student aid and most co- and
extra-curricular activities)

Equals: Total educational funds of institutions
Plus: Student subsistence costs

Less: Student aid expenditures from all sources
Equals: Total monetary outlays on education

Plus: Foregone student earnings net of student subsistence
Equals: Total economic costs of higher education.

Is this scheme still useful for the years since the Cartter-O'Neill study? Can the series really be
updated for these years to permit valid long-term comparisons of costs and the sharing of cost bur-
dens? Can and should the series be carried forward into the 1990s? If the logic of the Cartter-O'Neill
analysis were al.one the issue, the answer to all of these questions would be an obvious "yes," because
all we demand of the logic of such as scheme is internal consistency, and such consistency is manifest.

The reason why these are not merely rhetorical questions is that the methodologies Cartter
and O'Neill used to arrive at constituent numbers need to he examined. There arc a number of
areas where Cartter and O'Neill knew perfectly well they had no real empirical source of time
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series data, and they used proxies instead. Changing circumstances have made a number of the

proxies chosen by Cartter and O'Neill less convincing.

One way to reach a judgment about these problems is to ask whether the difficulties discussed

below seem serious or mere quibbles. If all, or most, of them seem to be mere quibbles, then the

project of continuing the Cartter-O'Neill series and using it for comparative purposes makes

sense. But if the problems seem serious, or if some of them do, then we would have to abandon

the Cartter-O'Neill series, however regretfully. We might still work with a greatly curtailed version

of the model, but the usefulness of the numbers generated would be severely limited, the burden-

sharing numbers especially.

The Problem of Foregone Earnings

The first of the problems that must be examined is the last adjustment that adds foregone stu-

dent earnings to total monetary outlays to arrive at the total economic costs of higher education.

This is an extremely important adjustment: Cartter and O'Neill found that the burden of higher

education costs on families (parents and students together) had remained highly stable (except

for the GI Bill years) at around two-thirds of costs, from 1930 to 1970. But this finding was wholly

dependent on a growth in foregone student income, increasing both the total costs of higher

education and the family share. If the cost of foregone income had been ignored, and only mone-

tary outlays by parents and students were counted, the family share of higher education costs

would have dropped from about two-thirds to about one-third amid the growth of public expendi-

tures for higher education over that period.

Cartter and O'Neill made several assumptions in estimating foregone earnings. They found

that the average hourly wage of 18- to 24-year-olds was 93 percent of average hourly earnings in

manufacturing. They then applied this 93 percent factor to hourly earnings in manufacturing, a

readily available figure, for each year they generated a table. They assumed that students lost 40

weeks a year of earnings at this 93 percent rate if they were enrolled in college, but that they

recouped 12 percent of the loss by part-time work during the academic year. The loss was further

reduced by assuming that students, if they had not been in college, would have experienced twice

the applicable rate of unemployment in the labor force. That is, the cost of foregone earnings was

reduced to reflect the fact that some students could not have obtained jobs even if they had not

been enrolled in college.

It is worth reviewing the Cartter-O'Neill assumptions in this much detail to show how responsibly

they used available data to construct a long time series for costs of foregone income. But these details

also give us a picture of the youth labor market in the late 1960s that contrasts with present realities:
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1. The service sector of the economy has grown to dwarf the lanufacturing sector, and con-
sequentl it is earnings in the service sector that are most probably "foregone" when stu-
dents are in college. Full-time equivalent employment in the service industries grew from
54.7 percent of all employment in 1947 to 67.4 percent in 1988.

2. While some full-time students are still available for full-time employment only during sum-
mer vacations, most would now consider that they have much more time to work during
the academic year than the five hours per week assumed by Cartter and O'Neill.

3. A growing number of non-traditional students, both part-time and even full-time, tend to
have large and often full-time job commitments, juggling study and work time as best
they can.

4. Because college students are not nearly as concentrated in the 18- to 24-vear-old bracket as

they were in the 1960s, using earnings and unemployment data for this age group to make
estimates would not seem to he the acceptable simp;!fication it certainly was when Cartter
and O'Neill did their work.

In summary, to deal with the issue of foregone earningsimportant as it may be for burden
sharing discussionswe have to deal with an unhappy choice: either follow the Cartter-O'Neill
methodology, knowing full well that it is increasingly off the mark, or else develop quite new esti-

mates complicated by the variety of ages and labor force roles of' students today. The conservative

estimates presented in the appendix tables show what happens if amounts for foregone earnings
are based on the lowest earnings in the service sectorthat is. on the federal minimum wage.

Whatever course is taken, one result would probably stand out: The real inflation-adjusted
earnings of noncollege-educated entrants into the labor market, whether in manufacturing or
other sectors, have declined importantly in relation to college costs. This has been documented
in a number of reports sponsored by the Grant Foundation. The average annual earnings of 20-
to 24 -year -old civilian males not currently in school or college fell from S15,221 to S10,924 in con-
stant 1986 dollars from 1973 to 1986. Foregone earnings as a component of higher education
costs have, accordingly, been shrinking, not growing, relative to monetary outlays by all parties

(including students). And this shrinkage would be in addition to that stemming from the greater
labor force participation of those who arc students.

Student Aid in the Cartter-O'Neill Analysis

Another step in the Garner-O'Neill estimates that needs to be examined is their treatment of
student aid. "fond monetary outlays for higher education are calculated by adding student subsis-
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tence costs to total educational funds of institutions and deducting the net contribution of stu-

dent aid funded out of the general revenues of institutions, along with aid from external sources.

Student aid is dealt with at this point in the Cartter-O'Neill calculations not because it is viewed as

defraying subsistence costs exclusively, but in order to reconcile the institutional part of the

accounts with the accounting for burden sharing. For this purpose of reconciliation, aid from all

sources must be counted, but none of it twice. To accomplish this aim, the sum of all aid is treat-

ed as a deduction to what families (parents and students) would otherwise have to pay to meet

costs through monetary outlays. This sum includes funds appropriated for student aid out of the

general revenues of institutions and not merely passing through institutional hands from govern-

ment or philanthropy.
These internally-generated funds today look odd as a deduction from the parent and student

share of the burden, because, at private institutions, the revenue that makes these institutional funds

possible comes increasingly from tuition payments by parents and students. The Cartter-O'Neill pro-

cedure is nonetheless valid, since the extra tuition payments from some are properly canceled by

the reduced payments of others when the burden of all parents and students is aggregated.

However, the fact that Gamer and O'Neill could deal with the matter as a purely technical

one of account. reconciliation shows how much the world of higher education finance has

changed. They would perhaps give the matter extensive treatment and explicit tabular recogni-

tion if they were to undertake their enterprise today. The appendix tables at the end of this paper

adopt the device of regarding those families who are net. suppliers of aid funds as philanthropic

contributors. This clears up some of the confusion, although the rising share of philanthropy that

results could also be misleading.

Subsistence Costs in the Cartter-O'Neill Analysis

The other "adjustment" made at this pointfor subsistencealso hears comment. Although

the Carnegie report is not explicit about its sources, the internal evidence is that the 1970-71

base-line estimates of 51,200 for resident students and $850 for commuter students were derived

from student aid data bases. These figures were then adjusted for cost-of-living indices to obtain

figures for earlier academic years.

This approach was not at all unreasonable at the time, given the difficulties in defining subsis-

tence costs noted in Section One of this paper. For a number of reasons, subsistence costs esti-

mates from the student aid data base , tend in most respects to be quite conservative. That is, they

tend to he close to the amounts that barely enable students to get by. with few frills or extras not

billed by the institutions attended.
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There are three problems with these estimates: First, there appears to be a widening range of
institutional practice in deciding on the costs that will be billed students as tuition, as opposed
to non-tuition and subsistence expenses. Second, there has almost certainly been a rise in the
standard of living that students, parents and colleges consider minimal. And, third, there is the
very large problem of the growth in the proportion of enrollments represented by students who
neither reside on campus, nor with parents. Among these are many varieties of non-traditional
students. Many of these latter students have understandable expectations of a far higher stan-
dard of living than those of a young full-time undergraduate student who just barelygets by.

This is not to say that Cartter and O'Neill would, today, necessarily scrap the basis for esti-
mating subsistence costs they used in the 1970s. They could argue that the best subsistence cost
figures for use in an estimate of the costs of education would be the minimum costs of resident
and commuter students, all other costs, however necessary, really being non-educational. But
they would surely, today, defend their procedure explicitly and warn their readers of the diffi-
culties involved.

An alternative approach to the subsistence problem might be to adopt a standard that
frankly has no empirical reference to higher education or the student aid data base. For exam-
ple, it could be decided that subsistence for an FTE student would be counted as a percent of
the poverty threshold, and this approach is adopted as a basis for indexing subsistence costs in
the appendix tables for years after 1970-71. This is an explicitly arbitrary choice. But it has the
merit of not considering students as haying an importantly different style of life than that of
other people, when fewer and fewer students actually do. It would treat all students, traditional
and non-traditional, as coping with the same core problems of survival, even though many have
needs for additional income.

Technical and Non-Technical Problems

There are a number of other problems in continuing the Cartter-O'Neill estimates into
the 1990s. One is a change in Higher Education General Information Survey reporting
beginning in 1974 that makes it difficult to know whether institutional allocations to student
aid for later years are truly comparable to those for earlier years and used by Cartter and
O'Neill. Another problem is to decide which institutional expenditures for extracurricular
and cocurricular activities should he counted as "non-educational services." As the role (and
the perception of the role) of such activities changes, perhaps the classification of such activi-
ties should he modified.

4
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Parent and Student Burdens

The largest problem with the Cartter-O'Neill accounts, however, is not technical. Nor is it due

to changing enrollment patterns or educational practices. Cartier and O'Neill simply did not

attempt to distinguish parental and student burdens at all. In their accounts, foregone income

represents a purely student burden, and the adjustments they make to foregone income repre-

sent purely student earnings. Otherwise, however, they do not separate parent and student contri-

butions. Student loans, for example, are treated as part of an undifferentiated family contribu-

tion, except for the amount of explicit interest subsidies.

To raise this major problem is not to criticize Cartter's and O'Neill's work. To distinguish par-

em and student contributions was never easy. It is not easy now. But there is ample indication that

a period in which both parent and student burdens were being reduced (through growing public

subventions) has been succeeded by a period in which student burdens have increased relative to

both parental and public burdens. To continue the Cartter-O'Neill series may be illuminating on

many issues, but not on this issue, although it may well be the most important issue concerning

burden sharing that could be addressed today. The continuation tables in the appendix do not

attempt to resolve it.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

Table A-1

Foregone Income Adjustments to the Cartter-O'Neill Accounts
Selected years, 1949-1970 (in millions of dollars)

Year Total Costs Family
Burden of costs borne by

Taxpayer Philanthropy

1949-50

Total monetary outlays 2,782 592 1,956 234
(100%) (21.3%) (70.3%) (8.4%)

Foregone income 215 215

Total economic cost 2,997 807 1,956 234
(100%) (26.9%) (62.3 %) (7.8%)

1959-60

Total monetary outlays 5,568 2,669 2,231 669
(100%) (47.9%) (740.1%) (12.0%)

Foregone income 953 953

Total economic cost 6,521 3,622 2,231 669
(100%) (55.5%) (34.2%) (10.3%)

1969-70

Total monetary outlays 19,902 7,725 10,394 1,783
(100%) (38.8%) (52.2%) (9.0%)

Foregone income 4,922 4,922

Total economic cost 24,824 12,647 10,394 1,783
(100%) (50.9%) (41.9%) (7.2%)
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APPENDIX B

The Continuation Accounts
Notes on changes of format

1. The line "services and related" combines lines in the Canter-O'Neill accounts for which

there are no longer separate data.

2. The "student aid income" lines are omitted for reasons explained in Appendix D, in which

a new treatment of the sources of aid funds is discussed.

3. Two lines for "Total educational funds of institutions" are included instead of one. They

are designated "A" and "B". This treatment allows for disaggregation of aid funds by source

("Less: institutionally-awarded aid") while disaggregating other items of "non-educational

services" by public and private institutions. It also highlights the effect of the new treat-

ment of aid sources.

4. The treatment of subsistence costs and foregone income is explicitly added to the total

resource column, rather than only implicitly.
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Figure C -1
Percentage Contributions to Educational Funds "B"

Figure C
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APPENDIX D

Policy Relevant Issues in the Continuation Accounts

The current funds revenue data of NCES is used in both the Garner-O'Neill accounts and in
the continuation accounts presented here. Definitions in the underlying survey have changed
from time to time and the categories of income itemized in the published tables have also
changed. These changes result in some uncertainty in using the NCES data for continuing the
Garner- O'Neill accounts. It is unlikely, however, that these changes make misleading the long-run
trends charted in the accounts.

One exception may be changes in accounting for institutional receipts earmarked for student
aid. These changes, made in 1974, were intended to bring the current funds series more in line
with principles of fund accounting. These may have been appropriate changes, but they have the
effect that we can no longer identify within the current funds series the source of institutionally-
administered aid funds, despite the fact that the source of such funds has become a matter of
major importance, especially for private mlleges and universities.

For the continuation accounts, a new data source for student aid and a new tabular presenta-
tion were both necessary. The data source used in the new tables is the College Board Trends in
Student Aid series, "Aid Awarded to Students by Source." This series has advantages for the contin-
uation accounts in that it clearly separates estimates for public loan programs, public grant and
grant-like programs and "institutionally-awarded aid." This last estimate is entirely appropriate for
continuing the Gamer-O'Neill practice of deducting institutionally-administered aid from "insti-
tutional funds" in arriving at "total educational fluids of institutions."

Using the College Board series in this way does not, however, solve all the problems of achiev-

ing comparability and continuity between the Cartier- O'Neill accounts and the new tables present-
ed here. Without an NCES series for student aid funds, it is impossible to attribute this institution-
ally- administered student aid to its sourcesto the parties that bear the financial burden. Cartier
and O'Neill attributed aid funds to three sources: the taxpayer, philanthropy and institutional
unrestricted funds. This cannot be done using the College Board series in any straightfiwward way.

The new tables resolve the problem by adopting an approach that may seem odd, but it does
serve to allow approximate comparability between the old and new tables and it also serves to
highlight the increasingly important practice of funding institutional) - awarded aid from tuition
revenues. This approach is to reduce the contribution of families to "total educational funds of
institutions" by the whole amount of institutionally-awarded aid. This step recognizes that more
and more of the funds for such aid come from parents and students, although by no means all.

5
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Then all of these funds reappear as philanthropy's contribution in the student aid adjustment

line further along in the accounts. This treatment recognizes affluent parents as willing or unwill-

ing philanthropists along with more traditional donors. If this approach seems odd, it is hard to

think of any other that both permits continuation of the Cartter-O'Neill accounts and uses avail-

able aggregate data.

Anyone who rejects the parent-as-philanthropist rationale is likely to find the continuation

tables misleading in two specific ways: Because of the approach taken, the family share of "educa-

tional funds of institutions.' and all subsequent totals is somewhat smaller than if the Camel--

O'Neill approach could have been continued exactly. At the same time, philanthropy's share is

larger by a corresponding amount. The figures in Appendix C indicate a slight rise in philan-

thropy's share since 1975, which partly reflects growth in tuition funding of student aid, as Iva as

growth in more conventional kinds of philanthropy.

The federal student aid programs represent a different sort of difficulty. Each of the federal

programs is marked by an ambiguity that makes it difficult to decide on its treatment in the con-

tinuation tables. The issue for the Pell Grant program is whether all the aid awarded should be

included in the "higher education- accounts, or only the amount of the aid that does not go to

students attending proprietary institutions. Since data On costs and on other financial resources

comparable to that used by Cartter and O'Neill is available only for non-profit institutions, the

continuation tables exclude Pell Grants to students attending proprietary schools. The tables thus

do not represent all of "postsecondary education", or all aid from public sources awarded to stu-

dents ill postsecondary education.
A similar problem exists concerning aid from the federal campus-based programs to students

attending proprietary schools. It could in principle be handled the same way. However, readily

available data does not permit such an exclusion for exactly the years and programs necessary,

and since the share of proprietary school students in the campus-based programs has never been

much more than 5 percent, no exclusion has been attempted.

With the Perkins and GS', loan programs, the ambiguit concerns the treatment of interest

subsidies. Cartier and O'Neill apparently included some estimate of the implicit subsidy in

Perkins loans (then. NDEA loans) as a form of aid from public sources. but excluded the princi-

pal amount of the loans from their student aid adjustment. In effect. the\ counted the principal

amount of the loans as part of the family contribution.

There would be nothing technically impossible in treating more recent Perkins Loans and

GSI.s the same way, but there would first have to be a consensus about just what the subsides con-

sist of. The amount added to aid frtnn public sources could include the explicit "in-school- subsi-

dies, the difference between Treasury - backed and private borrowing costs, or interest-rate pegged

subsidies to lenders, or some combination of these benefits. Tlw present value of these benefits,
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with or without recognition of inflation, could he added to the aid awarded in any one Year, or
only the amount amortized in that year. Lacking consensus on just what the subsidies consist of.
the continuation tables presented here in effect regard the principal amount of student borrow-
ing as part of the family share (as did Canter and O'Neill) and ignore interest subsidies entirely.
The effect is to underestimate public funding of student aid to an unfortunate extent.

A final ambiguity concerns the College Work-Study program. Since students spend time in
work -study jobs just as in other jobs, the funding for the program could he treated as student
earnings in the tablesthat is, it could he added to the family share of the financial burden. Yet
work -study jobs are commonly quite different from, say, fast-food jobs in haying an intended edu-
cational purpose and they are treated as aid, not earnings, for many purposes of aid packaging
and institutional budgeting. In the continuation tables work-study funds are, therefore, included
as aid from public sources just as though they were grants.

The problems involved in continuing the subsistence and foregone earnings estimate of Cart-
ter and O'Neill are discussed in the text. They arc dealt with in the appendix tables as follows:

The "subsistence" adjustment in the continuation accounts is the amount for 1969-7(1 in the
Cartter-O'Neill accounts indexed for increases in the poverty threshold for a family of four and
adjusted for FT'E enrollment growth. This is intended to provide comparability and continuity.
with the Canter-O'Neill accounts, but at the same time to recognize that minimum living stan-
dards for students are less distinct from those of people generally than they were before 1970.

The "forep le income" line is recalculated for both the old and new tables. (See Appendix
A for the recalculations for years before 1974.) The recalculations assume that full-time stu-
dents give up 150 days of full-time earnings at the minimum wage applicable at the time, less
their subsistence calculated as described above. Part-time students are not counted as giving
up any earnings. This approach results in drastically lower estimates of foregone income.
However, the Cartter-O'Neill approach would result in very inappropriate estimates in
today's circumstances, for the reasons discussed in the last section of the text. At the same
time, not to have recalculated the Cartter-O'Neill figures for earlier years on the new more
modest assumptions would have caused a great apparent discontinuity with the earlier years.
including an apparent sudden collapse in the family share of economic costs. This would
have given an entirely false impression.

The effect of the recalculation is greatly to reduce the estimated family contribution and the
family percentage share on the "total economic cost" line in both the old and new accounts.
There is obviously room fbr debate on the issue of foregone earnings and its treatment here. It
will he an important debate to the extent that "total economic cost" is regarded as the most policy
relevant "bottom line" rather than "total monetary outlays" or "educational funds of institutions."
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APPENDIX E

Technical Notes on Extending the Continuation Accounts

1. In both the old and new tables, all institutional current fund revenue from state governments

reported by NCES is included in line 1 and carried down to subsequent. totals. However, state

governments provide some funds to institutions that arguably should be excluded from "edu-

cational funds of institutions" just as much as federal research funds, 75 percent of which are

excluded both by Cartter and O'Neill and by the new tables.

2. Total federal funds (line 3) were broken down in the NCES data used by Cartter and O'Neill

into "unrestricted appropriations," "sponsored research" and "other sponsored programs.- The

75 percent exclusion of research spending in line 10 was presumably applied to most of the last

two categories. In the new tables, the 75 percent exclusion is applied to items somewhat differ-

ently captioned by NCES: "restricted grants and contracts" and "independent operations."

3. 'Tuition and fee revenues (line 4) has the same meaning in the old and new tables, that is,

gross revenue. Line 12 shows student aid funded from unrestricted revenues. netted out

against gross tuition and fee revenue. In the old tables, the amount of such aid as calculated

by Cartter and O'Neill is added to the line 10 exclusion.

4. In the Cartter-O'Neill tables, student aid income from "public sources- and "private sources- is

separated from other public and philanthropic support through grants, gifts and endowment.

It is not separated in the new tables, to the extent that post-1974 NCES reporting includes it at

all. Both NCES and Cartter-O'Neill were trying to deal with real resource flows in a context

governed by the conventions of fund accounting. The drastic change in the treatment of insti-

tutionally-awarded student aid in the new tables, discussed in Appendix D, has the intended

effect of making fund accounting irrelevant to the presentation of resource flows.

5. How Canner and O'Neill developed figures for "sale of services- and "related" is unknown. A

best guess is that they included "recovery of indirect costs,- "other educational and general

revenue," and "other major service programs- in the NCES tables but excluded hospital rev-

enues and any recognition of changes in capital account balances. Line 7 in the new tables

attempts to be comparable by including "sales and services/educational activities' and exclud-

ing "hospitals" and "other sources.- There arc probably some inconsistencies here, but they

probably have only minor effects on our picture of resource flows.

Cartier and O'Neill distributed auxiliary enterprise income (line 8) between "families- and

"other- sources on the basis of unknown data. For purposes of rough continuity and compara-

bility, the new tables assume that 10 percent of total NCES reported auxiliary enterprise

income comes hum "others." These are, presumably, faculty, family and unaffiliated individu-

als who sometimes use campus food services, dormitories and bookstores.
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TRENDS IN PAYING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION,
1950-1990

Arthur Haaphnan and David Roos,

Trends in Paying for Higher Education, 1950-1990

he burdens of financial responsibility for higher education have varied since 1950.

The proportions of costs borne by the federal government, state and local govern-
1211

ments, philanthropy, the family, and other sourcesthe five principal sources of rev-

enues for higher educationhave changed over time as circumstances have changed.

Federal Spending. The federal government's share of spending for higher education has

declined from more than 45 percent in 1950 to about 10 percent in 1990 (see Table 1). This pic-

ture is strongly influenced, however, by the changing utilization of the GI Bill. Federal expendi-

tures for veterans overwhelmed all other federal higher education expenditures in 1950, and to a

somewhat lesser degree in 1975. Peaks in these two years were followed by 15 years of decline in

both student aid spending for veterans and in the federal share of the higher education burden.

Excluding 1950, the federal government's share of higher education spending ranged from about

10 percent to 24 percent. The federal share of total revenues in private higher education has typi-

cally been higher than that of public higher education, although the range of difference has var-

ied considerably over time.

State and Local Expenditures. State and local governments have contributed significantly differ-

ent amounts to public and private higher education. Of total spending for public higher educa-

tion, state and local governments account for about 30 percent. For private education, the state

and local government share has consistently hovered around 4 percent. For all institutions, the

state and local government share of revenues ranged between 14 percent and 25 percent.

Revenues from state and local governments as a share of total spending generally rose until

1975. Since then, there has been an accelerating decline in the state share of public sector spend-

ing. That share was lower in 1990 than at any time since 1965, whereas the state and local govern-

ment share of the private sector was higher than ever in 1990.

Philanthropy. The share of total revenues from philanthropy increased slightly over the 40-year

period, from just under 5 percent in 1950 to just under 6 percent in 1990. After an increase to

almost 7 percent of total revenue in 1960, philanthropy's share declined to a low of less than 5

percent in 1980, f011owed by 10 years of increases. As expected, the share of revenues from phil-

anthropy is significantly higher in the private sector, where it consistently has accounted fOr more
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than 10 percent of total revenues. By contrast, revenues for philanthropy never exceeded 3 per-
cent of total revenues in the public sector, although philanthropy's share more than doubled for
public institutions from 1950 to 1990.

Other Sources. "Other" sources of revenue, which include revenues from university hospitals
and noneducational activities, have increased dramatically in importance from 1950 to 1990.
These sources contributed about 2 percent of total revenues in 1950 but more than 11 percent in
1990. This growth reflects the national growth in health care expenditures as Nvell as an expansion
in university activities beyond purely educational purposes.

Family Share. The family share of spending represents the costs of' tuition, room and board,
and other expenses minus grant aid. The share of the burden borne by the family increased from
1950 to 1965 and from 1975 to 1985. These increases can be explained in large part by the
declines in student aid for veterans in these periods. From a low of 30 percent in 1950, when
expenditures under the GI Bill were at their highest, the family share of spending increased to
more than 53 percent in 1963. Since 1970. the family share has been less than 30 percent,
although in 1985 and 1990 it was nearly 30 percent.

Except for 1930, the flintily share has been greater in the private sector, as would be expected.
The gap between sectors has been declining since 1975, with families with students in private
institutions bearing over 12 percentage points more of the burden in 1975 and only 7 percentage
points more in 1990.

Within the family, parents and students have faced a shifting of the burdens as well. In the
public sector, the parents' share accounted for more than 40 percent of the total spending in
1965, whereas the students' share was more than 12 percent. By 1980, the students' share had
increased to 21 percent and had surpassed the 19 percent share contributed by parents. The par-
ents' share increased over the next 10 years, however, as the students' share declined moderately,
so that by 1990, parents of those students attending public institutions contributed over one-
fourth of the total spending on higher education, while the students contributed about one-fifth.

In the private sector, parents typically have shouldered a much greater share of the but'
den than have students. In 1965, parents contributed more than half of the funds for private
institutions, while the share borne by students was under 10 percent. In 1980. the parental
share hit a low of 31 percent, while the students' share peaked at 17 percent.

To examine the m:x of parental and student responsibility, it is also possible to divide the costs
of attendancetuition. fees, room, board, and other expensesinto parents' contributions, those
of students, and grant aid (see Table 2). From 1930 to 1960, the parents' share increased just as dra-
matically as aid declined. In 1960 and 1963, parents were paving more than 80 percent of' the costs
of attendance, net of aid. 'this share declined to just above 5(1 percent in 1980, then increased to
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more than 60 percent in 1990. These trends hold for both the public and private sectors, though

the declines are generally more pronounced in the private sector. The private students' share is con-

sistently more than 10 percentage points less than the public students' share, although private stu-

dents typically pay more in dollars because the costs of attendance are so much higher.

In sum, the picture of financial responsibility for higher education in 1990 is different from

that in 1950. The federal government's share decreased over the period, from a high in 1950 to a

low in 1990, with a peak in 1975. Changes in the federal share are intertwined with changes in

expenditures on student aid for veterans.

In 1990, the states and localities shouldered more than twice the burden of the federal govern-

ment, and they have covered a larger share of spending than the federal government since 1960.

The role of philanthropy increased slightly overall, and its share more than doubled in the

public sector.

"Other" sources showed the second largest increase of any source of funds, more than dou-

bling their share in both sectors.

The share of the burden borne by the family has varied throughout this period, its changes

always roughly of the same magnitude but opposed to those in the federal government's share.

The students' share increased until 1980, and it has fallen since then. Within the family, parents

of students in public institutions shoulder less of the burden in 1990 than they did in 1950, while

parents of private students bear more of the burden.

Methodology and Definitions

Discerning the long-term trends in sources of money spent on higher education is a rather

difficult task. A variety of problems, including a lack of data, make it impossible to devise exact

numbers. Nevertheless, a consiFtent data set can he constructed from which general trends can be

discovered. With many caveats, the following presents the changing shares of higher education

responsibilities in the United States since 1950.

Martin Kramer, and the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education before him, have

attempted a similar assignment (see the previous paper). Because Kramer's study updated the

Carnegie Commission's report, he was bound to their methodology as far as possible. Essentially

the same data are analyzed here but in a different manner.

Data collected by the federal government concerning higher education institutions' revenues

since 1950 forms the core of the study. Unlike the previous studies, all revenue is included: no

attempt has been made to deduct income which is applied to noneducational purposes. Since

many such exclusions can only he accomplished by assumption (i.e., only counting 25 percent of
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research income, as the Carnegie Commission and Kramer did), all revenue is presented so that
the reader can make his or her own adjustments.

Not all money spent on the education enterprise is received by institutions. Payments for
housing of off-campus students, transportation for commuters, trips home and personal expenses
for all students do not go to the institutions, but such costs are indisputably intertwined with the
higher education financing needs of students. Rather than attempting to utilize a "minimum
required for subsistence" as the previous reports do, this study uses data supplied by the College
Board on the average total costs of attending postsecondary institutions.

Also unlike the previous studies, the opportunity cost of college attendance, or foregone earn-
ings, is not considered. And since all revenues are attributed to their sources, student aid, espe-
cially "institutional" aid. is treated differently than in Kramer's study. Additionally, data are report-
ed only by public and private institutions. The "total" does not include proprietaries; it is simply
the public and private sectors combined.

Because of these differences, the results differ slightly from those of the previous two studies.
This loss is offset, however, by the consistent treatment of the data, which should provide for
more accurate comparisons throughout the period 1950-1990.

Five categories are assumed to constitute the total revenue of the h. her education enter-
prisethe federal government, state and local governments, philanthropy, the family and
"Other" sources. All data are reported by public and private institutions. While this encompasses
two-vear, fOur-vear, and four -year plus institutions, proprietary institutions are omitted to the
extent possible, because the surveys from which education statistics are collected did not consis-
tently include proprietaries until 1990. It should be kept in mind, however, that a rather large
share of government aid goes to proprietary institutions. More than Si billion in Pell Grants went
to proprietary institutions in 1989-90 and almost S4 billion in guaranteed loans.

The governmental categories are perhaps the most reliable, though some estimation is neces-
sary. For instance, the current fund revenue tables of the Digest of Education Statistics break out the
institutional revenues provided by the federal government. Research, appropriations, and all stu-
dent aid given directly to the institution from the government are included, but all aid provided
directly to students is excluded.

Such aid includes Pell Grants, aid under the GI Bill, and educational aid from Social Security.
Thus, total federal expenditures on education include these aid expenditures as well as the line-
item in the Digest.

The "State and Local" government category is much the same. The category in the Digest repre-
sents all appropriations, grants and contracts, and aid given directly to institutions. For the total, this
amount is added to the total student aid provided directly to students. The amounts for 1980-90 are
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based on the annual survey reports of the National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Pro-

grams (NASSGP), while the amounts for previous years are projected backwards from the reports)

No data have been found concerning local government aid to students, but such aid is in all proba-

bility much smaller than state grants and therefore negligible for the purposes of this paper.

The "Philanthropy" category is also rather straightforward. Income from both private gifts

and endowments are reported in the Digest Scholarships, however, are estimated using tech-

niques similar to those used by the Carnegie Commission:2 These scholarships represent aid

offered directly to students by churches, schools, community organizations, and so on. Philan-

thropy is the sum of these three items.

The "Other" category presents some difficulty. This category is not consistent throughout the

period 1950-1990, since changes were made in the surveying and reporting format several times.

For the post-1970 period, these data were derived directly from the Digest s revenue tables. The

relevant categories are educational activities, hospitals and "other sources.""

For the pre-1970 period, data sources do not break out income into categories readily identifi-

able as those above. For this period, the "Other" category represents the "leftovers." To the extent

possible, all income was assigned to one of the other four categories. The remaining amount was

placed into "Other."'
The remaining category is "Family." Tuition and fees and room and board come from the

lines in the Digest labelled "tuition and fees" and "auxiliary enterprises." "Other Expenses" shows

the estimated total amount spent on higher education that is not received by educational institu-

tions.' All aid (save that from tuition) is subtracted from the "Family" total.

Tuition, fees, room, hoard and "Other Expenses" constitute the cost of attendance. This fig-

ure is broken down into three categoriesparents, student and aid. There is no reliable survey

data concerning how much students contribute to their education relative to their parents. Sever-

al assumptions must he made to get any idea of this relationship. One possible method, the one

adopted here, assumes that students are responsible for any loans for their education (except

PLUS). In addit:,m, students are assumed to pay for one quarter of the "Other Expenses" in 1950,

an amount which increases until 1980, from which time students are assumed to pay for one half

of the "Other Expenses." The amount provided by parents is determined by subtracting this

assumed student share and all grant aid from the cost of attendance.

While it would he interesting to note the differences in trends regarding traditional and non-

traditional students, this task would he very difficult. No data was collected specifically on non-tra-

ditional students before 1987. One thing that can be asserted with some degree of certainty is

that, because they are much more likely to be financially independent, non-traditional students

pay a larger share of the costs of attendance than do traditional students. Non-traditional stu-
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dents therefore are more affected by changes in cost and aid amounts. For more information on
the distinctions between traditional and non-traditional students' financial situations, see Ross
and Hampton. "How the Non-traditional Student Finances Her Education.'

It is important to note that no category labelled "Institutional" exists in this report. This is
because all aid given by institutions derives from another source, one of which must be any of the
five previously described categories. Institutional aid may be funded by government programs.
Private gifts, interest from endowments or the endowments themselves may also be considered
institutional aid. Some portion of the income from the "Other" operations may go to help stu-
dents. And a large portion of institutional aid comes directly from other families, through the
tuition they arc paving. All institutional aid must therefore come from some combination of these
sources: institutions have no other sources of income. If institutional aid were made a. separate
category, the true source of the funds would not be accounted for

REFERENCE NOTES

1. Several problems relating to the identification of public and private aid result from use of the
NASSGP reports. Total aid to graduate and undergraduate students is reported. but only need-
based, undergraduate aid is reported by control of institution. Such aid represents about 80 percent
to 85 percent of total aid, whereas graduate aid represents only about 2 percent of the total. The
percentage of need-based undergraduate aid dollars received by public and private institutions is
applied to the total amount of aid. In addition, about 1.5 percent of aid goes to "out-of-state insti-
tutions," control of which is indeterminate. This amounta little more than S20 million in 1984-
85 has been ignored. This lack of information necessarily introduces uncertainty.

For Years previous to 1980. two simple regressions of the fOrm

In (aid) = 130 + 131 year
were estimated, where aid represents either public or private aid. The natural log is taken to
ensure a positive result. The resulting equation is used to estimate state grant amounts back to
1950. While the 1950-1975 numbers are much more uncertain than the 1980-90 numbers (which
are also of dubious reliability). they represent from .25 percent to .7 percent of total revenues. The
range of possibilities is dm-6bn., insignificant compared to total revenue, and though these esti-
mates arc not particularly reliable, their unreliability should have very little effect on the findings.

2. Scholarships were estimated by time method employed in the Carnegie Commission report
(see p. 134). Their numbers for total scholarships were used for 1950-1970. For 1975 and sub-
squent years. the assumption of 1 percent of tuition, Ices, room and hoard was used.
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The public and private shares of this estimate were assumed to be identical to the propor-

tion of students attending each type of institution. This assumption was made because awards

of this type of aid seem to rely more on academic results, religion, parents' employers and the

like rather than on the type or cost of the institution attended. Again, although this estimate

max. he wildly at variance with reality, it constitutes such a small percentage of total revenues

that its effects are inconsequential.

3. These expenditures fall into the "Other" category because their sources are only marginally

the government, philanthropy or family. While it is true that a student max' buy a T-shirt from

the bookstore or the state government may give a grant to the hospital, outsiders are the pri-

mary source of income derived from these operations.

4. This method should not result in any inaccuracies unless some income was assigned to this

category which belongs elsewhere.
5. Room and board of students who do not live in institutional housing, and transportation and

personal expenses of all students constitute the "Other Expenses" subcategory in the "Family"

category. For 1975 -199() these figures were estimated from infOrmation presented in College

Board publications (Student Expenses at Postsecondary Institutions and the College Cost Book). Aver-

age costs for those living on campus, in private housing, and with their parents were multi-

plied by the estimated number of students with those respective living arrangements (from

NCES' Profile of I'ndergraduates in American Postsecondary Institutions). Figures for the remaining

Years were estimated by following trends.

The figures for "Other Expenses" are fraught with uncertainty for many reasons. The data

on living arrangements are from 1985, but they were assumed to hold for the entire period.

This assumption is mistaken because the percentage for those living on campus has probably

declined since 1950 and the percentage of commuters has risen with the growth of communi-

ty colleges. The "Other Expenses" figure for the early years should probably he adjusted

downwards (since more lived on campus).
Only undergraduates were considered in arriving at both the cost and living arrangement

numbers. Their expenses are probably greater, one explanation fin' which is the much larger

percentage of graduate students who live off-campus. Since about 15 percent of all students

throughout this period were graduate students, the actual other expenses for all years is prob-

ably somewhat higher than reported.
The "Other Expenses" figures for 1950 to 1970 are very rough estimates. While the post-

1975 numbers are not exact, there is at least some measure of empirical evidence behind

them. The fact that "Other Expenses" constitute such a large percentage of the total implies

that any mistakes in estimating the "Other Expenses" will greatly affect the shares of the other

sources. The relative shares of those categories will remain unchanged, however.

6. Laurent Ross and Diane Hampton, "How the Non-traditional Student Finances I ler Educa-

tion," in Financing ,Von-tradithmal .',,,alents: A .Seminar Report. .judith Eaton, ed. (Washington.

DC: American Council on Education, 1992).
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Appendix

Table 1

Financing Responsibilities of Higher Education
(In Percent)

1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
Public Institutions

Federal 34.7 14.8 12.5 16.0 23.2 16.3 9.7 9.3
State & Local 99.7 29.8 29.3 32.1 33.3 33.0 32.4 30.7
Philanthropy 1.2 2.2 1.5 2.0 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.0
Other 3.5 3.9 4.0 5.9 5.4 7.0 7.9 9.9
Family 37.9 49.3 53.0 44.9 35.3 40.8 46.9 46.6

Parent 25.6 38.0 40.6 29.4 18.4 19.3 25.2 26.7
Student 12.3 11.4 12.4 15.5 16.9 21.4 21.7 19.9

Private Institutions

Federal 60.9 18.4 19.4 20.3 24.2 22.2 15.3 15.3
State & Local 3.6 3.4 3.3 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.6
Philanthrophv 9.6 14.0 12.9 13.0 12.3 11.6 12.1 11.8
Other 3.8 4.9 4.8 8.9 10.7 12.4 13.5 13.7
Family 22.1 59.3 59.9 55.4 47.4 47.9 54.0 53.7

Parent 11.8 50.8 51.5 44.7 35.6 31.0 38.3 39.5
Student 10.3 8.5 8.3 10.8 11.8 16.9 15.6 14.3

All Institutions

Federal 46.3 16.3 15.2 17.4 23.5 18.0 11.5 11.9
State & Local 14.2 19.2 19.9 23.1 25.0 24.7 23.8 99.6
philan throphv 4.9 6.9 5.9 5.5 4.9 4.8 5.4 5.7
Other 2.0 2.3 2.5 4.0 6.9 8.6 9.6 11.1
Family 30.9 53.3 55.6 48.2 38.7 42.8 49.0 48.8

Parent 19.5 43.1 44.8 34.2 93.3 22.7 99.9 30.7
Student 11.4 10.2 10.8 14.0 15 5 20.1 19.8 18.2
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Table 2
Shares of Costs of Attendance

(In Percent)

1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Public Institutions
Parent 40.1 68.6 74.4 56.4 36.7 38.5 49.2 53.0

Student 19.3 20.6 29 7 29.8 33.8 42.7 42.4 39.5

Aid 40.5 10.8 2.9 13.8 29.5 18.7 8.4 7.5

Family Percentages
Parent 67.5 77.0 76.6 65.4 52.1 47.4 53.7 57.3

Student 32.5 23.() 23.4 34.6 47.9 52.6 46.3 42.7

Private Institutions
Parent 16.7 76.7 82.6 70.6 60.() 53.4 64.3 67.5

Student 14.6 42.8 13.4 17.0 20.0 29.2 26.2 24.4

Aid 68.7 10.5 4.0 12.4 20.0 17.5 9.4 8.1

Family Percentages
Parent 53.3 85.7 86.1 80.5 75.0 64.7 71.0 73.4

Student 46.7 14.3 13.9 19.5 25.0 35.3 29.0 26.6

All Institutions
Parent 29.2 72.2 77.8 61.5 44.2 43.3 54.3 58.0

Student 17.1 17.1 18.8 25.2 29.4 38.4 36.9 34.3

Aid 53.7 10.7 3.4 13.3 26.4 18.3 8.7 7.7

Family Percentages
Parent 63.0 80.9 80.6 71.0 60.1 53.0 59.5 62.8

Student 37.0 19.1 19.4 29.0 39.9 47.0 40.5 37.2

Table 3
Institutional Sources of Revenue in Higher Education

(In Percent)

1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Public Institutions
Federal 0.8 0.8 1.2 3.3 8.5 9.8 8.9 12.5

State & Local 0.6 1.6 2.9 6.7 12.2 19.8 29.8 41.3

Philanthropy 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.2 2.3 4.0

Othc r 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.2 2.0 4.2 7.2 13.3

Family 0.9 9.6 5.9 9.3 13.0 24.4 43.0 62.6

Total Revenue 2.4 5.3 9.9 20.8 36.8 59.9 91.8 134.3

Private Institutions
Federal 1.9 0.7 1.'... 2.0 3.6 5.4 6.2 9.3

State & Local 0.1 0.1 f.9 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.6 2.8

Philanthropy 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.8 2.8 4.8 7.2

Other 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.6 3.0 5.4 8.3

Family 0.4 2.1 3.8 5.4 7.0 11.7 21.7 32.6

Total Revenue 1.9 3.5 6.3 9.7 14.7 24.4 40.2 60.6

All Institutions
Federal 2.0 1.4 2.5 5.3 12.1 15.2 15.2 21.8

State & Local 0.6 1.7 3.1 7.1 12.9 20.8 31.4 44.1

Philanthropy 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.7 2.3 4.1 7.2 11.2

Other 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.2 3.6 7.3 12.6 21.6

Family 1.4 -1.7 9.0 14.7 19.9 36.1 64.7 95.2

Total Revenue 4.4 8.8 16.2 30.5 51.5 84.3 132.0 194.9
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Figure 1

Changing Shares of Revenue for Public Institutions
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Figure 9

Changing Shares of Revenue for Private Institutions
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POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION FINANCING:
INTERNATION A.L COMPARATIVE MODELS

Me lom Sued!

INTRODUCTION

he purpose of this paper is to provide a discussion of international models for financing

postsecondary education, to analyze the financing choices different countries have

made, and to examine the relative strengths and weaknesses of those choices. The paper

begins with a discussion of the essential funding de:isions any country must make with

respect to access, control and quality. Next, the paper will sort countries by model of financing, bor-

rowing from Johnstone (1986) by clustering countries on the basis of where they place the primary

financial responsibility: the government (taxpayer) or the student/parents. General strengths, weak-

ness and variations of both models will be discussed with particular issues highlighted by the experi-

ences of specific countries. Finally, an overview of changes in these financing models will be provided,

in particular exploring the historical and political contexts for proposed changes. Throughout the dis-

cussion, comparisons to the United States' system of financing will he drawn wherever relevant.

Issues Common To All Financing Systems

The following issues pertain to all financing systems: access to the educational system, control

(governance) of the system, quality control of the system, and the purpose of the system (voca-

tional vs. general education). Although not always articulated as such, prevailing assumptions

concerning these issues dramatically influence the particular financing mechanisms in a given

country. For example, access to most countries' universities is awarded on the basis of competitive

academic achievement. In contrast, through the community college system, the United States and

Canada provide open access to the postsecondary education system as a whole, although access to

some segments (in particular, the selective liberal arts colleges and research universities) is com-

petitive Whether and how a country chooses to limit access to the system determines not only the

percentage of the population that participates in the system but also the available amount of gov-

ernmental, local and philanthropic support per student. Consequently. the amount of financial

support available IllaV influence the number ofqualified students who participate.

Decisions related to access indirectly influence a student's time to degree and likelihood of

completing a program. In countries that provide full support, time to degree is shorter and a
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greater percentage of students finish. In the United kingdom, for example, although a small
percentage of the population enrolis (about 25 percent, compared to approximately 55 percent
in the United States), completion rates are roughly equivalent to those of other countries
(except the United States and Canada) because most students complete a program once
enrolled (Bruce 1985).

Control or governance often accompanies financial support. In the United States, institutions

are relatively autonomous of federal and state intervention. Just as there is no central Ministry of

Education with primary funding responsibility for postsecondary education in the United States,
so too is there no central governing body. As this paper will reveal, in most countries that look to

the government for primary financial support, the government also has primary decisionmaking
authority (although it often delegates it) over those systems.

Another concern is that of quality assurance or accountability. While the United States relies
largely on the diversity and competition within the postsecondary educational system to weed out

weaker programs, other countries have built overt accountability mechanisms into their funding
processes (Brazil, for example).

Funding responsibilities also can vary by educational purpose. In most countries, some form
of support is available for a student's first k....gree: and, in the United States, little distinction is

made between vocational versus general education programs. Other countries have bifurcated
funding systems, one for general education programs and one for vocational programs (as, for
example, in Japan or Finland).

Defining Cost

Johnstone (1986) breaks down the costs of higher education into three areas: cost of student
living, direct cost of instruction and foregone earnings of students. The cost of student living
includes room, hoard, living expenses, books, supplies, and travel. The direct cost of instruction

includes those costs assumed under tuition and fees: faculty and staff salaries, plant operation and

depreciation, and supplies. Foregone income is that which the student would have earned had

she or lie entered the work force rather than an educational institution. Not all countries include

foregone earnings in their calculations of cost.

General Financing Patterns

Johnstone (1986) describes postsecondary education financing as a zero sum process in
which any shift of responsibility from one segment to another will result in an overall shift
throughout the system as the final cost remains the same. The primary segments considered here
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are federal and local government, the student, the family, the institution and private

industry/ philanthropy.

In general, all countries expect the central government to provide some support for postsec-

ondary education, at a minimum part of the operational costs; many countries expect students to

pay for their own living expenses; some require students to pay tuition; and some require a

parental contribution, usually toward student living expenses (see Table I). Industry is generally

not expected to contribute, although philanthropic donations are normal, except for vocational

education for current employees, which in many countries is funded entirely by the employer but

offered through a postsecondary institution (in Finland, for example). The key distinction in this

paper is not only which segments end up paving the greatest percentage of the costs, but also to

whom the government looks first for funding. In some countries, such as Canada, the parent and

student are looked to first, but after assessing their ability to pay, quite often the provincial or fed-

eral government ends up paving the majority of cost for a particular student.

Further, while all countries provide some, if not all, financial support to students, their mech-

anisms have two different origins. Some countries incorporated entitlement-style financial sup-

port into their financing strategies, generally during the 1960s, because they viewed education as

an investment in the country's resources. Others (the United States and Canada in particular)

began federal programs of financial support with specific populations, like World War II veterans,

programs which later developed into more universal, need-based student aid (Student Financial

Aid, In press).

One final distinction should he kept in mindthe strains of supporting a postsecondary edu-

cational system on a developing economy versus those on an established economy. Each of the

developing countries included in this paper funds postsecondary education through its national

government. Their participation rates are not high. nor is the percentage of funding they direct

towards higher education; however, hear in mind that these countries often incur the additional

financial burden of reestablishing basic communication, housing. transpo. uion and health

infrastructures. Given the short amount of time these current governments have been in exis-

tence and the other competing demands for their funds, their progress is remarkable.

Systems in which the Student/Family Have Primary Responsibility

Canada
The United States and Canada are fairly unique in that their systems look to the student and

parents first fbr financing the cost of instruction as %yell as living expenses. Canadian institutions

do receive their "main operating Rinds in the form of an annual grant from the provincial gov-

t r
t 1/4 )
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ernment" (Watson, In press), funding that is determined by a formula; however all institutions
charge students tuition. Both countries provide a need-based financial support package of loans
and grants to students. Canada's loan program is interest free to the student until the student
graduates and is employed. Interest on the loan is then charged at the market rate on the remain-
ing balance. As in the United States, part-time students in Canada qualify for minimal aid, receiv-
ing, if anything, funding towards direct costs only (Watson, In press).

The Canadian graduate student, however, will find aid more accessible than his U.S. counter-
part. No parental support is expected for the graduate student, and financial support in the form
of publicly- and privately-funded scholarships and fellowships, in addition to provincial grant and
loan aid, is readily available.

Because they derive less support from their respective federal systems, the higher education
systems in Canada and the United States are the most autonomous of those reviewed, with indi-
vidual institutions having control over resource allocation, admissions standards, curriculum
development and degree requirements. Each is subject to some federal regulation (e.g., affirma-
tive action), but this regulation is minimal compared to systems to be reviewed later.

United States

In generai, the cost of attending an institution, public or private, is higher in the United
States than ii any other country. Because the United States provides less federal and state support
than other countries, the overall cost to the student and parent is also higher than anywhere else.
Johns:one (1986) studied five countries to compare the division of cost (tuition and living
expenses). He found that the average cost to a parent and student attending a public institution
in the U.S. 1985 was $4,739 (89 percent of total cost), compared to S2,342 (71 percent'bf the
total) in the United Kingdom, $2,284 (85 percent of the total) in France, $3,774 (86 percent of
the total) in the former Federal Republic of Germany and S3,033 (62 percent of the total) in
Sweden. U.S. higher education is more expensive primarily because of the extensive facilities and
administrative support services not typically found in other s),.stems (Johnstone 1989). While plac-
ing primary responsibility on the parent and student would appear to other countries to he a sig-
nificant weakness, the overall system appears to have some advantages.

For example, of all systems, the United States and Canada have the highest participation
rates of 18- to 24-year-old cohorts, 59 percent and 55 percent. respectively (Behar, In press).
The sheer size of the system, which can accommodate all who are eligible to attend. accounts
for some of these percentages. Further, both countries operate open access segments, com-
munity colleges, which reduces the loss of enrollment due to competition (see, in contrast.
the United Kingdom).
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In addition, both systems enroll greater proportions of women, low-income and disabled stu-

dents, in part because of federal and state /provincial financial aid, but primarily because of

institutional diversity and autononw. With federal financial support often comes fe'de'ral regula-

tion (as in the case of Vietnam); the United States has perhaps traded financial support for

greater autonomy and access.

Systems in Which Governments have Primary Responsibility

I have organized countries 1waose postsecondary systems receive primary funding from the

central government into two groupsthose whose governments also control the public educa-

tional system (Vietnam, Brazil, India. and Ethiopia) and those that delegate some, if not all, con-

trol to the institutions (South Africa. Spain, United Kingdom. the Netherlands, Finland, japan,

and hai). Where available, figures describing the percentage of a country's gross national prod-

uct directed towards postsecondary education (see Table 2), the percentage of the population

enrolled in postsecondary programs, and the numbers of institutions are provided.

Governmentally funded and controlled systems

Vietnam. Of all the countries reviewed, Vietnam offers the best example of a system that is

completely funded and controlled by the national government. As of 1988, 130,000 students out

of a population of 64 million, or .02 percent. were enrolled in Vietnam's 70 higher education

institutions, composed of universities, teachers' colleges, and colleges of engineering, agricul-

ture, forestry, fishery, economics pharmacy, medicine, culture and arts. Sixty-four of these insti-

tutions offer graduate programs in the sciences from which 796 have graduated since 1976.

Since 1975. control of the system has rested exclusively with the Ministry of Education and

Training, to the extent that there are no private institutions; institutions derive their funding

sold,- from the Ministry, and the Ministry regulates not only admissions standards but also the

curriculum down to each course syllabus.' Students proceed through structured undergraduate

programs with nationally-administered final exams at the end of each year. Students do not pay

tuition but are expected to pay for their living cost... Scholarships are granted to students on the

basis of their performance din ing the Year prior to the award (Thiel). In press).

Although higher education institutions have existed in Vietnam since the Ilth century, the

transition towards mass education did not begin until the war ended in 1975. Even then, until

1987 "the function of higher education was to train cadres for governmental offices and speial-

ists for the statc...graduates were assigned jobs according to gmernment economic planning"

(Thiep, In press). Unlike other countries, Vietnam has not yet exceeded its educational capacim
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As long as the country can continue to generate funding, the government is committed to
expanding access to higher education.

Brazil. While Vietnam permits no competition with its national system, other nationally fund-
ed and controlled systems do permit private institutions to develop. Brazil is an example of a
country in which, despite its nationally funded and controlled public sector, 70 percent of its 1.5
million students enroll in private institutions (Schwartzman, In press) compared to 22 percent of
total U.S. enrollment in 1988 (National Center for Education Statistics 1990). Although institu-
tions of higher education appeared in Brazil in the 1800s, it wasn't until after World War II that
Brazil developed a federal system of universities. Private institutions emerged in the 1960s and
captured the majority of enrollments as the federal system ran out of space for qualified appli-
cants (Schwartzman, In press).

Attendance at public universities is free, and admission is granted on a competitive, space
available basis once a student has passed a national and difficult entrance exam. Schwartzman (In
press) notes that attendance at a private (expensive) secondary school is believed to he necessary
to pass the postsecondary entrance exam. Therefore, access is generally limited to those who can
afford to attend private secondary programs, and even then, there is not enough space in the
public system to accommodate all who pass the exam. Brazil is experiencing a high dropout rate
from public secondary programs, thus the number of students eligible to take the entrance exam
is not as high as it could be. Graduate education at the public institutions is free. and graduate
students receive a two-year fellowship to cover living expenses.

While the Federal Council of Education regulates public university quality, curriculum and
entrance requirements, and provides the majority of the fielding for public institutions, public
institutions are free to solicit support from the private sector. Private institutions, on the other
hand, receive no direct federal subsidies, and charge tuition, the maximum of which is regulated
by the federal government. As a result, private institutions tend to concentrate on less costly pro-
grams (i.e., not the sciences, which require laboratories and equipment). The federal govern-
ment does provide a student loan system for students who choose to attend a private institution,
and approximately 25 percent (200,000) of those attending private institutions receive a loan
(Schwartzman, In press).

Because few students can afford to prepare fOr public higher education or pay for private
higher education, Brazil faces several problems. First, as most countries, Brazil is facing a period
of cost containment. If it intends to continue to offer free tuition and loans, it will need to
encourage public institutions to seek other sources of funding in addition to federal support. It
might also raise or remove ceilings on tuition at private institutions, which would increase their
funding base but would also increase the competition for admission. At the same time, students

7
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demand either more funding to attend private institutions, or more space in public institutions.

Further, the public secondary school system needs to improve so that its graduates are better

qualified for admission to public higher education. Until then, higher education aggravates

rather than mitigates socioeconomic differences in Brazil.

India. Both Brazil and Vietnam are examples of moderately-sized, nationally-funded systems.

The nationally-funded system in India, however, is much larger, and it faces additional problems

because of its size. The world's largest democracy and second most populous country, India is

considered a developing country with 69 percent of its work force in agriculture. Based on the

number of institutions, India's postsecondary education system is twice as large as the U.S. system,

with 146 national universities and 6,949 state colleges affiliated with those universities, 3,900 pri-

vately managed colleges affiliated with the national universities, and 15 independent colleges.

The national University Grants Commission and state governments provide matching mainte-

nance and development grants to the national universities and affiliated colleges for goals set by

the national government. The independent institutions also receive grants from the state govern-

ments to cover salaries and building operation. With so much national and state funding and so

little accountability, there is little incentive for institutions to efficiently manage the funds they

receive (Behar, In press).

Universities can be established only by an act of parliament, and colleges, whether privately or

governmentally controlled, must conform to the curriculum established by the government in

the university to which it is affiliated (Behar, In press).

Admission is based on completion of 12 years of secondary school, successful completion of a

state-administered entrance exam, and successful completion of institutional entrance exams.

Quotas are set for members of castes so that they do not exceed the proportion in which they are

represented in the general population."- In 1989, 6 percent of the 18- to 24-year-old age group, or

4.2 million students, were enrolled in universities (Behar, In press). By comparison, 36 percent of

U.S. 18- to 24-Year-olds were enrolled (National Center for Education Statistics 1990).

A minimal tuition fee is charged, which accounts for onlv 23 percent of instruction.

Students are expected to pay for the low tuition and living expenses, although in some states

women pay no tuition.
The fbcus of most programs is in the humanities and social sciences, and very fcw students

participate in technical training programs. As a result, Behar (In press) notes that the unemploy-

ment rates of graduates is high. He believes that this problem is a symptom of a larger problem

vet to be addressed in Indian educational policythe country's goals for higher education are

focused on the perpetuation of status, not on quality, equitable access or workforce needs. Higher

education will become increasingly irrelevant to the Indian population (hence the low participa-
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Lion figures) unless the curriculum is restructured to include more vocational training. With such
a large system, Behar observes that the national distribution of funding mav be the only reason-
able management strategy, but without quality controls or an articulated responsibility for
addressing workforce needs, institutions have no incentive to improve their programs.

Spain. Interestingly, Spain's funding situation and problems are very similar to Brazil's and
India's. Spain's public sector of 30 universities is completely dependent on the central govern-
ment for funds that are allocated on the basis of the number of students and programs in an insti-
tution.3 Each public institution's curriculum is approved by the central government, but staffing
decisions are delegated to the institutions (Garcia-Garrido, In press).

Spain's public institutions grant admission to those who are older than 18, have completed 12
years of secondary school and have passed the national entrance exam; however, admission
becomes selective by virtue of institutional capacity. While some countries focus enrollments on
18- to 24-year-olds (Japan, for example), Spain has made gestures toward opening its system to
the older student. The secondary school requirement is waived for students 25 and older who
pass a separate entrance exam.

Approximately 1 million students participate in public higher education each year, and in
1986, about 90,000 students graduated from undergraduate programs. Some public institutions
charge low tuition ranging from $350 to $500 per year. Students who choose to attend the private
universities are eligible for nationally-funded grants to pay for tuition and living costs. (( =arcia-
Garrido, In press).

Like Brazil and India, Spain is experiencing an imbalance between workforce needs and the
traditional postsecondary education curriculum. As a result, unemployment, currently affecting
20 percent of the population, hurts graduates as well. Each of these three national s\ stems needs
to explore vocational curricula to a much greater extent than they have.

Ethiopia. Ethiopia, the oldest continuing nation-state, enrolled .45 percent of its 18- to 24-
vear-olds in 1988. Like India's, this participation figure appears low, but in the context of a con-
tinent. with the lowest average per capita income in the world, in which most higher education
institutions were founded after World War II and in which eight out of Si countries have no
universities, Ethiopia demonstrates slow but consistent progress. Until Mussolini left Ethiopia
in 1941, there was no public system of higher education (Waga 1990). Now there are three
universities, five technical colleges and fbur colleges in the country, all of whose curricula arc
set by the government to avoid duplication. Admission is dependent on the availability of
space. the completion of 12 years of secondary school with an adequate grade point average
and successful completion of an entrance exam (Avano, In press). Regular tuition is free and
the government provides full scholarships to cover students living expenses. Some universities
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offer extension programs at regular degree-granting programs offered in the evening for which

tuition is charged.

Like Brazil and India, Ethiopia struggles with developing its higher education system in the

context of competing economic demands. Budgetary priorities have had to fOcus on rebuilding

health and housing infrastructures as well as education, and on primary and secondary education

before postsecondary education. Although Ethiopia increased its expenditures on higher educa-

tion by 31 percent in 1982, inflation and a doubling of enrollments resulted in an overall

decrease in funding. Ethiopia has therefore sought assistance from foreign governments and

international associations for recurrent and capital costs (Waga 1990).1 Ethiopia will maintain

its practice of providing full funding for postsecondary education as long as it can continue to

diversify income to the central government, particularly by revising its tax structure.

Relatively autonomous institutions

The fact that one's national government is looked to first for funding a system of higher educa-

tion does not always mean that the system is also controlled by the national government. The fol-

lowing countries represent positions on a continuum of autonomy, with South Africa on represent-

ing the most minimal autonomy and the United Kingdom representing the greatest autonomy.

South Africa. South Africa's institutions have the least amount of autonomy in this group,

primarily because of segregation within the country and the government's need to control it.

Unlike Brazil, India or Spain, South Africa has explicitly linked its educational goals to its work-

force, a philosophy that is evident in the structure of its higher education system. The country

hosts 12 technikons (vocational colleges), 70 teachers' training colleges, and numerous scientif-

ically-oriented universities,'" all nationally funded (Steyn, In press). Each offers advanced

degrees as well as undergraduate diplomas and certificates. The Ministry of Education has four

departments, each of which oversees the budget for each of the four cultural groups (whites,

a' :ians, blacks and coloureds). Each institution has a council that administers the funds and sets

educational priorities through its academic senate with governmental approval. The percent-

age of the country's gross national product that is devoted to postsecondary education

increased from .32 percent in 1965 to .69 percent in 1983 (Steen, In press). Comparable figures

for the United States are 1.8 percent in 1964 and 2.6 percent in 1983 (National Center fin

Education Statistics 1990, 184).

Like most other countries, entrance requires completion of secondary school, passing a-1

entrance exam, and meeting institutional requirements that must have Ow government's

approval. In 1987, 300,000 students enrolled in South Africa's postsecondary system, or 7.7 per

(000 of the total population (Stern, In press).
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A primary difference between South Africa's system and those described earlier is its attention
to and incorporation of vocational training. In addition, the segregation of the educational sys-
tem, which dictates that certain institutions serve specific cultural communities, requires some
duplication of resources, a situation that does not exist in other systems (even in India, where
members of different castes attend the same institution). Therefore, the GNP figure given above
must he interpreted in the context of a duplicative system.

The Netherlands. The Netherlands uses a funding system similar to that of South Africa. About
90 percent of the privately-founded but state-controlled 13 universities, 87 vocational colleges,
nine accredited colleges and one open university get their funding from the state based on
enrollment and program costs. Individual institutional councils allocate the yearly allocation
autonomously, with the exception of salaries, which are set by the civil service scale (Frijhoff, In
press). In 1986, 1.55 percent of the country's gross national product was allocated for higher edu-
cation (Frijhoff, In press).

Beginning in 1982, all students under 30 r( !ived a basic grant with a need-based supplement
throughout their postsecondary education to cover instructional costs and lining expenses. When
the demand exceeded the supply in 1988, the policy changed. Now students are eligible for aid
for six years from the time they first enroll. If they wish to attend for a longer period. they pay
substantially higher tuition (McDaniel 1990). Demand continues to increase, and the govern-
ment is considering lowering the age limit to the basic entitlement to 26 years of age.

Graduate students are almost universally employed by their sponsoring institution during their
program, either in research or teaching, thus supplementing the undergraduate instructional staff.

Approximately two-thirds of the Netherlands' high school graduates, or 16 percent of those
18- to 25-years-old (:ompared to approximately 35 percent of U.S. high school graduates) attend
postsecondary education. In 1987, 40 pet-cent of them were older than 24, making up 6 percent
of the part-time university enrollment and 25 percent of the vocation-al college enrollment
(Frijhoff, In press). In the U.S., comparable figures include 67 percent of total enrollment; 53
percent of four-year enrollments and 74 percent of two-year and vocational enrollments (National

Center for Education Statistics 1990, 72). The primary problem with the Dutch financing system
is that demand exceeds funding. The country anticipates that enrollment demand will continue
to rise and is very concerned that the current entitlement structure will not he able to meet it.
Because the country is committed to an entitlement process it will probably divert some enroll-
ments into part-time programs and reduce those entitlements, rather than introduce across-the-
board entitlement cuts.

Further, as demand increases, concerns about employment increase. Approximately 85 per.
cent of all medical, humanities and social science graduates are hired by government-funded ser-
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vices (Frijhoff, In press). As Frijhoff notes. the health of the government will affect not only the

method of education funding but the future of the system's graduates as well.

Finland. There are many systems in which the national government has the primary funding

responsibility, in which individual institutions are relatively autonomous. and in which there are

varying degrees of institutional privatization. For example, Finland's system emphasizes equal

education for all citizens, and as such charges no tuition and provides either a need-based study

grant or state subsidized loan for students' living expenses (Kuikka, In press). All of Finland's

institutions were taken over by the state during the 1970s and 1980s, vet institutional autonomy

remains in issues related to teaching, research, budget allocation and curriculum. Finland's 20

universities received all of their funding from the pat liament, which has guaranteed increases to

them through 1996 (Kuikka, In press). As a result, the proportion of the country's gross national

product that is invested in higher education has been steadily increasingfrom .61 percent in

1983 to .7 percent in 1988 (Kuikka, In press).

About 12 percent of Finland's 30,000 high school graduates enter college after passing the

national entrance exam and meeting individual institutional criteria. Of these students, approxi-

mately 8 percent graduate. Time to degree remains problematic: it often takes six to seven years

to complete a degree because of rigorous course requirements. Given its commitment to student

financial support, the Finnish government is interested in reducing the length of time to degree

in the hopes of seeing more students graduate (Kuikka, In press).

Finland's vocational education system is equally developed and is generally locally funded.

Students age 20 and older who are unemployed or have never had vocational training have prece-

dence in this impacted system. By 1986, Salminen (1988) reports that 93 percent of all 20- to 25-year-

old (non-college) workers had received vocational certificates, and that 400,000 students enrolled in

that same year. One-third of the vocational institutions are financed through the state; one-third are

financed through local municipalities; and approximately one-third arc privately owned and

financed. To ensure job security while enrolled in a vocational program, students may apply for a

study leave to retain their jobs for two years, without salary. In addition, students who are at least 30

years old (and who meet other employment requirements) may apply for a grant program initiated

in 1987, which provides 20 percent of a qualified employee's gross salary (Salminen 1989).

Finland's primary concern is similar to that of japana decreasing pool of voting workers

and, consequently, an aging workfOrce (Salminen 1989). Unlike japan, Finland is anticipating

this problem by structuring vocational programs to encourage the retraining of older workers.

Sweden. Sweden's system is similar to Finland in that no tuition is charged, and all students are

eligible lbr a national grant (which represents 5.8 percent of the total cost) and a subsidized loan

to finance living expenses Because of the substantial national contribution, parents arc not
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expected to contribute anything towards the student's support, nor is the student expected to
work while enrolled. The loan amount is based solely on the student's income and assets; for both
the loan and the grant to continue, the student must demonstrate satisfactory progress from year
to year. Loans may he deferred for up to two years after education stops. and students have a lim-
ited time in which to complete the repayment." Loans are deferred when one's income drops to a
certain level. Initially, the country found that 5 percent of its borrowers default, but once adjust-
ed, the actual default rate fell to about 1 percent (Morris 1989). The United States' default rate is
approximately 10 percent (Cronin 1987).

Aside from the taxpayer burden, the primary limitation of the Swedish and Finnish systems is
their size: like the U.S. model, they were designed for dependent students who would live at
home, with minimal living expenses. With students older than 25, many of whom are going into
postsecondary education for retraining, now occupying more than 50 percent of Swedish enroll-
ments, the allowance for living expenses has proven inadequate, and some students now work
part-time (Morris 1989). Some argue that the program itself is not to blame but that students
have come to expect a standard of living higher than originally intended. Others argue that older
students who arc often married with children need more aid to maintain a minimal standard of
living, a situation for which the original loan program was not designed.

Japan. Japan offers an intensely competitive combination of both nationally and privately sup-
ported institutions. The national ministry provides full financial backing to its 229 national uni-
versities and junior colleges, and provides research money to its 854 private universities and col-
leges and 2,675 private special training colleges. "Private sector universities receive 63 percent of
their income from tuition fees, whereas national universities receive 63 percent of theirs from the
state" (Hough, In press. 2).

In addition, the government funds at least in part the 2 million studentsapproximately 40
percent of the 18- to 24 -year -old cohort enrolled in 1989 (Clark 1992, and Kobayashi, In press).
Although it provides a subsidy to students, it differentiates between public and private enroll-
ments. In 1985, the government on average spent S5,2I per privately enrolled student compared
to 510,258 per publicly enrolled student (Hough. In press, 2). (The estimated United States
aggregate federal aid in 1986 was $3,059 for a student attending a private four-year institutions
and S3,774 for the student attending a public four-year institution.7) In 1982, the subsidy to stu-
dents was frozen, and because tuitions have risen as much as 50 percent since then, greater finan-
cial responsibility is falling on students, most of whom use loans to make up the shortfall. Initially,
these government-subsidized loans were offered interest-free, but when costs exceeded expecta-
tions in 1984, the government instituted a 3 percent interest rate. Japan currently offers several
loan plans scaled to income: interest-free for low-income families, 3 percent for higher-income

S 5
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families, and an additional loan at 6.5 percent interest for students enrolled in high-cost pro-

grams like medicine (Woodhall 1989).

While general curricular standards for the national institutions are set by the Japanese gov-

ernment, individual institutions set admissions standards and quotas and are autonomously gov-

erned. Because attendance at the national institutions is free, admissions standards are individual-

ly set, and employment status is closely linked to institutional status, admission to the national

universities is intensely competitive.

Partly because the country has transformed its economy from an agricultural to a postindus-

trial nation, and partly because of the reputations of the quality of training throughout the

Japanese postsecondary education system, unemployment is not a problem for the Japanese grad-

uate. Approximately 80 percent are employed upon graduation, and 10 percent go on to gradu-

ate school (Kobayashi, In press). In 1988, 71 percent of United States' graduates were employed

the year following graduation, whereas 13 percent had enrolled in either graduate school or a

second undergraduate program (National Center for Education Statistics 1990, 132).

Japan's system demonstrates the way a national financing system that funds only the elite

(public) institutions creates a competitive system, effectively eliminating students' choice. Those

who aspire to a certain career believe they must attend specific institutions. If they fail to be

admitted, they still have many other institutions from which to choose, but few that will virtually

guarantee them the career path they had intended.

Another distinction is that, unlike any of the other countries discussed, Japan's educational

system is founded in an essentially monoethnic, monolingual culture.` In terms of its ability to

run an efficient educational system, it has a distinct advantage over other countries whose consti-

tutions require them to conduct bilingual education or provide segregated systems." Japan's nar-

rowly-focused system does have its limitations, which will he discussed in a later section.

The United Kingdom. The United Kingdom enrolls less than half of the students Japan enrolls

and provides full governmental grants to students for both instructional and living expenses.

According to Hough (In press, 2) only one university should be considered truly private, whereas

another 46 arc "nominally independent institutions but are in fact increasingly controlled by the

Universities Funding Council." No student contribution is expected; parents are expected to con-

tribute on the basis of ability to pm.. and their expected contribution is deducted from a suldent's

government grant (Bruce 1985). Attendance is closely tied to socioeconomic status; Hough (In

press, 1) notes that "one-third of the children born into middle-class homes produce 80 percent

of all university students." The program cost, which began at 5434 million, had risen to 51,423

million in 1987; equixalent figures in the U.S. are S2 billion and S24 billion, respectively (Student

Financial Aid, In press. 3).
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Institutions are funded through government grants, which are based on enrollments up to a
maximum (Hough, In press). Until 1991, the government distinguished between its universities
and the polytechnics; polytechnics received approximately two-thirds the funding of a university.
Because of increasingly vocal dissatisfaction from the polytechnics, all institutions are to be fund-
ed equally; however, some are skeptical about the system's ability to maintain this level of financial
support (Hough. In press).

Trends in International Populations and Economies

Most countries are experiencing a shift from rural to urban concentrations of population. This
shift both reflects and creates changing economic and workforce needs, to either more industrial or
post-industrial systems. As a result, as is the case in the United States, successful higher education sys-

tems are perceived as those with the flexibility to incorporate new technology and new curricula.
Funding will need to be directed not only to improving student access but also to retrofitting laborato-

ries, classrooms and materials in light of these rapidly changing demands. Some researchers suspect

that national funding will shift into the maintenance of higher education's physical plant and aN%ny

from student support, wherever possible.

A second trend will also strain current funding strategies: Most countries will continue to
experience an increased demand for acct :s to higher education, both as industry's expectations

for educational levels of employees rise, and as the eligible populations increase. Countries that

currently provide full funding for students, either through low or no tuition or through full
grants. will soon find the demand exceeding the availability of funds, as in the Netherlands.
Countries will then have to decide whether to limit admission, reduce national support, institute

fees, or initiate some combination of these. The exceptions to this trend are japan, Finland, and
to some degree, the United States. Japan enrolls approximately 40 percent of its available high

school graduates. and that population is expected to decrease dramatically over the next 20 Yews.

This contraction of traditional students could dramatically affect institutions' funding as "the
tuition fee is one of the major, or in some private institutions almost the single source of income"
(Kobayashi, In press, 2). Unless Japan begins to incorporate adult studentsa negligible popula-
tion in current enrollmentsfemale students and disabled students. it may find its institutions

admitting less academically prepared students to fill enrollment gaps (Kobayashi. In press).
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Future Trends for Higher Education Financing

Regardless of the country, federal funding "is the means through which access to higher education

is achieved" (Merisotis 1991, 33). The dilemma for most countries appears to be just how much of the

burden can be shifted between the national government and the student without disabling either the

economic or educational systems. Most countries are cautiously shifting some burden to students

through loans, but the primary burden still remains with the national governments. Further, countries

are in the early stages of soliciting additional funding from private industry. Although the United

States' use of private industry is uneven (occuring most often within the community college system)

and immature in its development, compared to the countries reviewed its use appears extensive.

Some argue that the goal of balanced funding of higher education is to equalize oppot kallitV and

access among students. create an equitable sharing of costs based on benefits among sectors and

strengthen institutions (Hansen 1959). Placing the primary responsibility on the national government

strengthens institutions at the expense of institutional autonomy. National funding can also equalize

access provided the system is large enough, and ironically, size appears to be the critical issue fiir most

federally-funded systems. Unable to keep up with the demand fin- higher education, these countries

now look to shift some of this responsibility elsewhere.

While most governments are looked to first to fluid postsecondary education (except voca-

tional training), the student and parent are also required to contribute, at least to living expens-

es, in most countries except the United Kingdom and Scandinavia. The United States and

Canada reverse the priority and look to parents and students first. In addition, where financial

assistance is provided to students for their share, loans subsidized by the government are being

introduced or expanded. Income-contingent loans, which are standard in Scandinavian coun-

tries, are increasing in popularity universally.

Roth changing populations and changing economies contribute to the dominant movement

in higher education financediversification of funding sources. We will soon witness, as is alread

happening in the United States, greater emphasis on student loans rather than grants, all

increase in student-f'aculty ratios, greater solicitation of support from philanthropy and industry.

and from students in the form of fees. and an increased interest in enrolling overseas students

who pay full fare ((:lark 1999).

Similarly, countries are expected to continue to "reduce the level of public subsidies fOr higher

education and shift more oldie financial burden of tuition or maintenance to students and their fami-

lies- (Student Financial Aid. In press, 3). This trend is clearly evidenced in the U.S., when. loans Live

supplanted grants as the major form of support.'" The former West Germ;my eplaced grants vith

loans in 1984; Australia in 1989: 111,1 the United Kingdom in 1990. I't iodhall's 1983 World Bank

F.' S

'3
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report found that more than 50 countries have implemented student loans within the last twenty years
(Cronin 1987). How these loans are implemented continues to vary country to counuv, although all
of the countries reviewed provide a longer grace period prior to beginning to repay a loan than does
the United States (Cronin 1987). However, as Johnstone (In press) notes, "government" subsidies are
really taxpayer subsidies, which appear in most countries not only in the form of assistance with living

expenses but also in the fbrm of public tuitions set well below the actual cost of instruction (as is the
case in the United States, Canada, Japan and India).

Concurrently, we will see an increased interest in privatization of some sectors of higher education.
Although some countries resist giving private institutions equal status with national institutions
because of their concern about quality (Japan, with respect to its private vocational schools, for exam-
ple), some, like Brazil, may find that as demand for public education exceeds space, private institu-
tions appear to meet the demand. In countries where national standards apply only to nationally-ftmd-

ed programs, concerns about disparate levels of quality will appear.

In conclusion, the Achilles heel of international funding models appears to he a failure of most
systems to diversify in a number of ways: to include funding for vocational training; to include a variety
of income sources; and to include a variety of student populations. Interestingly, the World Bank rec-
ommends that governments continue to reduce their role in financing vocational education and
transfer the responsibility to employers and the private sector, as Finland has done (Wilms, In press).
Countries are in varying stages of recognizing and responding to what will soon be a shortage of funds
and a shortage of vocationally-trained workers. No one has mastered the problem, although countries
with smaller enrollments appear to be making gains by retaining the bulk of responsibility with the
national system for both higher education and vocational programs, and by instituting flexible,
income-contingent loan programs with long grace periods for repayment. How countries with larger
enrollments will manage t.2mains to be answered.

Further; while most countries, both developing and established, fund higher education through
their national governments, a wide range of institutional autonomy accompanies those funds. In some
centries, the national government controls every aspect of higher education, down to approving
books on a syllabus. In others, individual institutions are free to set all policies except those related to
salary, as faculty are considered civil servants. Generalizations about the strengths and weaknesses of
nationally-funded systems are difficult to make, then, other than that institutions give up some autono-

my when the national government funds their program. Two critical questions remain: Could these
institutions survive without that national support, and would students be able to afford postsecondary
education? Few of the countries reviewed are in favor of dramatically shifting the burden to students;

they fear substantial consequences of lower attendance rates, which would have a debilitating impact
on their economies, and less stable institutional income.
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NOTES

1. Although since 1987, individual institutional admissions criteria have been permitted provid-

ed they meet national standards (Thiep, In press).

2. Separate fellowships are available for members of "scheduled castes and tribes" in India, and

campuses have constructed separate hostels to house them (Behar, In press).

3. There are four private universities in Spain, all run by the Catholic Church.

4. Current dollar figures for foreign aid are not available; however, Wagaw (1990, 113, 145)

reports that between 1952 and 1962, the U.S. gave $2.15 million to a joint fund for Ethiopian

colleges and that the U.S. Agency for International Development in 1969-70 contributed

more than $1 million Birr towards the cost of furniture in the new technical education build-

ing at Haile Selassie University.

5. A precise number of scientifically-oriented institutions in South Africa was not available.

6. Students under the age of 36 have until their 51st birthday to repay the loan, while older bor-

rowers have 15 years in which to repay the loan (Morris 1989, 89). Borrowers pay 4 percent of

their income until the loan is repaid (Woodhall 1989).

7. Comparable figures for the United States are difficult to find because aid is awarded on the

basis of income and costs and is often presented by income withcut any relative percentages.

8. The U.S. offers some education in Spanish and English. Canada by governmental decree

offers instruction in French and English. Finland offers instruction in Finnish and Swedish,

etc. In addition, each of these countries is home to significantly diverse ethnic populations,

each presenting a greater diversity of educational goals and needs than is found in Japan.

9. This observation is not meant to imply that there is no value in multicultural countries, only

to point out the impact of Japan's cultural history on its ability to educate its population.

10. Grants accounted for 66 percent of all student aid in 1970-71, 80 percent in 1975-56, and only

47 percent in 1987-88 (Student Financial Aid, In press).
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APPENDIX

Table 1

Cost of Student Living Cost of Instruction
Room, board Books, supplies Tuition/fees Public &
Living costs educational costs Institutional

funds
Country

United States Student/parent* Student/parent* Student/parent* Institution/state

Canada Student/parent* Student/parent* Student/parent* Province

Vietnam National National National National

United Kingdom National/parent National National National

Brazil (public) National National National National
(private) Student* Student Student** Institution

India Student Student Student (low) National

Spain (public) Student*** Student*** Studm0:**(low) National
(private) Student*** Student*** Student*** Institution

Ethiopia National National National National

South Africa National National National National

The Netherlands National National National National
(6 year limit)

Finland Student** Student** National National

Sweden Student** Student** National National

Japan (public) Strident ** Student ** National National

KO: ''(.01111)111i111011 of 10.111S and grants; subsirli/cd loans; ".** national giant

9 i
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Table 2

COM2ARATIVE ENROLLMENT AND INVESTMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Country

Percent of GNP
spent on H.E.

Percent of 18-24
population enrolled

(1986)

1985 Higher ed.
funding as percent
of all education

United States 2.6 (1983) 49 39.4

Canada 1.9 (1985) 46 28.8

The Netherlands 1.55 (1985) 28 26.4

Japan 1.0 (1985) 19 21.4

United Kingdom _9 (1985) 19 19.8

Sweden .9 (1985) 20 12.3

Brazil .7 (1985) 9 19.6

South Africa .69 (1983) .07 N/A

Finland .61 (1985) 11.6 N/A

India .6 (1985) 8 18.7

Spain .4 (1985) 24 14

Ethiopia N/A .45 N/A

Soul «%: .111 1985 data .tic taken how I latiptman et al ( I I ). II ight.; 1.11141 (mon and tit 'prawn: .in Intro nallnnal

Compri? rsnn. .Ninerican ;mind' on Edta anon Rewat jct., Vol. 2 (I1.

1981 data ale taken flout the lollov, ing: South Alt ica--Ste%n. In pre*,,,; 'tined Si ateNWatm nil, In in
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PROBLEMS IN COORDINATING FEDERAL STUDENT
ASSISTANCE WITH OTHER FEDERAL INCOME SUPPORT

AND HUMAN RESOURCE PROGRAMS

Lawrence N. Gold

INTRODUCTION

eople who are financially needy, who have lost their jobs, have disabilities, or who are

members of particular groups such as veterans and Native Americans. may be eligible

for more than one form of federal assistance if they pursue education and training at

the postsecondary level. A disabled single parent, for example, might be eligible to

receive subsistence payments through Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and

Food Stamps, and might also receive support for her education and training through the Title IV

student aid programs as well as the federal vocational rehabilitation program.

As this paper will show, the terms of program eligibility and the processes for receiving aid dif-

fer substantially from program to program, and in some cases even conflict with one another.

'Mere is little coordination among initiatives. Even within a single program, eligibility criteria and

processes may differ dramatically from state to state, or even from caseworker to caseworker.

Put together, these inconsistencies can constitute a time-consuming, difficult, sometimes insu-

perable obstacle course for potential beneficiaries and a major hindrance to coordinating ser-

vices efficiently. Through an investigation of practices in five human service programsFood

Stamps, AFDC, Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), vocational rehabilitation, and veterans edu-

cational benefitsthis report will examine some of the chief hurdles to coordination. the

attempts of some officials to straddle them, and the consequences of these policies to individuals

and families. Areas will be delineated for prospective recommendations by the Commission for

impro-ed program performance.

Finally. the report will look at a broader, related concernthe extent to which a variety of

laws. program guidelines and administrative practices in federal human service programs serves

to discourage beneficiaries of these programs from pursuing postsecondary education. Despite

the fact that postsecondary graduates rarely require further income support or training from the

federal government. programs such as welfare and vocational rehabilitation often seem hostile ,o

higher education fin- their clients. The Commission may wish to assess whether, and how. it might

choose to weigh in on issues of this nature.
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Case Study: Food Stamps

The Food Stamp program provides coupons (Food Stamps) to supplement the food-buying

power of low-income households. The Department of Agriculture's Food and Nutrition Service
administers the program nationally. The program is administered locally by the state welfare
agencies. The federal government pays for approximately one-half ofthe cost of running the pro-
gram, while the states and some local governments pay the rest.

In 1991, the program provided more than S17 billion worth of Food Stamps to an average of
22.6 million people a month. In general, a family may be eligible for Food Stamps if its available
income is no more than 30 percent above the government-determined poverty level. People usu-
ally apply for Food Stamps at the state welfare office, where they complete an application and are
interviewed. The eligibility process varies from state to state. In general, a formula is used to
determine eligibility and allotments much like an income tax return (i.e., income minus a list of
deducted items that will not be counted as income).

Applicants who also want to pursue postsecondary education face three particular hurdles:
First, the program imposes extra eligibility requirements on students. Second, any educational
expenses paid by the student are not excluded from his or her income in assessing eligibility.
Third, a portion of any Title IV financial aid received by the student, even loans, may be counted
as income for Food Stamp purposes. These impediments are exacerbated by inconsistent pro-
gram administration and documentation requirements.

Special Eligibility Requirements for Students

The law imposes special requirements on individuals seeking Food Stamp assistance who also
want to attend school. These requirements, enacted out of a concern that college students from
affluent families might qualify for aid, have been updated a number of times over the years, most
recently in 1991 (RI,. 102-327).

Under the Food Stamp Act (7 USC 2013(e)), physically and mentally fit students between the
ages of 18 and 30 enrolled at least half-time in an institution of higher education must meet cer-
tain requirements in addition to the financial needs test. In order to qualify for Food Stamps, stu-
dents must either he:

1. Assigned to or placed in an institution of higher education through JTPA, the Food Stamp

employment and training program, section 236 of the Trade Act of 1974 or a similar state
or local program approved by the Agriculture Secretary; or

2. Employed at least 20 hours per week, or participate in a state or federal work-study program

during the school year; or
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3. A parent with responsibility for the care of a dependent child under age 6, or a dependent

child above age 5 and under age 12 for whom adequate child care is not available; or

4. A single parent, enrolled full-time in an institution of higher education, with responsibility

for the care of a dependent under age 12; or

5. Receiving AFDC or enrolled in the Work Incentive Program (WIN) under Title IV of the

Social Security Act.

These requirements may have been designed to prevent wealthy college students from taking

advantage of the Food Stamp program, but, as a practical matter, the effect has more often been

to prevent Food Stamp recipients from going to college. A recent study (Rosen, 1986) found that

"categorical Food Stamp prohibitions against postsecondary education enrollment prevent the

vast majority of Food Stamp recipients from attending college. One in 500 recipients (0.2 per-

cent) meets the program's stringent test for college enrollment."

The employment requirements are particularly problematic for a number of reasons. For one

thing, individuals who work a 20-hour week, as required, usually need to reduce their course load

to accommodate their work hours, which only has the effect of causing them to stay in school

and to need Food Stamp supportfor a longer time.

Second, and not surprisingly; it is often impossible for these individuals to obtain 20-hour-per-

week jobs. Under the existing rules, people who cannot find a 20-hour-per-week job will lose their

Food Stamps if they try to go to college, but they will continue to receive Food Stamps if they

forego college and simply remain unemployed at home.

Third, with limited College Work-Study funding, many people certified as eligible for the pro-

gram by their colleges are not able to receive benefits, even if they are ready and willing to work.

Their only alternatives, under existing rules, are to forego benefits to stay in college, or to forego

college and continue receiving Food Stamps. It is hardly surprising that they more frequently

choose to retain the Food Stamps and defer the education.

Income Deduction Rules

In assessing eligibility, the program allows applicants to deduct a number of items from their

income. These include: (1) a standard cost-of-living deduction; (2) an earned income deduc-

tion; (3) dependent care deductions (not to exceed $160 per dependent); and (4) a qualified

medical deduction.

People who wish to become students, however, cannot deduct from the income calculation

any of their own money that they spend on tuition, fees, books and other college expenses.

Since monies spent on education are not available for general support purposes, it can he
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argued that documented personal expenditures for education ought to be included among the
deductible items.

Coordination With Title IV Aid

Section 479B of the Higher Education Act says that funds received by students under the Title
IV financial aid programs should not be counted as income for the purposes of other federal pro-
grams if the aid is made available by the institution to cover tuition and mandatory fees, books,
supplies, transportation and other miscellaneous personal expenses (other than living costs) such
as laboratory costs for chemistry majors.

Any Title IV financial aid that cannot be attributed to these expense categories counts as
income because it is assumed that this money can be applied to room, board or child care. Even
obtaining a student loan, which must be paid back, will count against an individual's Food Stamp
eligibility unless it can be demonstrated that the loan was entirely applied to the expense cate-
gories designated in the Higher Education Act.

The new Food Stamp law provides two ways to determine how much of the aid is earmarked
for educational expenses and how much should be counted as income. Either the institution
must provide a written certification to the Food Stamp office of how funds are intended to be
used or, if the institution does not do this, students can seek an exclusion based on retained
receipts. Students may also provide verification when they disagree with the institution's delin-
eation of expenses.

The new provision has not had time to be fully implemented, but improvement is hoped for
because the previous administration in this area was marked by conflicting policy memos from
the national office and tremendous variability in stat.! practice. As a New Mexico program policy
specialist noted in a recent study, "Because...there is very little guidance on what should he
allowed, much is left up to the states, and to a large extent the caseworker, and then it depends
on what side of the bed the caseworker got up on... Quality control reviews cases and very rarely
finds a correct case (Gold 1990)."

Even with clear direction and the best of intentions on all sides, disparities are inevitable among

local Food Stamp caseworkers and campus financial aid officers in figuring out which school-relat-
ed expenses to exclude from income, and which to count, in assessing Food Stamp eligibility.

For example, should lunch in the middle of a school day he considered a "miscellaneous"
educational cost, in which case it does not count against Food Stamp eligibility, or as a living
expense, which counts as income for Food Stamp purposes? Or, if someone receives a 52,400 Pell
Grant to attend a school where the tuition is S1,500, should the remaining 5900 he considered an
allowance for hooks and transportation, in which case it does not count against Food Stamp cligi-
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bility, or should $400, or 5500, or $600, be counted toward books and transportation with the

remaining amount considered a living cost allowance, in which case the remainder counts against

Food Stamp eligibility?

Questions of this sort arise all the time and certainly will continue to do so as long as the law

distinguishes between "educational" and "living" expenses and applies a portion of student finan-

cial aid to both categories.

Case Study: Aid to Families With Dependent Children

Under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, the federal govern-

ment provides matching grants to the states for the purpose of making subsistence payments to

poor families in which at least one parent is deceased, absent or incapacitated, or the main wage

earner is unemployed. Authorized under Title IV-A of the Social Security Act, the program is

administered by the Department of Health and Human Services, but there is a great deal of state

autonomy concerning eligibility and benefit levels.

In August 1991, AFDC served about 4.5 million families or 13.3 million people, two-thirds of

whom were under age 18. In 1990, AFDC benefits totalled 518.5 billion, of which S I 0.1 billion was

federally paid. Potential AFDC recipients apply for the program at state welfare offices, where

caseworkers assess eligibility and describe the conditions under which aid may be received.

During the 1970s and 1980s public policy observers and politicians on both sides of the aisle

began to realize that funneling small subsistence payments to welfare mothers \you!. i not help

them or their children permanently break the cycle of poverty. A consensus developed that the

welfare system should be reorganized to foster long-term self-sufficiency by placing AFDC recipi-

ents directly in jobs or in education and training.

AFDC and Postsecondary .7ducation

Prior to the Family Support Act of 1988, most AFDC recipients were required to tell their wel-

fare caseworkers of any education and training activities in which they were engaged. If the case-

worker found that the education and training was not approved by the state for AFDC, the \cc] fare

recipient could he told to choose between abandoning the training and losing AFDC benefits. In

addition, a small federal program (WIN) provided funds to support approved training.

At that time, the states had flexibility to approve higher education as a training option for

AFDC recipients. However, in practice postsecondary education was rarely approved and often

opposed. As a matter of policy, many states did not allow higher education altogether: others pro-

vided little information about it and tended to allow only short-term, job-focused training.
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Studies found that AFDC recipients who wanted to pursue postsecondary training, particular-
ly individuals who wanted to attend a four-year college, generally were told that their goals were
educationally unrealistic and fiscally irresponsible. In some ways, this resistance may seem surpris-
ing. For one thing, student aid was available to meet tuition costs. For another, it has been
demonstrated that welfare recipients who get a college education almost never return to public
assistance. (In fact, studies show that the most important characteristic of women able to -earn an
adequate income is a high level of education.)

Why, then, the antipathy to postsecondary education? Most important, it seems, is the fact
that it takes a comparatively long time to go to college, and as long as the welfare system rewarded
quick closure of cases, welfare workers were sure to promote short-term opticns such as low-kvel
jobs and narrow training, and to frown on longer-term options like postsecondaryeducation. As a
result of these practices, welfare recipientseven those with a better-than-average education
backgroundrarely considered postsecondary education an option, and those who attended col-
lege often hid the truth from their caseworkers.

The 1988 Family Support Act was enacted "to revise the AFDC program to emphasize work,
child support, and family benefits... [and] to encourage and assist needy children and parents
under the new program to obtain the education, training, and employment needed to avoid long-
term welfare dependence."

The act created a new JOBS program, which greatly increased federal funding for state-
approved education and training activities, and it established a right to child care for those in
such training. In terms of postsecondaryeducation, the law made significant changes.

1. If the individual was in a postsecondary program before enrolling in the welfare JOBS
program, the education would be considered a "self-initiated" JOBS activity. If the wel-
fare officer agreed with the student that his or her course of study constituted an appro-
priate training program, the individual would have a right to complete the training with-
out losing AFDC benefits. AFDC would not have to contribute to the person's education-
al expenses under these circumstances but would be obligated to provide child care,
transportation and other ancillary services that were not otherwise provided for (as
described below).

2. Postsecondary education was explicitly listed as one option to which the state, at its
discretion, could assign welfare recipients for training under the JOBS program. In this case,
JOBS funds could contribute to the individual's educational expenses as well as providing
child care, transportation and ancillary services.

It should he noted again that the law says only that the states niav consider college as "satis-
factory participation in the program." The provision imposes no obligation on the states to

101
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approve postsecondary training, and the law in general does little to alter the basic ethic to get

people off the welfare rolls quickly.

Regulations issued in 1989 by the Department of Health and Human Services attempt to fur-

ther discourage the postsecondary option. The regulations preamble, for example, declares that

"{s}horter programs leading to specific occupational goals are preferable to longer education

programs that may have far less specific employment goals (Federal Register, Vol. 54, #197,

October 1989)."
State-reported data indicate that there has probably been an increase in permitting postsec-

ondary education for AFDC recipients since enactment of the 1988 law. (How much of an

increase is impossible to say, because the data prior to 1988 are extremely sketchy.) A few states

report 10 percent, 20 percent, or even more of their AFDC recipients in approved postsecondary

activities. (The data do not show whether this constitutes short-term or long-term postsecondary

training.)
However; in the absence of a more affirmative legal mandate to approve college, more positive

regulations or a chan,,: in the ethic of quick case disposition, most experts still consider it unlikely

that state approval practices for highereducation will change dramatically under the new law.

Student Aid and AFDC

Section 507 of the Higher Education Amendments of 1968 provided that "[f] or the pur-

pose of any program assisted under Title I, IV, X, XIV, XVI, and XIX of the Social Security Act,

no grant or loan to any undergraduate student for educational purposes made or insured

under any program administered by the Commissioner of Education shall be considered to be

income or resources."

At the same time, as noted above, Section 479B of the Higher Education Act of 1986 exempts

only the portion of Title IV made available for tuition, fees, hooks, supplies, transportation and

miscellaneous personal expenses when determining eligibility "under any program funded in

whole or in part with federal funds."

Both provisions currently have legal force; the question is how to interpret them. Under one

interpretation, the more restrictive language of Section 479B would apply to eligibility determi-

nations under all federal programs except those Social Security Act programs specified in the earlier

statute. Under this interpretation of the law, Title IV student aid benefits would not be counted

toward AFDC eligibility, because AFDC is one of the Social Security Act programs specified in

the earlier statute.
However, in June 1991, HHS put forward another interpretation. Under the HHS interpreta-

tion (45 CFR Part 233), the more restrictive language in Section 479B should apply to Title IV vis-
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a -vis all other federal programs, including AFDC, and the earlier blanket exemption applies to
any Education Department program other than a Title IV program. Under this construction, about
the only Education Department program exempted as income for AFDC purposes is a small pro-
gram to encourage minority participation in graduate education.

As a result of the HHS ruling, welfare recipients today must document their education-related
benefits under Title IV grant and work-study programs in the same way as do Food Stamp recipi-
ents. Unlike the Food Stamp program, however, HHS regulations explicitly exempt loans received
under Title IV or any other program as income or resources in determining AFDC eligibility.
Earlier regulations left it up to the states to decide whether or not to exempt loans, but an
adverse court decision prompted the blanket exemption. Non-federal sources of public or private
aid may ..r may not he counted as income at the state's discretion.

As noted in the section on Food Stamps, there are continual, and inevitable, disparities
among welfare caseworkers and campus aid officers in determining which school-related expens-
es to count in assessing welfare eligibility and how to apportion aid among the allowable cate-
gories. As Dunkle (1988) notes. "Two AFDC recipients attending the same college, with the same
income, the same number of children, the same educational costs, the same student aid funding,
and even the same caseworker" can wind up being treated differently under the eligibility system
now in place.

Case Study: JTPA and Related Programs

The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of 1983 provides jobs, education and training to
help low-income youth and adults, including displaced workers, find "permanent self-sustaining--
employment. JTPA is funded entirely by the federal government and operated through the states
and local delivery systems. About S3.6 billion was expended in fiscal 1990 to enroll about 2..1 mil-
lion participants.

Most JTPA funds reach the states as block grants. The states, in turn, are responsible for the
allocation of funds to "service delivery areas" (SDAs). The SDAs contract with employers and
organizations such as public schools, trade schools and community colleges to train people fin'
jobs in the local economy. Spending decisions within the SDA are made by a private industry
council (PIC) consisting of representatives of business, government and labor (but generally
dominated by business).

Use of Student Aid by JTPA Participants

JTPA law permits SDAs to assign participants to training in a postsecondary institution. The
law also states (sections 141(b) and 107(b)) that JTPA funds can only be used to provide services
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"in addition to those which would otherwise be available." Thus, if a JTPA enrollee is assigned to a

postsecondary institution, and the enrollee is also eligible for some form of Title IV student aid,

the two forms of aid can contribute to the training.

Pell Grants. People who enter into postsecondary training under JTPA may also he eligible for

a Pell Grant if they meet the Pell Grant financial need criteria, if the training institution is certi-

fied for Title IV participation, and if the educational program is at least six months (or 600 clock

hours) long.

In recent years, Department of Labor administrators have issued guidances that encouraged

the SDAs to (1) have qualified participants apply for a Pell Grant and thereby employ Pell Grant

funds to offset JTPA outlays; and (2) promote greater coordination between JTPA and student aid

to address concerns about overlapping funding and double billing. In this regard, the SDAs were

encouraged to assure that:

1. Student aid eligibility determinations are made known to the SDA;

2. Schools do not receive JTPA funds to pay for training and then an overlapping payment

through the Pell Grant for tuition and fees to cover the same training; and

3. Prospective JTPA participants agree to release student aid information to the SDA that

would otherwise he confidential under the Higher Education Act.

A special complication arises in cases where JTPA programs use performance-based contracts.

These are contracts under which schools receive full payment only after participants have success-

fully achieved outcomes specified in the contract. In an arrangement of this nature, students are

not liable to return any tuition or fees to the school if they fail to complete the training or achieve

the desired outcomes. This differs from the typical student-school relationship presupposed by

the Pell Grant program, under which the student is personally liable to pay tuition up front and

can get back only part of the tuition if he or she drops out toward the beginning of the course.

Because students are not paying tuition in the usual sense when they participate in a perfor-

mance-based program, the Labor and Education Departments both have ruled that the Pell

Grant computation for these students should not include tuition and fees. In this case, the Pell

Grant can only cover the nontuition educational and living expenses (such as books and trans-

portation) specified in Title IV. This restriction does not apply to contracts that are not perfor-

mance-based, in which tuition and fees can he assessed under normal payback rules and, there-

fore, the Pell Grant can cover these expenses.

Campus- based /Loan Programs. The Labor Department has issued advisories to the SDAs about

coordinating SEOG and College Work-Study with JTPA that roughly parallel the Pell Grant advi-

sory. Loans pose more of a problem. The Department cannot prohibit JTPA trainees from obtain-
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ing loans if they meet the requisite criteria. However, the Department has advised SDAs about the
loan repayment problems of those who move into entry-level jobs and has urged the SDAs "to
consider these implications... in putting together a program of financial assistance which may
result in burdensome obligations for the participant upon program completion."

The Labor Department published draft guidelines in January 1991 (Federal Register Vol. 56,
No. 2) to address a variety of JTPA-student aid coordination issues and to remedy confusion in
the field, particularly about whether or not tuition expenses could be offset by the Pell Grant.
The guidelines were controversial from the outset, with some believing that they went. too far in
encouraging the use of Pell Grants to offset JTPA expenses and others expressing concern about
the capacity of SDAs to monitor student aid behavior. The Department has submitted to OMB a
revised draft, which is under review.

Finally, although serious attempts have been made to integrate student aid and JTPA, it
should be noted that relatively little JTPA training goes on at the postsecondary level. Most of
what does take place by way of postsecondary education is based in short-term proprietary school
programs rather than in longer-term community college programs.

A number of conditions serve to discourage community college participation. First, the peo-
ple making most local funding decisionsthe business-dominated private industry councils
often voice distrust concerning the practical payoff of long-term training in terms of usable on-
the:job skills. Second, a number of localities restrict their JTPA programs to an "open entry/open
exit" modelthat is, a program in which individuals can be added to a class or drop out at any
point in the process. This, of course, is contrary to the way in which community colleges typically

operate. Third, in many localities JTPA operates on a strict no-credit system in relation to commu-
nity colleges. In fact, adults who wish to return for advanced training often find they cannot
receive credit to which they might otherwise be entitled for their earlierJTPA work.

The Trade Adjustment Assistance Program

The Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers (TAA) program, first authorized under Title II
of the Trade Act of 1974, provides cash payments (called trade readjustment allowances, or
TRAs) as well as support for training to workers who lose their jobs, or whose hours of work and
wages arc reduced because of increased imports. In fiscal 1991, about 60,000 workers received
S71 million in benefits.

Usually, TRA benefits are paid only to workers who participate in a training program
approved by the state unemployment office, which administers the program. The state agency
first attempts to find no-cost training for the individual. If' that is not available, the agency can
enter into training agreements with public or private providers, which can include postsecondary
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institution::. As in the case of JTPA, the question then arises of what to do if TAA trainees are also

eligible for a Pell Grant or SEOG.

The Labor Department evolved a three-part policy to deal with this issue (General

Administrative Letter 1-88, US Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,

December 2, 1987), which states:

1. If the Pell Grant is applied entirely to tuition and fees, and none of it is disbursed directly

to the student, then no part of the Pell Grant is deducted from the individual's TRA bene-

fits, TRA benefits may continue to full term, and any costs of training not covered by the

Pell Grant shall be paid with TRA program funds.

2. If only part of the Pell Grant is retained by the institution for tuition and fees, and the rest

is disbursed to the student, weekly TRA benefits are reduced by the amount of the Pell

Grant that is disbursed to the worker.

3. If the entire Pell Grant is disbursed to the student, and the student is therefore responsible

for paying the costs of training and other related expenses, the TAA agency may choose

either (a) to consider the portion of the Pell Grant devoted to tuition and fees as a "direct

payment" for training, in which case TAA will pay only for approved training expenses

above and beyond that level or (b) to consider the Pell Grant an all-purpose payment to the

worker, in which case TAA will pay all training expenses, but the individual's weekly TRA.

benefits will he reduced by the amount of the grant funds received by the worker.

TAA administrators report that the 1987 policy standards may he needlessly complex, and, in

any event, that there is widespread confusion in the field about implementation. A revised policy

advisory is currently under development.

Job Training 2000
Finally, it should he noted that the President's fiscal 1993 budget proposal put forward the

Job Training 2000 initiative, designed in part to "streamline the maze of federal job training pro-

grams currently dispersed across numerous federal agencies and create a one-stop shopping cen-

ter to serve individuals and employers more effectively."

One of the announced aims of the initiative is to coordinate the local delivery of more than

S11 billion in vocational/technical education services currently provided under JTPA, Perking

postsecondary vocational training, the Adult Education Act, and Food Stamps employment and

training, as well as Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans.

Details of the plan arc still under development by Administration officials, but the intention is

to try to coordinate most education and training services through the JTPA system of SDAs and

PR:s. Job Training 2000 also envisions the creation of a new training voucher program, presumably
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replacing some or all existing programs in this area. Some $2 billion in vouchers to participa in
PIG-certified programs would be issued, which would cover up to 90 percent of the cost of training.

As previously noted, it is envisioned that Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans would be
coordinated with new and existing programs, but specific plans have not yet been developed.

Case Study: Vocational Rehabilitation

The Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, provides matching grants to the states
(80 percent federal /20 percent state) to establish vocational rehabilitation (VR) programs that
meet the "needs of individuals with handicaps so.. [they] may prepare for and engage in gainful

employment to the extent of their capabilities." In FY 1991, almost 1 million clients were served
by the program, and about 51.6 billion was allocated to the states.

The program is administered at the federal level by the Rehabilitative Services Administration

(RSA) in the Department of Education. Federal law mandates that state VR agencies provide eval-

uation, counseling, training and job placement. The training may take place at a postsecondary

institution. In fiscal 1989, RSA reported that about 11 percent of VR participants were being
trained at the postsecondary level, at a cost of about S115 million.

Most of the details in carrying out VR programs are left to the states and set out in state policy

plans. Under VR, disabled individuals go to a local office of the state VR agency, which assesses

the individual, determines the most appropriate form of training and provides funds, if necessary,
to support it.

Three factors determine eligibility. First, the individual must fit in one of the legally-set cate-

gories of physical or mental disability. Second, the disability must present a "barrier to employ-
ment" (an applicant may he sent to a hospital or private doctor fbr an evaluation of employabili-

ty). Third, there must be a reasonable expectation that training services will result in employ-

ment. In some states, financial need is assessed as an eligibility criterion.

Coordination of VR and Student Aid

For disabled students attending postsecondary institutions, the VR program intersects with

Title IV financial assistance programs in three ways. First, the Rehabilitation Act requires that

training services in higher education institutions cannot be paid for with VR fluids until a maxi-

mum effort has been made to secure grant assistance from other sources to fray for the training.

Second, after this step is taken, VR funds can pay for: (1) special costs for services related to

the individual's handicap that are needled in order for the student to attend school; (2) financial

need not covered by other sources; and (3) any form of self-help aid (loans and employment)

indicated in the financial aid package.
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Finally, the Higher Education Act (sections 411F(5) and 472(8)) requires that the "cost of

attendance" computation for financial aid purposes should include "expenses related to a stu-

dent's handicap" that are not provided for by other assisting agencies.

Officials of the RSA and the Office of Student Financial Assistance at the U.S.

Department of Education have developed a number of memoranda of understanding over

the years, most recently in August 1991, "to form working principles... on the coordination of

financial aid for VR clients attending postsecondary institutions." The following procedure

has been agreed to:

1. The VR client applies to the educational institution for student financial aid as a condition

of receiving VR training services. The college financial aid administrator determines the

student's allowable expense budget exclusive of costs related to the student's handicap, as

well as the amount of expected family contribution.

2. Based on this information, the institution determines the initial awards of student financial

assistance and notifies the student and the VR agency. (The Education Department recom-

mends that state VR and college officials develop a shared form for this purpose.)

3. The VR caseworker identifies special costs for services related to the client's handicap that

are needed to enable the student to attend school. If comparable services and benefits are

not otherwise available, VR dollars may be committed to: (a) these handicap-related costs

(h) financial need unmet by Title IV student assistance or (c) any form of self-help aid

(loans and employment) indicated in the financial aid package. VR communicates this

information to the school on an agreed-upon form.

4. The financial aid administrator adds to the costs of attendance any expenses related to the

student's handicap identified, but not provided, by VR, and determines the student's finan-

cial awards based on the revised costs.

Interviews with a number of federal officials, campus aid officers and VR administrators indi-

cate that these procedures work in the field about as well as can be expected, given the legal com-

plexities. Two types of problems were reported. One concerned student loans; some states

require that students avail themselves of Title IV loan assistance before VR funds are committed.

States are entitled to do this under the law, although most states do not follow this practice, and

RSA discourages it. Problems also arise when there is not enough time between the submission of

the student's application and the beginning of classes to process materials back Ind forth

between the college and the VR office; one official indicated that a kw months are needed to do

the job properly.

r 1
1.
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Approval of Postsecondary Education

Coordination aside, states vary greatly in the extent to which they permit VR beneficiaries to
he trained at the postsecondary level. While some states make extensive use of postsecondary
education, the Campus Roadblock study (Gold 1990) found that the states and local VR counselors,

hungry for quick closure of cases and perhaps underestimating the potential of their clients,
often made it difficult for VR applicants to get college-level training.

The VR program is structured in a way that rewards states that employ the quickest possible
training options. VR clients employed for at least 60 days constitute what the RSA calls "Twenty-

Six Closure," which means that the case is closed and the client is "rehabilitated." Assessing a
state's number of case closures is one criteria for evaluating the success of the state's VR program.

As Jay Rochlin, executive director of the President's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities, put it in Campus Roadblock, "The VR system is driven by closuresthat's how they are
evaluated and that is how they are funded."

Counselors, too, are evaluated on their number of case closures. Bill Butler of the National
Network of Learning Disabled Adults said, "Counselors must receive a certain number of closures
to get good grades. They have a lot of latitude and this flexibility allows them to say no to clients."

Postsecondary education, of course, is usually not the fastest way to train people and close
cases, even if it may offer the best prospect of long-term self-sufficiency. Not surprisingly, then,

pressures for quick closure can drive counseloys to disallow or discourage postsecondary educa-

tion, especially for students with serious handicaps who require extensive services.

Vocational assessments conducted at the local level usually deal with the client's ability to
"handle tools" or "physically do certain things," while scholastic aptitude is not typically explored
and college is rarely mentioned unless the , :ient brings up the subject. Program practi, varies

considerably. The more overtly job-focused the training, the better the likelihood that it will he
approved. At the college level, Sharon Mistier of the Endependence Center of Northern Virginia

reported in Campus Roadblock, "They don't like to fund philosophy degrees, and while one coun-
selor may allow someone to study anthropology, another counselor may not. The regulations
allow either."

Case Study: Veterans Educational Benefits

The Department of Veterans Affitirs administers three programs that provide educational ben-
efits to veterans and their families.

The Dependents Educational Assistance Program (DEAP) provides monthly payments fbr
education and training to the spouses or children of POWs, MIAs or veterans dead or disabled Ibr
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service-related causes. The Veterans Educational Assistance Program (VEAP) provides monthly

education or training payments to people who served more than 180 continuous days since

1977. Service members make monthly contributions while on active service, up to a maximum

of $2,700, to participate.

New contributions to VEAP were curtailed in 1987, when the Montgomery GI Bill went into

effect. The Montgomery GI Bill now provides monthly education and training benefits based

on the length of time spent on active or reserve duty by members of the Armed Forces who

began their service since 1985 (as well as some Vietnam veterans). Service members contribute

about $1,200 toward their benefits during the first year of service.

The veterans educational benefit programs do not count other forms of financial aid,

whether from Title 1V or other federal or non-federal sources, in determining an individual's

eligibility or the size of benefits.

However, the amount of veterans benefits received by an individual can affect eligibility for

Title IV assistance. The way in which veterans benefits are counted differs between the Pell

Grant program and the other Title IV programs. The rules also differ between aid applicants

from families with incomes of' about $15,000 or less, who fill out a simplified financial aid appli-

cation, and other aid applicants, who fill out a more complete statement.

Pell Grants. For applicants who fill out a complete student aid application, one-half of any

benefits received under the Dependents Educational Assistance Program (DEAP) will be

counted as untaxed income in determining the individual's Pell Grant eligibility. For the low-

est-income appli.qnts who fill out a simplified Pell Grant application, none of the DEAP bene-

fits are counted.

Any aid received under the other two DVA educational assistance programsVEAP or the

Montgomery GI Billare not counted, in whole or in part, toward Pell Grant eligibility. On the

other hand, any noneducational benefit programs funded by DVA are counted as unearned

income for student aid purposes.

Other Title IV Programs. Essentially all DVA benefits arc counted in determining eligibility for

the other grant, loan and work programs. They are counted either as part of the family contri-

bution formula, or in another part of the aid application as a financial resource.

In short, half of DEAP benefits are counted toward Pell Grant eligibility (but only for those

who do not fill out the simplified applications); VEAP and Montgomery GI Bill benefits do not

count at all towards Pell Grant eligibility; and all DVA programs count in one or another part of

the formula towards eligibility for the other Title IV programs.
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New Policy Directions

Amid the tangle of laws, regulations, guidelines, and administrative idiosvncracy that pervade

our case studies, two overarching themes emerge. The first theme is that the jerry-built nature of

federal program requirements creates an obstacle course that can prevent the neediest students
from seeking higher education and can impede the efficient use of federal resources.

In the case of Food Stamps and AFDC, relatively arcane distinctions between one kind of edu-
cational cost and another can mean the difference between food for the family, on the one hand,
or a decent education on the other. Taking a loan, which must be paid back, can make a Food
Stamp recipient appear too "rich" for further support.

In the case of job training programs, expenditure decisions turn on whether aid checks went to

the student or the school, or whether the school was paid at the beginning of the training or the end.

Aid applications seesaw a minimum of three times between rehabilitation counselors and

campus aid officers in an Alphonse and Gaston game of who-will-get-the-other-program-to-pay-for-

benefits-before-I-have-to, and a portion of GI benefits count towards student aid eligibility for one
program but not another and for some beneficiaries but not for others.

The second theme emerging from the case studies is an antipathy toward permitting human
service program beneficiaries to participate in postsecondary education, an antipathy that is
sometimes reflected in law but more often in administrative practice. We saw how the push to

produce short-term results, to close cases quickly, often leads caseworkers to discourage postsec-

ondary education, or to prohibit it altogether. This may be exacerbated by an underlying attitude

that welfare, Food Stamps, JTPA and rehabilitation beneficiaries should keep their sights low and

their aspirations modest.

If a decision were made to reverse these trendsto streamline services and encourage a more

positive attitude toward postsecondary education in federal human resource programsthere are

a number of ways in which current laws, regulations and program practices could be changed to

achieve this result. Some of them are outlined below.

Smoothing the Obstacle Course

The following seven proposals serve as a smorgasbord of ideas to coordinate the relationship

between student aid and other programs. While some proposals are more technical than global in

tone, their combined impact on individuals and families could be considerable:

Automatically Grant Student Aid Eligibility to Beneficiaries of Other Federal Human Service Programs. It

is generally accepted that the student aid system must know about, and count, any benefits an

individual receives under government aid programs, whether for subsistence (such as AFDC or
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Food Stamps) or training purposes (such as JTPA and vocational rehabilitation), in determining

eligibility for Title IV grants or loans. To do otherwise would streamline the delivery process, but

it would also mean that important sources of support would go uncounted.

Rather than not counting benefits altogether, it has been suggested that the student aid pro-

grams consider eligibility for certain poverty-based human service programs, such as AFDC or

Food Stamps, as granting automatic eligibility for Title IV aid. Under this plan, beneficiaries of

these poverty-based programs would simply indicate that fact at the top of their student aid appli-

cation (certified by the appropriate agency), and they would qualify for aid.

Advocates of the plan point out that there is a 92 percent conformance between AFDC and

Pell Grant eligibility. Thus, they maintain, any danger of providing student aid to the wrong peo-

ple is far outweighed by the benefits of streamlining the eligibility process.

Despite its attractiveness, the automatic eligibility idea has been opposed both by the U.S.

Department of Education and by Congressman William D. Ford, chairman of the House

Education and Labor Committee. The Department opposes the idea because AFDC eligibility cri-

teria vary greatly among the st tes, and, thus, there would he no guarantee of uniformity in eligi-

bility determinations under this procedure. Congressman Ford opposes the idea because he

believes political support for federal student aid would diminish if the programs were seen as

"another welfare program" rather than as an investment in educational opportunity.

Instead of automatic eligibility, the House version of the 1992 Higher Education Amendments

institutes a "bypass" on the student aid form. Under this procedure, individuals who do not utilize

the 1040 long form, or who receive an earned income tax credit, would be able to certify this on

their student aid application and, after so doing, would not have to provide most of the remain-

ing income and assets data on the form.

Stop counting A Portion of Student Aid Toward Eligibility for Other Programs. We've repeatedly dis-

cussed the impact of section 479B of the Higher Education Actthe section that specifies that

only the portion of Title IV student aid that can be specifically attributed to tuition, fees, books,

supplies, transportation and miscellaneous personal expenses should not be counted toward eligi-

bility for other federal programs. Any portion of student aid that cannot be attributed to these

purposes counts against eligibility for other programs.

This provision has come under sharp attack in recent years. Opponents have suggested, first,

that the amount of money the government saves by disallowing these costs is insignificant com-

pared to the accounting nightmare the rules inevitably generate for program administrators and

beneficiaries alike.

While savings to the government are negligible, they maintain, the difference between $100

more or less in AFDC or Food Stamps can make a mighty difference to individualsthe differ-
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ence, according to studies of client behavior, between people pursuing an education and putting
that option aside. Because both student aid and AFDC cover such a small proportion of financial
need anyway, they say, why pretend that a few more dollars in student aid render a welfare recipi-
ent too "rich" for her AFDC benefit? Why not tilt the policy balance a little towards education?

The House version of the higher education reauthorization bill takes this approach, and it
states simpl,/ that Title IV student aid will not count toward eligibility for other federal programs.
As long as the student aid system provides some support for room and board along with direct
educational expenses, however, there will be opposition to discounting student aid on grounds
that it amounts to dou!)1e-dipping.

Set National Standards for Defining Eligibility Terms and Accounting Costs. Short of not counting
student aid toward eligibility for other income support programs, it has been suggested that
Congress itself could set, or permit the Education Department to set, specific national standards
designating exactly which student aid expenses can be counted on the "educational cost" side of
the ledger and which on the "living cost" side of the ledger. Today's legal standards clearly leave
endless room for disparity and idiosyncratic administration.

Under this option, someone at the local level, presumably the campus financial aid officer,
would have the last word in deciding what portion of student aid counts toward what kind of
expense. The law would have to make clear that the financial aid officer's determination on this
point is not subject to reversal by caseworkers or counselors of other programs (although it would
be subject to audit, as all financial aid actions are, by the U.S. Department of Education.)

Along similar lines, it has been suggested that. eligibility determinations could be streamlined
if the definition of key terms in the various human service programs, terms such as "financially
disadvantaged" and "poverty" and "displaced worker," were examined as a group and common
definitions adopted across programs.

Assure that Student Loans are Not Inappropriately Substituted for Other Forms of Income and Training
Support. The arguments against counting Title IV aid toward eligibility for other subsistence and
training programs apply with particular force concerning student loans. As shown, HHS has dis-
continued its practice of counting student loans as income for purposes of AFDC, but loans can
still be counted as income in the Food Stamp program. We've also seen that. local JTPA and voca-
tional rehabilitation officials are able, in effect, to require that their postsecondary enrollees take
loans before obtaining funds from their programs, although federal officials maintain that this
practice is relatively rare and is discouraged.

Nevertheless, two steps could he taken to clarify matters. The first is to assure by law that Title
IV loans are not counted as income, in whole or in part, in determining eligibility for other feder-
al programs. The second is to require that Title IV loans be made available to beneficiaries of

1 1 3
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other federal subsistence and training programs only after they have received the aid to -'kith they are

entitled from those programs, and only up to an amount which covers any remaining gap between

these forms of aid and the individual's cost of attendance.

Create New Mechanisms to Coordinate &dm-ally-Supported "I raining And Relate Them To The Student

Aid System. The President's Job Training 2000 initiative represents a major commitment to better

coordinate federally-supported vocat. %nal/training programs. Two key mechanisms are proposed

to do this. The first is creation of a new training voucher program, which might supplant some of

the approximately 25 education and training programs operated by the federal government

today. The second is greater Private Industry Council involvement in developing training initia-

tives at the local level and in coordinating federal programs.

Program consolidation, in and of itself, could he expected to partially smooth the obstacle

course described on these pages. In addition, if the elements of job Training 2000 work well after a

period of experimentation, it might he worth investigating whether PIG- coordinated training vouch-

ers could even replace Title IV aid programs altogether as the best way to support students who take

postsecondary training below the associate degree level. A number of higher education officials

have argued for years that the structure of Title IV suits the college campus, and that a differently-

designed program would better address the needs of noncollegiate postsecondary education.

Count Veterans Benefits the Same llay As Other Programs. The veterans educational benefit pro-

grams are a key exception to the general principle that we count all education and training bene-

fits in determining an individual's student aid eligibility (see the first option, above). By all

accounts, the only basis fbr the differentiation was Congress' desire not to seem to be taxing vet-

erans, although it can he argued that veterans benefits should be treated differently because they

are earnedearned by service and earned because participants make small contributions to qual-

ify fbr the program.
Some policvmakers on and off Capitol Hill are arguing, however, that DVA benefits ought to

be counted in the same fashion as other governmental benefits. While this would not make eligi-

bility easier for veterans, it would bring the treatment of veterans programs into conformance

with the treatment of whet- sources of assistance.

Count Student Uniformly vis-a-vis Department of Labor I raining Programs. We've seen two

examples of inconsistent treatment of student aid under Department of Labor training prop ants.

In jTPA. we found that payment of tuition costs by tlw Pell Grant can depend on whether the

training contract is performance-based or not. We found that student aid benefits count against

FAA eligibility based partly on whether the check goes to the 'cadent or the institution. I:Tiffin-in

treatment of aid under both programs would str-amline the eligibility process considerably.
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Treating Postsecondary Education Positively

The second theme that emerged from the case studies was an antipathy toward allowing
human service program beneficiaries to take part in postsecondary education, especially at the
collegiate level. This is often justified on grounds that most participants in federal income sup-
port and training programs are not prepared for postsecondary education, and that they owe it to
society to get off the dole as quickly as possible, even if it means lowering their aspirations.

In response, higher education proponents argue that, while most AFDC, Food Stamp or JTPA
participants may not be ready for postsecondary education, some do have the ability and motiva-
tion to enter and succeed in postsecondary education. If they do. it is thoroughly worthwhile to
give them a chance to complete their training, because education is the single most decisive fac-
tor in preventing a return to income dependency.

Supporters of this position maintain that decisions about the kind of training to allow for each
individual cannot be left solely in the hands of AFDC caseworkers or \PR counselors who are under
constant pressure to close cases quickly. One alternative would be to state by law that any accredit-
ed and government-certified postsecondary course of study would automatically be considered
allowable training under AFDC, vocational rehabilitation and similar programs. Another possibility
would be to keep decision making in the hands of the welfare and VR systems, but to place upon
the state the burden to prove that an accredited and certified postsecondary training program is
not satisfactory, and to require that program beneficiaries be informed of the postsecondary
option. (Both these proposals presuppose much tighter regulation of proprietary institutions, as
called for in the higher education reauthorization proposals making their way through Congress.)

Finally, we found that the 20-hour-per-week work requirement imposed on Food Stamp recipi-
ents in postsecondary education either (1) forced Food Stamp recipients who get jobs to receive
Food Stamps longer than they otherwise would or (2) required those who could not find jobs to
discontinue their education in order to keep receiving benefits.

Many organizations maintain that the student work requirement has shown itself to he coun-
terproductive and should be abandoned. Along the same lines, it has been proposed that Food
Stamp recipients be permitted to allow any of their own documented educational outlays from
their income for Food Stamp purposes.

Conclusion

Few of the options outlined in this section come without financial or philosophical costs.
Granting automatic student aid eligibility to welfare and Food Stamp recipients would occasional-
ly result in students getting aid for which they would not otherwise qualify. Not counting student
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aid against eligibility for other federal programs could, in some circumstances, result in students

receiving double payments toward their living expenses.

Setting national standards for determining education costs would sometimes prevent local

officials from responding flexibly to individual circumstances. Not counting loans as income

for other programs, and using loans only after other sources of funding are made available,

would place more of the educational burden on society than on the individual. And permitting

all federal income support and training participants to pick postsecondary education as their

training option might allow an occasional manipulator of the system to receive more support

than he or she deserves.

There are costs and benefits on all sides of these issues. In the end, the attractiveness of indi-

vidual options depends in large part on one's basic predisposition: whether one thinks it is worth

some cost to take a chance on people in school', or whether one believes it is worth the occasional

lost student to ensure that reliance on federal income support is as limited as possible. Both these

viewpoints have their merits; this paper cannot resolve them. What it has tried to do is offer a bet-

ter picture of the programmatic landscape and to clarify the issues.
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NEED ANALYSIS AND DELIVERY:
OPTIONS AND ISSUES

Ruth Beer Bletzinger

SUMMARY

he mission statement of the National Commission on Responsibilities for Financing

Postsecondary Education identifies "determining the need for structural change in

the current division of responsibilities for financing postsecondary education" as

part of its primary charge. Need analysis and the delivery system by which federal

financial aid dollars are channelled to students constitute basic structural components in the divi-

sion of these responsibilities. The current need analysis consists of two formulas prescribed by

statutethe Pell Grant Formula and the Congressional Methodologythat estimate ability to pay

based on income and asset information supplied by students and their families. The delivery SVS-

tem is based on multiple data entry (MDE) contracts between the Department of Education (ED)

and private need analysis servicers that provide for the collection, processing and transmission of

these applicant data to ED, students, institutions and states.

Commissioners have expressed an interest in identifying alternative need analysis and delivery

structures. One option under consideration by the Commission for revamping the need analysis

formulas is to eliminate treatment of assets entirely. In its place, need analysis would rely on

income alone to determine the ability of students and their families to pay for the cost of postsec-

ondary education. As an alternative to the current delivery system, the Commission is exploring

the feasibility of substituting the MDE-based application process with a system that uses the

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as the source of data for need analysis.

This paper evaluates these two options for modifying need analysis and the delivery system.

The examination shows that the current impact of assets on calculated expected family contribu-

tion is small for most applicants due to structural features in the need analysis formulas. Changes

to the formula proposed by the Senate and the House during the current reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act will result in even smaller impacts. The analysis also demonstrates that an

IRS-based delivery system presents a set of problems that could create complexity and delays in

the delivery of financial aid to students. Specifically, data would not be sufficient nor timely

enough to drive the need analysis formulas. Resolution of these problems is likely to prove time-

consuming and costly.

1.1
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INTRODUCTION

systematic approach to calculating the need of students in order to distribute aid
has its roots in the earls' 1950s, prior to the availability of significant federal funds
for direct student assistance, when private institutions were looking for ways to
award their own funds in an equitable fashion. Since then, need analysis and deliv-

ery have evolved to address the philosophical, political and operational requirements for federal
and state financial aid programs as well as for institutional programs.

The 1970s marked a watershed in the development of both need analysis and delivery
through two major events. First, in 1972, Congress established the Pell Grant program, initially
called Basic Educational 0-Tortunitv Grants (BEOG). At the time, private need analysis ser-
yicers had competing need analysis formulas that produced varying family contribution figures.
Despite the variation in results, these figures determined eligibility both for the federal pro-
grams that were then in place and for private funds. As a consequence, the same student could
have a higher or lower calculated family contribution depending on the need analysis seryicer
accepted by the institution, which translated into differences in levels of assistance. Rather than
relying on one of the existing need analysis models, Congress wrote a separate need analysis for-
mula into law to distribute Pell Grant funds.

Second, in response to these circumstances, the National Task Force on Student Aid
Problems (hereafter called the "Keppel Task Force" in reference to its chairman, Francis
Keppel) produced a set of recommendations in 1975 that resulted in the emergence of a con-
sensus need analysis model that became known as the "Uniform Methodology." While accep-
tance of this model by the financial aid community did not end the use of competing need
analysis formulas, ED based its benchmarks for certifying need analysis servicers on family con-
tribution figures generated by the Uniform Methodology, thereby imposing some conformity in
the assessment of ability to pay for federal funds (Berkshire. Hauptman & Haves, undated, 2).
However, Pell Grant funds continued to be awarded on the basis of a separate fbrmula as
required by law.

Distinct application forms for federal, state and institutional funds existed during this peri-
od. According to the Keppel Task Force's Final Report, students were sometimes required to com-
plete as many as seven applications that contained similar and differing data elements. In addi-
tion to contending with a diverse set of complicated questions, applicants then had to fOrward
these forms separately to as many agencies and organizations (Keppel 1975, 31).

As a conscious outgrowth of producing a unified need analysis fOrmula, the Keppel Task
Force made recommendations that led to simplification of the application process through the

1
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development of the "Common Form" (ibid.). The Common Form collected a combination of

data that were needed to determine eligibility for federal funds (including the Pell Grant pro-

gram) as well as for institutional programs, and permitted the collection of data used by individ-

ual states. The goal was to prevent students from having to complete multiple forms to be submit-

ted to multiple parties. Instead, the student and family would complete a single form to he sent to

a need analysis processor, which in turn would transmit the data to the federal government, insti-

tutions and states.

Structure of the Current Need Analysis System and Treatment Assets

The now-defunct Committee on Need Analysis and Delivery (GONAD) of the National

Student Aid Coalition, which consisted of members from different sectors of the financial aid

community, took on the responsibility for changes to the Uniform Methodology.

Modifications were grounded in a series of assumptions and principles that had been articulat-

ed by the Keppel Task Force. Among these was the notion that assets as well as income must

be taken into account in calculating family contribution. According to the Task Force's Final

Report, "...both income and assets are considered to provide the most complete index of the

family's ability to pay" (Keppel 1975, 22). The Final Report also states:

Since assets contribute to the financial strength of the family, it is important to include
them when assessing the family's ability to pay. A strong net assets position indicates

greater capacity to finance postsecondary expenses out of current income, and greater

access to financial resources in general (ibid., E-7).

CONAD maintained this principle throughout its deliberations (Berkshire, Hauptman, &

Hayes, undated, 3). Many members of the financial aid community would continue to agree with

this tenet today.

During the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in 1986, the Congress decided to

replace the community-based Uniform Methodology with a statutory model. Known as the

Congressional Methodology, it was largely derived from the ITniform Methodology with some

alteration. As a result of Congress's action, the Higher Education Act provides for two need

analysis modelsone for the Pell Grant Program and the other for the remaining need-based

programs authorized under Title IV of the Act. The structure of the models is very similar and

follows the design of the Uniform Methodology in that both income and assets are taken into

account, a set of offsets or allowances are subtracted from these components, and the remain-

ders are subject to taxation rates in order to compute expected family contribution figures.
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Perhaps most germane to the Commission's interest in this area is that the Congress under-
scored its intent in the 1986 reauthorization to reduce complexity in need analysis and the appli-

cation process for low-income applicants by introducing the "Simplified Needs Test" into both
models. Based on the rationale that certain populations have few, if any, assets, the Simplified
Needs Test eliminates consideration of all assetsliquid and non-liquidfor students and their
families with adjusted gross incomes below $15,000 who file simple federal tax returns (i.e.,
1040A or 1040EZ forms), or who are not required to file federal tax returns. As a result, there are
fewer data elements for eligible applicants to complete.'

Congress is continuing to make adjustments to the need analysis models as part of the reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act that is now in progress. In addition to integrating the
Pell Grant formula and the Congressional Methodology into a single need analysis model to cal-

culate family contributions for all financial aid programs under Title IVthat is, for the Pell
Grant program as well as remaining need-based loans and grants" Congress plans to extend and
refocus the approach it took with the Simplified Needs Test to assist middle-income populations.

The Senate, for example, raises the adjusted gross income cap for eligibility under the
Simplified Needs Test to $50,000, which effectively removes all assets from consideration in calcu-

lating family contributions for those who meet the criteria. In addition, AFDC recipients automat-
ically would he assessed a family contribution of zero. The House bill redefines the Simplified

Needs Test to apply to dependents students and independent students with dependent children
who do not file 1040 tax returns and whose incomes are at or be!ow the level for eligibility of
earned income credits, which is approximately $22,000 for the 1991 tax year. In addition, both
the Senate and House have proposed the elimination of non-liquid assets for other groups of
applicants, although the provisions differ. The Senate bill would modify the need analysis formu-

las by removing equity on principal residences and family farms from consideration for students
and their families with adjusted gross incomes of $50,000 or less, regardless of the type tax return
filed. The House bill goes further by entirely excluding the equity on principal residence, family
farm and small family business from the formulas for all applicants.

Structure of the Current Delivery System

The current delivery system has also emerged from recommendations developed by the

Keppel Task Force. In its Final Report, the Task Force presented an evaluative framework com-

posed of a set of questions that implicitly identified the characteristics that should he embodied

in any student fir 4ncial aid delivery system. Two of the characteristics that are particularly rele-

vant to this discussion include (1) one application form by which students can apply for federal,

12i
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state and institutional aid and (2) the ability of the system to provide timely and sufficient output

from the data collected on the application to determine awards from such an array of programs.

The delivery system operates today by permitting students and their families to complete an

application form through one of the need analysis servicers that have MDE contracts with the

U.S. Department of Education (ED). The data used to calculate contribution figures for the Pell

Grant formula and the Congressional Methodology are transmitted by the MDEs to another con-

tractor that serves as ED's Central Processing System (CPS). The CPS performs the calculations

and sends the processed data back to the MDEs, which in turn generate a documentthe

Student Aid Report, or SARthat is sent directly to the student. The student then submits the

SAR to the institution for consideration of Pell Grants. Institutions are able to use the document

to determine eligibility for the other Title IV funds as well. With the exception of the student

bringing the SAR to the institution, parameters for the time it takes for each stage of processing

are mandated by the MDE contracts. In practice, the MDEs and the CPS have been able to adhere

to the parameters for the most part.

States and institutions also are able to obtain processed federal data in roster form directly

from the CPS either in hardcopy or electronic formats. MDEs can provide these data as well as so-

called non-federal data that may be collected on the application to states and institutions to assist

them in determining eligibility for non-federal financial aid programs.

Many states and institutions base awards for their own financial aid programs on the federal

data alone, whereas others require supplemental information that is collected on the same form

as the federal data. A few states and institutions also have students complete a separate form.3

Nonetheless, the delivery system for the most part permits applicants to fill out one form to be

considered for federal, state and institutional assistance with output that is available on a timely

basis to the parties that need the information.

In addition, the delivery system provides for an electronic data exchange (EDE) sponsored by

the Department of Education. The program allows postsecondary schools to send and receive

data via electronic transmission directly to and from the CPS. Approximately 3,500 postsecondary

schools take part in one or more of the four "stages" of the EDE program, which includes elec-

tronic submission of federal applicant data and receipt of the processed information that permits

schools to produce the SAR. These stages constitute an electronic analog to the operations in the

paper-driven application process. Institutions may participate as individual entities, which

requires ED certification for each stage. Alternatively, they may also contract with other organiza-

tions, such as MDEs, that can serve as "destination points" for the schools.'

The current delivery system has minimized the need for multiple application forms and it

supports the collection, processing and transmission of applicant data that largely coincide with

J
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federal, institutional and state awarding cycles. However, at least three specific concerns have
been raised during this reauthorization. First, institutions must use the SAR itself to determine
Pell Grant awards; they are not permitted to make final awards using any other output docu-
ment that the MDEs or CPS produce. Because students sometimes do not submit their SARs to
the institution until after prescribed deadline dates, these individuals must forgo benefitting
from a Pell Grant for that academic period. A second issue revolves around the application fee

structure. Current law states that no student or parent shall be charged a fee for applying for
federal aid, but some of the forms that collect federal data collect state and institutional infor-
mation as well for which students pay a fee. The major consideration is whether these charges
deny students their statutory right to free processing. Third, the reapplication process is viewed
as redundant and burdensome. Under the current system, students must complete an entire
application every year, even for those data that do not change, adding complexity and expense
to the system.

In response to these issues, the Senate and House reauthorization bills contain proposals
intended to improve the current delivery system. The House bill would permit institutions to
award Pell Grants based on MDE output documents, even in the absence of the student submit-
ting the SAR. In addition, MDEs could only charge students for the marginal costs of collecting,

processing and transmitting non-federal data, although it is possible that the House language may

not permit the non-federal data to be collected on the same form as the federal data.

The Senate bill does not have comparable language with respect to the SAR. However, it does

idress the matter of charging fees to applicants by requiring organizations that bid for MDE

contracts to "provide estimated marginal costs of collecting and processing" state-specific data.
The Secretary also is authorized to enter into contracts with sta':s to "assist...with the collection of

data required to award State grants." Further, the Senate bill expressly permits federal, state and
other non-federal data to be collected on one form, but the federal data must be separated from

the non-federal and identified as the "Free Application for Federal Student Aid."

Both the Senate and the House contain language that would require the Secretary to imple-

ment a streamlined reapplication process. Notably, ED already is attempting to reduce the bur-
den on students who reapply for federal funds by initiating streamlined electronic reapplica-
tion for the 1992-93 award year through its existing electronic student application process.
Although applicants would continue to provide financial information annually, they would only

have to update the demographic data. ED is planning to implement a similar paper-based
process for 1993-94.
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ANALYZING TWO PROPOSALS

The National Commission is interested in analyzing the effects of entirely eliminating assets

from the calculation of expected family contribution and of substituting an IRS-based delivery sys-

tem for the current system that uses contractors to collect, process and transmit information

either through a need analysis servicer or directly to and from ED's Central Processing System.

The evaluation of excluding assets from the need analysis formulas centers on four key questions:

1. What are the arguments in favor of maintaining assets in the computation of expected fam-

ily contribution?

2. What are the arguments against inclusion of assets in the computation?

3. How are assets currently treated and what is their impact?

4. How would the Senate and House reauthorization change the treatment of assets?

Similarly, two key questions also drive an assessment of replacing the current delivery system:

1. Can the IRS system as it exists deliver sufficient data to drive the need analysis formulas? and

2. Can the IRS provide timely data for delivery of federal, state and institutional funds?

Eliminating Assets from Need Analysis

Arguments For Maintaining Assets

Members of the financial aid community are concerned about eliminating assetseven home

equityfrom the need analysis formulas. Their hesitance rests on the potential loss of sensitivity

in the formulas if assets are removed. Grounded in the traditional beliefexpanded by the Keppel

Task Force and CONAD that achieving an equitable index of family ability to pay requires an eval-

uation of both income and assets, the underlying principle is that two families with the same

income but different assets are not in the same financial position to contribute to educational

costs. The assumed effect of removing assets from the formulas, then, would be to deflate the cal-

culated family contributions for families that could afford to contribute more than the computed

amount. As a result, financial aid funds would be redistributed from lower-income students to stu-

dents from higher-income families.

Arguments Against Inclusion of Assets

Perceptions about treating assets in the need analysis formulas are changing in Congress and

within the financial aid community primarily due to current economic conditions, which are rep-

resented by several factors. These include:
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Increases in the costs of tuition that have outstripped increases in income, making it more
difficult for middle-income families to pay for educational expenses;

An explosion of property values during the 1980s that created home equity values against which

individual families could not afford to take out second loans to finance college costs; and
Loss of employment among middle-income as well as lower-income families as an out-
growth of the recession, placing a strain on any assets that families may have accumulated.

Congress is responding to the economic circumstances facing middle-income families, in
part, by adjusting need analysis formulas. As described in the introduction to this paper, both
the Senate and House reauthorization proposals incorporatealbeit to different degrees
elimination of certain non-liquid assets. The financial aid community, too, is aware of the stress
on all families, irrespective of income, as they try to meet educational costs without jeopardiz-
ing their own financial stability. The College Scholarship Service's Council Committee on
Standards of Ability to Pay underscored the financial community's awareness in a recent discus-
sion paper that treats the proposals in the Senate and House bills to remove home equity.
Although the Committee does not recommend dropping home equity or other assets from
need analysis, the group states:

Times are tough [italics in original]. Correctly or incorrectly (and it's an arguable point),
many middle- and upper-income familiesand their elected representativesregard
assessment of their home value as a major reason why they have difficulty paying for col-
lege bills (College Scholarship Service 1992, 6).

Current Treatment of Assets and Their Impact

The current need analysis formulas compute contribution from assets by identifying net val-

ues, subtracting reserves or allowances against these values, and subjecting the remainder to an
assessment rate. In the Congressional Methodology, the remainder undergoes an additional
assessment in combination with the contribution from income for parents of dependent students
and for independent students with dependents.

The Pell Grant formula and the Congressional Methodology structure the treatment of assets
differently. For parents of dependent students, married independent students, and independent
students with dependents, the Pell Grant formula subtracts a set of reserves against four cate-
gories of net assets$30,000 against net value of home, $25,000 against net value of other assets,'
$80,000 against net value of business, and $100,000 against net value of business and/or farm.
Total reserves are capped at $110,000 if the family owns just a business, and at $130,000 if the
family owns a farm whether or not they own a business. Reserves arc not applied against the assets

of dependent students or single independent students without dependents.

'
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The Congressional Methodology does not include separate allowances by category of assets.

Instead, the formula adds the net values of all assets together to create a "total net worth," except

that the portion of the net value of businesses and farms included in this sum is determined by

subjecting the full value of the net business and farm assets to a set of marginal taxation rates.

The "asset protection allowance" which is tied to the age of the older parent in the case of a

dependent student and to the age of the student in the case of an independent student (whether

married or single)is then subtracted from the total net worth. The asset protection allowance

increases as age increases along two scalesone for parents and students who are married, the

other for parents and students who are single. For example, if the older parent is 50 years old, the

asset protection allowance in 1992-93 is $43,800 for a two-parent family, and $31,400 for a one-

parent family. If the parent is 60, the allowances are $59,100 and $40,600, respectively. An inde-

pendent student who is 26-years-old receives an asset protection allowance of $2,300 if married,

and $1,700 if single. If the independent student is 29-years-old, the amounts are $9,000 and

$6,700, respectively.

Tables 1 through 5 show that a large proportion of the dependent students and their families

who report assets have net values that approximate or are even less than the reserves and

allowances provided in the need analysis formulas. For example, two-thirds of the dependent stu-

dent applicants own homes. The average equity is $41,442. However, 41.7 percent of these fami-

lies have equities that are less than $25,000; and 71.3 percent have equities that are less than

$50,000. Very few dependent applicants (approximately 10 percent) have business or farm assets.

Although the average value is $39,768, 58.3 percent of this group have business and farm assets

that are worth less than $25,000; and 75.2 percent show values that are less than $50,000. A simi-

lar pattern holds true for the 18.4 percent of the dependent applicants who report investments."

The average net value in these instances equals $33,270, but the amounts are under $15,000 for

53 percent who own investments and under $50,000 for 82.4 percent. Cash savings is the most fre-

quently reported asset.7 Even though almost 70 percent of dependent applicants indicate having

such assets, the average amount for these families is $4,633. Not surprisingly, more than 80 per-

cent have cash savings of less than $5,000.

The tables also indicate that most independent students have no assets at all. For those who

do, the net values appear to be considerably lower than the Pell Grant reserves against assets and

can be higher than the Congressional Methodology allowances, depending on the marital status

of the student. In the case of home equity, only 14.6 percent of the independent student popula-

tion owns a home. The equities average $15,728, with 79 percent reporting values under $25,000

and 93.7 percent reporting values under $50,000. Even fewer independent students own business-

es and/or farms (1.2 percent) or have investments (3.24 percent). The average net value for busi-
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ness/farm assets is $13,644, with 83.4 percent reporting net values of less than $25,000, and 91.4
percent reporting less than $50,000. The average net value of investments is $9,384, with 56.8 per-
cent owning less than $5,000, and 83 percent owning less than $15,000. Although 42.4 percent of
independent applicants report cash savings, the savings average only slightly more than $1,000,
and almost all of these students (more than 96 percent) have less than $5,000.

The data in these tables indicate that the home is the most frequently reported asset among
applicants and that equities generally are higher than net values reported in other categories of
assets. It also appears that for most applicantswhether dependent or independentassets in the
other categories are very limited. Further, the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency has
found that for dependent applicants and their families the average net value of assets is only $4,000
exclusive of home equity Consequently, the values of net assets and their distribution among appli-
cants in combination with the structure of the need analysis formulas (i.e., large reserves/allowances
and assessment rates that take a very small portion of the remainderusually 5 percent or less) result
in many applicants having no or very small calculated contributions from assets. According to recent
data, 53 percent of the applicants in a 1990-91 sample have no contributions from assets under the
Congressional Methodology (College Scholarship Service 1992, 5). It is likely that for all applicants,
the percentage who have positive contributions from assets is even smaller.

Table 1

Average Value of Net Assets Report by Applicants, 1990-91

Average Net Values of Assets Dependent Independent
Home Equity $41,442 $15,728
Business/Farm 39,768 13,644
Investments 33,270 9,384
Cash Savings 4,633 1,008

Table 2

Distribution of Equity on Home Assets Reported by Applicants, 1990-91

Value of Home Equity Dependent Independent
$0 2.39% 9.67%
$1 $24,999 39.26 69.36
25,000 49,999 29.60 14.63
50,000 79,999 16.08 4.06
80,000+ 12.67 2.27
Percent of Total Applicants 67.51 14.57

1 2 7
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Table 3

Distribution of Equity on Business/Farm Assets Reported by Applicants, 1990-91

Value of Business/Farm Equity

$0

$1 - $24,999

Dependent

2.71%

55.55

Independent
5.18%

78.19

25,000 - 49,999 16.93 8.05

50,000 - 79,999 10.09 5.72

80,000+ 14.71 2.87

Percent of Total Applicants 9.95 1.21

Table 4

Distribution of Equity on Investments Reported by Applicants, 1990-91

Value of Equity on Investments Dependent Independent

$0 1.72% 3.65%

$1 - $4,999 24.68 53.12

5,000 - 14,999 26.60 26.25

15,000 - 49,999 29.41 13.38

50,000+ 17.59 3.60

Percent of Total Applicants 18.42 3.24

Table 5

Distribution of Cash Savings Reported by Applicants, 1990-91

Value of Cash Savings Dependent Independent

$1 - $4,999 80.24% 96.38%

5,000+ 19.76 3.62

Percent of Total Applicants 69.48 42.39

Source: National Computer Systems, Inc. for the U.S. Department of Education, 1990-91 Sample Data Base
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How Proposals Would Change Treatment of Assets

The Senate and House proposals for an integrated need analysis methodology would contin-
ue to structure the treatment of assets in the same general way as the current formulas. That is,
the formulas presented in both bills would subject the amount obtained from subtracting .

reserves or allowances from the net value of assets to an assessment rate in order to derive contri-
bution from assets. However, differences among the two proposals and the current formulas exist,
as the introduction to this paper suggests. Specifically, the Senate bill would eliminate home and
family farm assets for families with adjusted gross incomes of $50,000; the House bill would
remove home, family farm and family business assets for all families without regard to level of
income and include an "educational savings protection allowance" against assets in addition to
the asset protection allowance. The Senate bill's simplified needs test proposal would disregard
all assetsliquid and non-liquid--from consideration for applicants with adjusted gross incomes
of up to $50,000 who file simple federal tax returns or who are not required to file, and would

assume automatic zero contributions from income and assets for AFDC recipients. The House

proposes a simplified needs test that assumes a zero contribution for dependent applicants and

independent applicants with dependents whose level of income would qualify them for an earned
income tax credit.

The effects of all of these provisions on expected family contributions and costs were not
available at the time of this writing. However, ED's Postsecondary Analysis Division has estimated
that the average expected family contribution would decrease in comparison to the Pell Grant
formula in current law by an average of $125 with the elimination of home and farm assets for
families with adjusted gross incomes of$50,000 or lesswhich includes 90 percent of the 1992
applicants (Rhind 1992, 32)and by an average of $273 if home, farm and business assets are
removed for all applicants. Based on the average value of net assets and the distribution of those
values, it is possible that the expected family contributions for many applicantspresumably
those from low-income and perhaps even middle-income familieswould not change, or would
change minimally.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) Staff Memorandum. seems to corroborate this conclu-
sion. CBO estimates that 30 percent of the dependent applicants under the Senate bill and 35
percent of the dependent applicants under the House bill have home or farm equity values that
arc greater than the Pell Grant formula reserves against assets. The same is true of 5 percent of
the independent students under both proposals. This means that 70 percent of dependent appli-
cants with adjusted gross incomes of $50,000 or less, 75 percent of all dependent applicants and
95 percent of independent applicants already have equities on their homes and farms that do not
exceed the reserves (ibid., 32-33).

12i;
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CBO also has found that fewer than 5 percent of the applicants with adjusted gross incomes

of $50,000 or less have other assets (i.e., exclusive of home and farm) that are above the Pell

Grant formula reserves. That is, 95 percent of the applicants in this group have other assets below

the specified reserves (ibid., 34).

The College Scholarship Service estimated the impacts of discarding home equity in the

Congressional Methodology using a 1990-91 sample of parents of dependent students (College

Scholarship Service 1991, 23). In these simulations, calculated parent contributions decreased by

an average of about $200 or less for adjusted gross incomes up to $15,000, by nearly $300 for

adjusted gross incomes between $15,001 and $20,000, and by slightly under $400 for adjusted

gross incomes between $20,001 and $25,000. The reductions in parents' contribution became

more pronounced at income levels above $25,000. For example, the average drop in calculated

parents' contribution approximated $650, $700 and $850 for adjusted gross incomes between

$25,001 and $30,000, $30,001 and $35,000, and $35,001 and $40,000, respectively. At levels

between $40,001 and $70,000, the decline in average parents' contributions ranged from approxi-

mately $900 to almost $1,350. Above adjusted gross incomes of $70,000, the dips in calculated

parents' contributions averaged more than $2,000.

Although there would be some shifts, these and other data presented in this paper suggest

that expected family contributions for low-income families and for many middle-income families

probably would not be greatly affected by eliminating non-liquid assets, because the formulas

already discount a significant portion of these assets. However, higher-income families with more

sizeable assets would probably benefit more from lower expected family contributions than under

the current formulas.
CBO estimates the cost to the Pell Grant program of eliminating home and farm equity is

$300 million in both the Senate and House bills for 1993 (Rhind 1992, 32-33). The Senate bill's

simplified needs test provisions, which are expected to increase costs by less than $100 million,

are incorporated in these estimates. The proposals for the simplified needs test in the House bill

were not included in the estimates of removing home and farm assets, but are anticipated to cost

$650 million. In addition, including an educational savings protection allowance against assets

would add under $100 million to the Pell Grant program (ibid., 35). ED's Postsecondary

Analysis Division has assessed the potential impact of eliminating non-liquid assets in the Senate

and the House proposals on the Stafford Loan and Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) pro-

grams. Their analysis indicate that costs would rise in 1993 by $22 million if home and farm

equity were removed according to provisions in the Senate bill, and by $53 million if the House

bill's provision for removing home, farm and business equity were implemented.

1;
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One possible explanation for the similarities in the CBO cost estimates for the Pell Grant pro-
gram in the House and Senate bills and the difference in the ED estimates for the Stafford and
SLS programs is that the proposed changes have less effect on lower-income families than on fam-
ilies with higher incomes. As a result, the income cap imposed by the Senate for eliminating cer-
tain non-liquid assets may generate fewer costs in the Stafford and SLS programs than the House
proposals, which remove similar assets for all applicants.8

Using the IRS in Place of the Current Student Aid Delivery System

The Ability of IRS to Deliver Sufficient Data
The student aid delivery system has evolved over time into a structure that permits students to

completefor the most parta single application form in order to apply for funds from a range
of sources. The introduction describes the participants that make the system operational and how
the data flow from one participant to the other to determine student eligibility for various finan-
cial aid programs. Replacement of the current system that centers on the IRS suggests an option
that could simplify the application process, thus potentially eliminating the application form and
providing for de facto verification of the data submitted.

A closer examination shows that despite the apparent elegance of using the IRS as the basis
for the delivery system, implementation probably is impractical over both the short- and longer-
term. Three reasons support this conclusion.

First, the federal tax form does not collect enough information to compute and transmit an
expected family contribution or the data by which it is calculated. Of 49 sets of questions on the
federal portion of the financial aid application, only 14 appear on the federal tax form. Missing
itemsexclusive of state-specific information that currently are collected simultaneously with the
federal datainclude information to determine dependency status of the student, year in col-
lege, the number in the household who are in college, the age and marital status of the student
and parent, the full extent of untaxed income and benefits, assets (the previous discussion
notwithstanding), and the names of the state agencies and institutions to which the processed
data are to be sent.

Second, not all financial aid applicants file tax returns. According to information provided by
ED, 16 percent to 17 percent of the applicant pool, or approximately one million applicants, are
non-filers. An IRS-based system would have to devise a vehicle both to accommodate the non-fil-
ers of federal tax returns and to address the collection of necessary data that do not currently
appear on the tax forms. In other words, an application would still be necessary, whether as part
of the tax return or a separate document. Complexity and confusion for the applicants is likely,
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because the form and its instructions would have to target students and their families who file tax

returns; students and their families who do not file tax returns; students who file, but parents or

spouses who do not; parents and spouses who file, but students who do not; and so forth. In addi-

tion, measures would have to be taken to assure that the system did not create barriers to access

for low-income applicants and their familieswho are often non-filers--due to difficulties obtain-

ing the necessary documents or completing complicated forms. Moreover, an IRS system would

have to develop mechanisms to address state-specific and institutional data requirements.

Third, the IRS does not currently have the capacity to perform the basic tasks required of any

financial aid delivery systemthat is, the collection, processing and transmission of applicant

data. Retooling IRS systems to accommodate the requirements of a financial aid delivery system

would probably take a very long time and would represent a costly transition. The Government

Accounting Office has characterized IRS operations as "slow, and largely manual" (Rhile 1992, 1).

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has referred to IRS systems as "antiquated" and having to

deal with "large and growing workloads" (Peterson 1992, 2).

IRS staff have further confirmed the limitations of its operation in the context of proposals

for IRS collection of student loans by stating:

Outmoded systems make it difficult for us to properly store, timely deliver or update
information already in our system. If the IRS is to be charged with the collection of non-

tax debts, we would need to begin planning for this as part of the Tax Systems

Modernization (Eigelow 1992, 7).

The Tax Systems Modernization project has been under way since 1986 and, according to

IRS officials, is probably halfway through its progress. The project is the third effort in 25 years

to update IRS's antiquated systems, and it will have cost $1 billion by the end of FY 92, with

another $1 billion likely to be expended in the next few years (Rhile 1992, 6). Incorporating stu-

dent loan collections into the modernization projector even into current systemswould

require the IRS to "re-write software, design new processing routines in service centers, train

staff in the service centers and Taxpayer Services sites...and inform and advise taxpayers about

completing the return" (Bigelow 1992, 8). These issues correspond to the ones that would be

encountered in creating an IRS-based financial aid delivery system. Just as the IRS anticipates

that "start-up costs would be significant" for participation in income-contingent lending (ibid.,

15), the same would probably hold true for student aid delivery. Currently, ED contracts with

MDEs cost approximately $20 million annually. It is very possible that there would be no savings

in changing over to an IRS system under the circumstances described. Given the progress of the

modernization, such a change would take some time, which would require parallel and back-up

systems during the transition.
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Whether IRS Can Provide Timely Data

The need analysis formulas calculate family contributions based on income and asset informa-
tion derived from the calendar.year preceding the award year. Most applicants submit their forms
between January and April before the beginning of the award year and generally receive notices
of award between March and June, although processing continues throughout the year. For
example, awards for 1992-93 are based on financial information representing the 1991 calendar
year; students submit their applications at the beginning of 1992; and they receive award letters
through the spring/early summer of 1992. In practice, this means that the peak period for the
submission of financial aid applications coincides with the peak period for the submission of tax
returns.

Under current conditions, it is unlikely that the IRS would be able to collect tax and financial
aid data, identify those filers who are seeking student assistance, merge the information, transmit
it for processing (or perform the need analysis in-house), and then forward the processed data to
applicants, institutions and states. Even if IRS had more advanced systems in place, the timing of
this -cenario would be very difficult to accomplish at best. The result would be delays in the deliv-
ery of aid to students, probably impeding access for applicants from low-income and disadvantage
backgrounds.

A more feasible arrangement would be to determine financial aid awards on the basis of data
from the calendar year that precedes the award year by two years. However, financial data tend to
be variable from year to year, resulting in changes in eligibility among applicants (Westat, Inc. &

National Computer Systems, Inc. 1990). As a result, this approach would probably be unaccept-
able to parties within the financial aid community (i.e., ED, states and institutions).
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REFERENCE NOTES

1. There has been some controversy about whether or not the Simplified Needs Test actually

reduces complexity, because the instructions and the form may still be confusing to students.

However, it appears that these problems with the Simplified Needs Test are surmountable,

given the work of NASFAA and others to produce less complicated prototypes of the applica-

tion form.

2. Although the Senate and the House are proposing to integrate the Pell Grant formula and

the Congressional Methodology, each chamber has taken a different tact. The Senate is using

the Pell Grant formula as the basis of integration, while the House builds an integrated model

from the Congressional Methodology.

3. According to information obtained by the Advisory Committee on Student Financial

Assistance from 46 states, 12 states make awards using federal applicant data only; 25 states

continue to determine awards with state-specific data that are collected on one of the MDE

forms, and nine states use a separate application.

4. ED has other electronic initiatives that include a tape and floppy disk exchange as well as

direct electronic transmission for institutions to report corrections to the SAR and process

Pell Grant payment vouchers. ED has also developed PC-driven software for institutions for

other purposes, such as completing and submitting fiscal reports and applications for funds,

and calculating expected family contributions in house.

5. The term "other assets" in the Pell Grant formula refers to cash, checking and savings

accounts, real estate exclusive of family residence and investments.

6. "Investments" mean real estate excluding family residence, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and

so forth.

7. "Cash savings" refers to cash on hand and checking and savings accounts.

8. ED estimates for the Pell Grant program and CBO estimates for the Stafford and SLS pro-

grams are not included in this draft, because the ED Pell Grant figures were not public at the

time this paper was prepared and CBO estimates for the Stafford and SLS programs could not

be confirmed.
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THE FINAL REPORT OF THE VERMONT TASK FORCE

INTRODUCTION

he Vermont Task Force was formed to assist the National Commission on

Responsibilities for Financing Postsecondary Education with research and analy-

sis. The group first convened in July 1991. The Vermont Task Force was com-

posed of seven members who shared a wide range of professional experience

and a commitment to postsecondary educational opportunities. The members were selected

for their dedication to public service and their inherent interest in improving postsec-

ondary funding for students in all socioeconomic classes and of all ages and abilities.

From July 1991 through May 1992, the Vermont Task Force met biweekly for three-

hour sessions. Initially, each member of the group reviewed background literature on

such topics as national demographics, financial aid programs, public service, adult learn-

ing, access, international comparisons, retention, early intervention, equity of opportuni-

ty, and costs. This information was historical as well as projective. Data analysis was

included, as well as groundwork for long-term planning. Publishers of these reports

include the *U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, The

Brookings Institution, American Council on Education, Economic Policy Institute,

College Entrance Examination Board, Center for Demographic Policy, and the Rand

Corporation, among others.
In November 1991, the Vermont Task Force submitted to the Commission a paper titled

"A Summary of Major Proposals for Restructuring Postsecondary Educational Financing."

This report was the result of an investigation of several postsecondary funding concepts. It

was presented to the Commission with the hope of contributing to the Commission's objec-

tive of evaluating national policy and offering recommendations for restructuring.

This "Final Report of the Vermont Task Force" is designed to cover three related areas:

problems with the current system, roles and responsibilities for financing, and a proposal

for redesigning the federal financial aid system. In discussing the current problems the

Vermont Task Force addressed seven specific areas: non-traditional students, complexity,

quality and accountability, saving.., borrowing, choice, and early intervention. The second

section is an analysis of' roles a ld responsibilities for the federal government, state govern-

ments, students, parents, business, and philanthropy. Finally, a postsecondary funding

model is proposed to address some of the problems associated with the current system.
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Problems With the Current System

There has been considerable change in higher education in the last 25 years. The com-
position of the student population has shifted, as has the distribution of enrollments in vari-
ous colleges and disciplines, fueled by the growth of the community college sector. However,
the national financial aid system for our students has not been adjusted to fit these signifi-
cant changes and therefore, in many aspects, has failed to meet the educational objectives
of the nation.

The Vermont Task Force approached these issues with two guiding principles: first, coopera-
tion among parties who have a vested interest in Americans receiving postsecondary education or
who are currently investing in that cause needs to be improved; and, second, access to postsec-
ondary education for all Americans likewise needs improvement.

There are many parties who either invest in postsecondary education or who are the benefi-
ciaries of that investment. The activities of these parties are poorly integrated at best. The first
task of any restructuring of postsecondary finance is to identify who has responsibility for what
and how meeting those responsibilities can be achieved efficiently.

In our view, access to higher education for all Americans is the goal of postsecondary educa-
tion financing. Especially in the cases of African-Americans, Hispanics, and low-income popula-
tions, the record of access is poor. Baccalaureate degree attainment for white high school gradu-
ates increased slightly during the 1980s, while the rate for African-Americans dropped sharply
(Mortenson 1991). The college enrollment rate for Mexican-Americans has declined over the
past 18 years. The college enrollment rate for 18- to 19-war-old Mexican-American high school
graduates equaled that of whites in 1974, but by 1988, it stood 22 percent below. The college
enrollment rates of Americans from lower-income ranges rose between 1966 and the 1970s, but
those achievements deteriorated during the 1980s. About 40 percent to 50 percent of the gains in
higher educational participation by students from low-income families made between 1966 and
1975 were lost during the 1980s (Mortenson 1991).

The sections that follow will demonstrate how a costly, inefficient financial aid system is failing
to address the needs of students and society.

Burgeoning Adult and Non-traditional Student Cohort Underserved

With the exception of the GI Bill, legislation expanding the role of the federal government in
support of postsecondary students has had the traditional student, and the traditional paradigm.
in mind. That student is generally understood to be 17 to 22 years old, financially dependent, and

enrolled full-time in a program based on the acquisition of a diploma or certificate upon the
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completion of a requisite number of credit hours. While such a traditional definition of the stu-

dent population is still accepted by many colleges and universities, and by many of the ancillary

support services, it is anything but the norm. According to Hampton and Ross (1992), more than

66 percent of the 17 million undergraduate students enrolled in public and private postsec-

ondary institutions (including proprietary institutions) do not fit the definition of a traditional

student. This non-traditional cohort is more diverse, showing a higher percentage of women and

minorities than the traditional cohort. Members of this group are predominantly self-supporting

(62 percent), live off campus, and have an average income of $25,000.

Between 1965 and 1988, the percentage of undergraduate students 22 years of age or older

rose from 25 percent to 40 percent (Hauptman n.d.). During the same period, part-time enroll-

ments rose from less than 25 percent of total undergraduate enrollments to more than 33 per-

cent. More than half of all student aid recipients now qualify as financially independent, and one-

third of all current college students are independent.
Further complicating the definition of the student in the 1990s and beyond are the increasing

numbers of part-time graduate enrollments and non-degree and even non-credit enrollments in

institutions of higher learning. This increase is motivated by the need of college graduates to stay

current with new developments in their professional fields.

The shortcomings of the current system with regard to non-traditional students fall into

several areas:

1. The relative unavailability of aid for part-time students. While eligible for some loan support, stu-

dents attending less than half-time only became eligible for Pell Grants in 1986. This provi-

sion, however, has still not been funded.

2. The unavailability of aid for non-matriculated students. Eligibility for most forms of federal aid is

predicated upon matriculation in an approved institution.

3. The calculation of eligibility. Need determination does not reflect the realities of adult life,

including such considerations as opportunity costs (lost income) incurred by students tak-

ing a halftime or greater load, and living expenses of mature students with families.

4. The high percentage of institutional aid given to traditional students compared to mm-traditional stu-

dents (95 percent to 5 percent).

5. Inadequate incentives for employer participation. Themselves beneficiaries of employee educa-

tional efforts, employers are offered no immediate incentives to support employee training

and education financially.

Full-time degree instruction designed to serve the needs of young adults will remain a major

responsibility of postsecondary institutions. However, many colleges and universities, especially in
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metropolitan areas, already serve increasing numbers of adult, first-time or pre-baccalaureate stu-

dents, and will continue to do so. In addition, adults who have already completed degrees are

returning to colleges and universities for purposes of professional growth and personal enrichment.

These three groups, described as separate cohorts, are, in fact, overlapping and even interwoven. As

we move into the 21st century, our federal support for students must account for this complex

mosaic of motivations and the array of parties that benefit from lifelong learning opportunities.

A Costly, Confusing System That Deters Access

The current system of financial aid for postsecondary students is too complex. This complexi-

ty is most evident in the multiplicity of aid programs at the federal, state, and institutional level

and in the student aid application and reapplication process (needs analysis).

Students must fill out aid applications that typically contain more than 100 questions, must

reapply each year using the same lengthy form, and must often submit multiple applications for

federal, state, and institutional aid programs. Research in other federal assistance areas suggests

that lengthy forms and dense bureaucracy are barriers to applicants receiving the appropriate

aid. A 1988 survey for the Southern Governors' Association fotmd that at least 16 percent of all
applicants for AFDC and Medicaid benefits were denied assistance due to application problems

(Shuptrine and Grant, 1988).

As part of efforts to improve government efficiency during the Carter and Reagan administra-

tions, various agencies began a series of quality control studies. In the area of Title IV (postsec-

ondary student aid), a series of pilot studies beginning in 1978 determined that hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars had been erroneously awarded under the Pell Grant program due to inaccurate

data from student aid applications. A 1986 quality control study conducted by the U.S.
Department of Education found that approximately one-third of all Pell Grant recipients received

incorrect awards due to erroneous information from student aid applications (Advanced
Technology 1987).

Respondents to a recent survey found only the IRS tax fiwms and state tax fiwms more com-

plex than aid applications (Shuptrine and Grant, 1988). Coupled with the increased dependence

families have placed on student assistance for access to higher education, the system faces

increased public skepticism and eroding public confidence.

The problems with need analysis are the result of conflicting, or at least competing, macro-

equity and microequity intentionsto fairly distribute federal Rinds fir higher education aiming

U.S. citizens while encouraging low-income access and institutional choice. Thus, the standard

formula at the foundation of need analysis (Need = Cost Family Contribution) represents an

14
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attempt to measure the level of assistance needed fbr both access and choice. Any of a thousand

comparisons will show the inequity of this formula. A 30-year-old student who earned SI5,000 last

year and wants to attend a state college with a Yearly tuition of about 54.000 will receive substan-

tially less aid than a 22-year-old student who lived away from home fbr the past two rears and

earned S10,000 at odd jobs last year but who wants to attend a private college with a yearly tuition

above 520,000. In addition, the desire to assess need accurately and to assess need simply have

been in conflict. More regulations have produced more complexity and less reliability, which

affects such critical areas as access and choice.

A Call For Programmatic and Fiscal Accountability

Quality, within the realm of financing postsecondary education, encompasses five broad

areas: I) academic excellence (positive experiences and outcomes in all aspects of higher educa-

tion related to faculty, students, research, facilities, and public service); 2) choice (reasonably

comparable opportunities for learning across institutions, two-Year and iblir-Vear, public and pri-

vate, assuring that financial status not be a prerequisite to quality instruction): 3) pi oduct (mea-

surable results that impact individuals and society in ways that are meaningful and intentional);

4) performance (on-going development and achievement by individuals and institutions) and 5)

fiscal responsibility (programmatic efficiency related to design. implementation, and evaluation).

Accountability mechanisms determine whether or not an institution or an individual meets the

characteristics of these areas, assuring "quality- in higher education.

Accountability, within the realm of financing postsecondary education, links the funding of

higher education to the benefits of higher education by examining whether or not financial aid

programs result in efficient and effective use of scarce resources. Again, this should be measured

on the basis of academic and fiscal performance. At a policy level, this requires that the philoso-

phy and processes of the program are constructed with accountability in mind. At an institutional

level, this requires that mechanisms be put in place to document "quality," from the various per-

spectives of students, faculty, facilities, and programs (to be provided to federal fitnding agencies

as well as the general public). On an individual level. this requires that students take responsibili-

ty for their own academic performance (suggesting that financial aid is a right, not a privilege):

again, this means that specific performance criteria be established and that assessment instru-

ments and processes be implemented.

Currently, linkages between financial aid programs and issues of quality and accountability

are ignored, most likely because of inherent political and other difficulties. Granted, it is not easy

to measure quality or to design reasonable processes for accountability; it is even more difficult to

1 4 I
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agree on standards that would serve as a basis for such assessment. However, individuals, institu-

tions, and the government increasingly demand a return on investment. People want to know
whether or not taxpayer support for the financing of higher education is an effective and effi-
cient use of scarce resources. Current trends suggest that the time is right to examine ways to con-
nect funding to quality of education.

One such connection that would increase an individual's accountability to the system is the
service learning trend. Students involved in these programs are required to participate in service

programs, either in exchange for aid or as a method of repayment. Such a system gives students a

greater sense of involvement in aid programs and encourages them to be more accountable for

their actions, as well as fostering an increased sense of social responsibility.

A number of social phenomena suggest that reforms of postsecondary financing are timely:

1. Funding K-12 education in a radically different way than higher education is no longer
valid because a high school education is no longer sufficient in the job market (e.g., college

experience is often required for jobs only because there are people applying who have
those credentials).

2. Staying in school and getting a degree is linked to economic and social success (e.g., 80

percent of American prisoners never finished high school, and a person with a two-year

associate degree is likely to make more money than a person with threeyears of undergrad-
uate study who never finished a baccalaureate program).

3. Community colleges are playing an increasingly important role in American education
(more than one-third of all college students attend two-year institutions, and the average

age of the college student continues to rise, suggesting the need for ongoing attention to

programs for independent students).

4. Because accountability is not addressed at the federal policy level, the public and media

take the role of manipulating information and processes related to "quality control" in

higher education, often politicizing accountability in a way that is destructive to teaching
and learning (e.g., equating certain SAT scores with an individual teacher's or school's
ability to perform).

In short, designing financial aid policy that requires students to take responsibility for their

own performance (encouraging better performance and retention), that requires institutions to

take responsibility for programmatic performance (encouraging more efficient and effective use

of academic resources), and that requires the government to fund in accordance with qualitycon-

trol (encouraging public support for higher education and, probably, public education in gener-

al) makes the system accountable to itself as well as to social change.
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Current System Discourages Savings
Several forces have been at work on the postsecondary financing system to make sayings a

much less significant part of meeting college costs today than in the past. These forces have

played off each other in the following ways:

Beginning in the 1950s. parents did not start saving for retirement until all their children were

out of college. Heavy financial sacrifice was expected throughout the extended family in order to

send the younger generation to college. Statistically speaking, in the 1950s families covered 73 per-

cent of the costs of higher education at public institutions and 94 percent of costs at private institu-

tions. This percentage in both categories shifted to 70 percent. 82 percent in the 1960s. 44 per-

cent '47 percent in the 1970s and 37 percent 52 percent in the 1980s (Kramer 1992).

Since the end of the 1980s, real income has actually declined: at the same time that the cost

of attendance has continued to increase significantly on a yearly basis. The average family income

in 1987 was S40.720 for traditional students and S25,255 for non-traditional students. During the

1980s, personal income grew on an average of 75 percent. However. (luring the same period, the

average cost of a four -year public institution grew by 95 percent. while the average cost of a four-

year private college grew 120 percent (Nlerisotis 1991).

What further exacerbate,. this situation is the perception that college costs are much higher

than they really are. Eighty -seven percent of the people interviewed in a recent Gallup poll felt

that college costs will soon he out of reach for most people. Most of those surveyed overestimated

the real cost of a college education by a factor of three (Kirshstein et al 1990). This erroneous

perception has led to the pervasive belief that there is no use saving for college, since a family or

individual could never save enough to defray the total costs.

In addition. some believe that having savings will jeopardize the student's or parents' ability to

qualify for financial aid. This leaves many families ill-prepared to meet college costs and forces

them to settle for low-cost colleges that may not meet the academic needs of the student. In reali-

ty. families that haven't saved are asked to pay only slightly less than those who have. For example,

a family with a S64.000 income and S10.000 in savings will be asked to pay tip to S11.220 for the

first year. Without the savings. the required contribution would have been S9.700. For each dollar

a family saves, it loses only S.06 in aid.

The creation of substantially subsidized 1( an programs over the years has also discouraged sav-

ings since the loan terms have been so attractive. As costs continue to rise and loan terms become

less advantageous, parents and students may look at saving once again as a cost-effective means of

financing education.
However, the 1980s created a generation of families that has already borrowed up to and. in

many cases. beyond their ability to handle monthly payments before their children are college
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age. Lenders and financial aid personnel have found that even those who have been able to
save only have enough to cover the first semester. Refinancing houses, cashing in retirement
plans, and home equity loans are all being used by families as ways of getting money for col-
lege. Non-traditional students usually do not have these resources available to them. It doesn't
take long to realize that what the parents or students do not save, they will be paying interest on
for decades to come, often w-,11 into their retirement. Many families and students do not have
any of the borrowing resources listed above to which they can turn. In fact, college administra-
tors find that some parents are still paying off their own college loans as their children prepare
to go to college. This, of course, shifts the burden of college payments on the students to carry
over into their adult life.

The trend from saving to borrowing has led to the removal of several major incentives for sav-
ings. Education-related expenses are no longer tax deductible, nor do families have access to
403h plans (voluntary, tax-exempt retirement plans from which an employee could withdraw
funds without penalty, provided those fundswere used for educational purposes). Interest deduc-
tions for second mortgages and home equity loans remain, if one can afford these financing
plans to begin with.

Finally, the breakup of many "traditional" families, with original parents in over half of all
families living separately, has created an asset battle in which the incomes of both extended fami-
lies arc taken into account and in which the contribution, or lack thereof', of one parent inhibits
the efforts of the other. The loser tends to be the student.

Excessive Reliance on Guaranteed Student Loans

The Guaranteed Student Loan (GSI.) program was initially designed to assist middle-income
families by shifting some college expenses from parents to children. It was developed to comple-
ment the grants program, not to replace it. However, since 1965particularly in the 1980sthere
has been a dramatic increase in the emphasis on borrowing as a major component of financial
assistance. Subsequently, the government has had to develop a complex system to assure money
loaned up front. Because students do not have collateral, the government, as an independent
source, guarantees its investment with assurances to lenders.

In 1992, the annual borrowing limits for the GM. were 52,625 for first- and second-year stu-
dents, $4.000 for third- and fintrth-vear students, and 57,500 for graduate students. These limits
do not reflect origination and guarantee fees, which actually reduce amounts. The limits on total
amounts were 517,230 for undergraduates and S54,750 for graduate students. Currently. the
interest rate during school and the first four years after school is 8 percent. After, it climbs to 10
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percent. In 1975-76, loans made up 21 percent of federal aid, compared with 63 percent of feder-

al aid in 1990-91 (College Board 1992).

The government pays for the security of the program, and it is costly. The government guar-

antees the market rate for the life of the loan and pays for the interest rate while a student is in

school. Because special allowance fees fluctuate to short-term federal borrowing rates, student

loans fluctuate as well. It is estimated that the GSI. program costs the federal government

between 30 cents and 50 cents on the dollar (Merisotis 1991).

Defaults cost the government S3 billion in 1991, compared to S200 to S300 million in the

early 1980s. The cumulative default rate for students in 1990 was 14 percent (U.S. Department of

Education 1991).
Until recently there was no system to prevent the lending of money to "high-risk" borrowers

who were likely to default. The banks certainly had no incentive not to lend money, since they

knew full well that the loan repayment was guaranteed by the government.

The costs of loans have not been calculated for inclusion in the current federal budget.

Credit reform has begun to address this problem. One advantage to this form of accounting is

that the government would have a more accurate estimate of how much the loan program costs.

Even when students are eligible for the full loan amount, they still may not have a viable

choice to attend their preferred school; because of anticipated debt, students may be forced to

make decisions that may not be in their hest academic and professional interest.

The process of borrowing is complicated and makes the transition from high school to col-

lege difficult. Currently the borrowing program is locked into a complex system: complicated

needs analysis, complexity of implementation, costs of securing the GSI and high rate of loan

defaults. The system was designed for up-front accountability. Because everything is so well

entrenched, the program is resistant to change or adaptability.

Students are still considered a long-term and somewhat unreliable investment (lending agen-

cies require a guarantee on their loan). The current loan program is inflexible with regard to

repayment; that is, it does not consider the potential difference in financial stability between the

first year and the 10th year out of college. In some cases, students or parents must repay loans to

several lenders who work independently. When interest rates increased between fiscal Years 1987

and 1989, the special allowance payment to lenders (to subsidize the guaranteed low interest

rate) tripled (General Accounting Office 1992).

In the mid-1970s, federal and state aid to colleges increased. Ironically, loans kept up with

inflation rates more closely than tuition increases (Kramer 1992). Currently, the burden is on the

borrower, particularly with state and federal aid on the decline. Many students have attended col-

lege because of GSI, assistance; however, the consequence of greater use of the GSI, program and
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the effects of a financial aid program highly dependent on loans have created much fiscal and
administrative stress for the government. The GSL program is stuck with a centralized system of
regulations and restrictions that has proven to be costly and inflexible. The shift to a borrowing
system that offers little preparation for the consequences may adversely affect the government,
the economy, and, most importantly, students.

Inequitable Treatment of Low-Income Students

The distinction between access and choice was not as important in the early 1970s when
the current model was developed as it is now. Two significant changes have occurred: an
increased diverse student population and an increased diverse range (costs and types) of post-
secondary education institutions. Choice is constrained by the needs analysis process.
Currently, assets are calculated in expected family contributions and therefore arc not avail-
able for use by families to choose among institutions. The range of college costs is now signifi-
cantly broader than 20 rears ago, with some public institutions costing between S5,000-$6,000
per year (for tuition, fees, room, and hoard) and, at the other extreme, some private institu-
tions costing above $20,000.

Twenty years ago, when the range of college costs was narrower and when the student pop-
ulation was less diverse, it seemed possible to allow students to choose the college they wished
to attend and use those costs within the needs analysis formula. The government did not need
to develop an aid policy that established clear distinctions between choice and access, because
the financial implications were not, comparatively speaking, as great as they are in the 1990s.

When the student chooses one key variable in the needs analysis formula (cost), it does not
matter if the second key variable (expected family contribution) is arrived at uniformly for all

students. The system is already inequitable. One student's resulting need will significantly sur-
pass that of another, not necessarily because of lower expected family contribution but because
of the higher cost institution desired. Higher-income students aspire to higher-cost institutions,
thus placing higher income students on a level playing field with lower-income students for
financial aid. This is due to an inflated apparent need of higher-income students.

Lack of Information Prevents College Success

The level of college dropouts is a national problem of significant proportions. The U.S.
Census Bureau confirms that there is significant correlation between the rate of college dropouts

and family socioeconomic status; the lower the status, the higher the risk of students dropping
out. Further, the unemployment rate of dropouts is extremely high (52 percent are either tmem-
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ployed or receiving welfare payments of some sort), resulting in a significant drain of national

resources throughout their lives. Because critical jobs in our changing society require higher edu-

cation for training, the loss of students puts the nation at risk for staffing high level jobs.

Vertical equity in the society demands that more significant interventions be made at earlier

times for people of lower socioeconomic status.

Savings programs have been criticized for being more directly targeted to higher-income fam-

ilies because only those with disposable income can save for long periods of time before their

children are ready to enter college. Furthermore, money alone has been shown to be clearly

insufficient to ensure the success of poorer students even when they are admitted to college.

Indeed, because of family considerations and other determinants of disposable income, stu-

dents from low socioeconomic status backgrounds are likely to attend two-vear and vocational

schools (when they go at all), rather than being able to afford the luxury of four years of educa-

tion and the future earning power that brings.

Availability of financial aid is not sufficient to lower the dropout rate of low socioeconomic

status youth. Programs that provide mentoring, counseling and other special services for young

students help raise self-esteem and ensure overall success. Earls' intervention helps establish long-

term patterns that can influence school performance and outlook on life beyond school.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCING

he current system of higher education financing has carried this country through a

period in which postsecondary education has gone from being an optional adjunct

to high school to being a requirement for many of the new technical jobs that fbrm

the majority of opportunities for members of the adult society. In addition to chang-

ing work requirements, adult learners are facing increasing financial burdens. The implications

are that comparative responsibilities and roles that different players in society can accept vis-a-vis

financing higher education must shift over time. Any plan for financial aid reform must clearly

delineate the roles and responsibilities for each contributor.

The f011owing discussion assumes that students and families, state and federal governments,

private anti "public postsecondary educational institutions, and businesses and philanthropy con-

tribute to postsecondary financing. We offer some points pertaining to how and why these differ-

ent sectors should interact to produce a fairer, less complex and more accessible postsecondary

financial aid system for both traditional and non-traditional students.
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Students and Families 1

As shown earlier, the changing nature of the higher education student population requires that
any new financing system address the needs of dependent and independent students. Family and
individual responsibilities for financing higher education ought to he defined on the basis of whether
a student is classified as dependent or independent. Family income provides dependent students
with a core financial contribution for access to higher education and extra contributions to enable
student educational choice.

For independent students, the family of origin income does not enter into the core financial contri-
butions to education. Primary family income often provides these funds instead. However, adult mem-
bers of independent families may have responsibilities to children and spouses that lower their ability to
contribute to educational costs. Extra contributions from either family source can further choice.

For any financial aid program, students and their families must retain the ultimate responsi-
bility for discharging financial obligations incurred according to their contractual arrangements.

State Government

State governments establish and partially hind public higher education institutions, providing
broad-based geographic and programmatic access for students. The level of state funding for pub-
lic institutions and the quality of programs they support are perhaps the most critical and essen-
tial components of a state's responsibilities in higher education.

States, however, should also be responsible for disseminating information about and adminis-
tering certain aspects of financial aid programs. In addition, state governments may establish
state-based financial aid programs.

State governments have closer ties to regional populations and employment needs, and thus
should provide important input into federal workffirce training priorities, as well as decide how
federal incentive programs are carried out.

At the local level, states have an important role in defining local workforce training needs and
supporting the development of programs that serve those needs.

Through regional boards and state certification standards, states are responsible for monitor-
ing the content and quality of specific programs at both public and private institutions within
their jurisdiction.

Federal Government

The federal government mu t continue to take a central role in supporting financial aid fOr
higher education for the following reasons:

14,
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First, at the most fundamental level, supporting access to higher education is in line with the

democratic principles upon which the country is built. The federal government is the most cen-

tral player with a view to protecting and promoting the interests of all geographic, ethnic, and

economic groups. Of all the financing partners, it is the federal government that can provide cru-

cial leadership, whether through offering encouragement and incentives to other partners or

through its own actions. Thus it is in the best position to develop and oversee broad policies that

ensure access to appropriate educational opportunities for all citizens.

Second, on a more pragmatic level, there are substantial public benefits that result from creat-

ing broad access to higher education opportunities. The public benefits include a general increase

in the economic viability of individual citizens and an increase in literacy and workforce skills. An

overall improvement of living standards is an obvious gain for society as a whole. Increased produc-

tivity and workforce sophistication is clearly important to the competitive position of the country.

And finally, democracies are based on the belief that government functions better as its population

gains knowledge and sophistication through education and increased literacy.

Third, due to its central role in society, the federal government can provide specific incentives

for educational opportunities by encouraging other sectors to target specific populations or par-

ticular educational programs. This hinding can support important. national goals such as math

and science education or minority engineering programs.

Fourth, the federal government can act as a coordinating agent to establish common parame-

ters for the administration and dispersal of grant and loan funds. These parameters can then be

followed and locally interpreted by states and institutions.

Postsecondary Educational Institutions

The responsibilities and roles of an educational institution vary with the type of institution

public, private, or proprietary. Dissemination of information and local financial aid program

administration may he functions common to all three types.

Public institutions have the specific role of providing access to higher educational opportunities to

a broad range of students. This is accomplished by delivering appropriate programs, providing institu-

tional aid, and operating in a fiscally responsible and cautious manner. Public institutions provide the

greatest programmatic and financial access for students. To do this, these institutions must make ser-

vices available in ways that reflect the varying needs of traditional and non-traditional students.

Public institutions also have responsibilities to act in concert with businesses and/or philan-

thropic organizations to respond to viorkplace and student needs, and to create programs and

funding mechanisms to serve them.
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Private institutions are not bound by the same programmatic or financial constraints as public
institutions. However, they may provide institutional financial support to further their own goals
of program and student diversity. In addition, both private and public schools advise students
about financial aid and administer public funds when appropriate.

Business and Philanthropy

Businesses are primary beneficiaries of student educational attainments. As such, they should
(1) work cooperatively with higher education in defining and funding programs that address
their specific needs (2) encourage ongoing professional development education opportunities
through employee tuition reimbursement plans and (3) participate in early intervention pro-
grams to encourage preparation for higher education.

Philanthropists are free to pursue their private interests and goals related to higher educa-
tion, with no specific public policy responsibilities. Thus, philanthropy can be a primary source of
funds and initiatives for special interest programs and facilities. These private funding sources
often provide the programmatic and student body diversity that is desired by both public and pri-
vate institutions that have otherwise limited funding.

Philanthropy may also he a primary source of funding to enable choice for students of lower
socioeconomic status. Need-blind admission programs are often dependent on strong college
endowment programs.

Private funding may also support long-term early intervention programs in ways that are not
possible with public funds. For example, private funds can he used to support a small, specially
selected group of students through their public school and collegeyears.

DISTRIBUTING THE COST OF POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION: A PROPOSAL TO REDESIGN THE

FEDERAL STUDENT AID SYSTEM

ny redesign of the federal student financial aid system must confront. the problems

with the current system (as described above). This program proposal seeks to reduce

complexity, promote quality and accountability, enhance savings, constrain stuttents'

increasing reliance upon loans, support early intervention efforts, and address the
needs of non-traditional students. In addition, however, any proposal must also delineate the coor-

dination of roles and responsibilities of the various parties involved in postsecondary finance. This

coordination of rolesand distribution of costsis the starting point for our proposal.
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While manv parties absorb some portion of the costs of postsecondary education in the

United States, the majority of these costs are paid for by students, their parents. and taxpayers.

Students pay directly fOr postsecondary education costs, as tell as indirectly through loss of

income while attending. Parents often pay direct costs such as tuition and fees fbi' their depen-

dent children, as lye ll as absorbing indirect costs such as a portion of room and board and other

expenses. Finally, all taxpayers absorb postsecondary costs in supporting locally- and state-sup-

ported public institutions, and state and federal financial aid programs.

In the majority of other Western countries, it is taxpayers who absorb most of the direct costs

of postsecondary education through direct institutional support that results in low or no student

tuition charges. In the United States, the states historically have supported public institutions at

varying levels, and the federal government is a relative late-coiner to the financing of postsec-

ondary educationprimarily within the past 30 years. The states' investment continues to he sig-

nificantly greater than the federal investment in postsecondary education in the United States.

Thus, U.S. taxpayers support two public policy objectives for postsecondary education with

their tax dollars: First, the majority of locally- and state-generated tax dollars fOrms the investment

base in public postsecondary institutions, resulting in reduced (or below actual cost) tuitions fin-

al! students. Second. the majority of lederallv-generated tax dollars fund the federal student

financial aid programs. The prospects fbr fiscal efficiency and the realization of public policy

objectives (such as access to postsecondan education) are diminished because these two taxpav-

er-supported tiVtitems operate independently, and because much of the federal investment is

expended in institutions of questionable quality and with negligible accountability. The publicly-

supported institutions lobby fOr increased federal financial aid so that students can afford increas-

ing tuition rates, and the proponents of the federal financial aid system contend that "out-of-con-

trol- tuition hikes at the state and local level jeopardize the integrity of the financial aid system.

There are few fiscal incentives for either system to respond to the other.

To achieve an increased degree of fiscal efficiency and to promote access to postsecondary

education, these two taxpayer investments need to be carefully linked, and there should he

improvements in accountability fOr them. States should retain the responsibility and autonomy

l'or supporting their public institutions through state appropriations, and the federal government

should retain its responsibility to make some form of' postsecondary education financially accessi-

ble to citizens who can benefit from college. However, these two roles ought to be mutually rein-

fOrcingth states should seek to benefit from the Federal investment that guarantees access to

postsecondary education, and the federal government should seek to benefit from state invest-

ments that support institutions (and access) and reduce costs for students.

This linkage can he accomplished by considering the responsibilities and interests of the three

I 5
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primary participants (or shares) involved in the financing of postsecondary education: state and
local governments, the student and/or family, and the federal government. The state and local
government share can be measured by the annual amount appropriated for public postsecondary
education. The student and/or family share can be measured by the expected family contribution
(EFC) based upon measures of annual income, not including assets. The federal share can be mea-
sured by the support of financially-needy students through federal grants. This share should only be
extended to students attending regionally-accredited and stale-certified postsecondary education institutions.

Currently there are five major federal student aid programs: two for grants (Pell and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants [SEOG]), two for loans (Stafford and Perkins),
and the College Work-Study program.

Each program has its own unique history and characteristics. However, an efficient use of fed-
eral resources is more likely to be achieved through some program consolidation. For example,
in order to administer the increased funding needed to support the federal grant program
described in this paper, SEOG funds should be integrated with current Pell funding. If our feder-
al grant proposal were implemented, and provided access to postsecondary education, continua-
tion of two federal grant programsone administered by the government and one by the col-
legeswould be unnecessary.

A very similar rationale applies to the two loan programs. The Stafford loan program is
administered by the federal government, whereas the Perkins program (offered at a lower inter-
est rate) is administered through the colleges. With a comprehensive grant program in place,
there would not be as compelling a need for the highly-subsidized Perkins program, nor fbr the
degree of subsidy in the current Staffbrd program. These funds should he collapsed into one
loan program with two emphases as described latersubsidized loans for students unable to meet
the total budget costs at the index level, and unsubsidized loans for costs beyond the index level
for students with family income below a certain level.

The College Work-Study program has become an integral piece of the student financial aid
system, and administration of these funds at the institutional level is essential. This is the one
"campus-based" aid program that should continue to be campus-based.

Share One: State and Local Government

The re-design of the federal financial aid system should begin with a review of the states'
investments in public postsecondary education and the numbers of students served through this
primary investment. This does not and cannot mean that private postsecondary education will be
ignored. In fact, private colleges will benefit if the state and federal investments are linked. One
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key measure of the states' investments in public postsecondary education is the approximate cost

to attend either a two-year or four-year public college. According to the College Board, these costs

for 1991-1992 are as follows:

Table 1

Approximate Student Budgets, 1991-1992

Public 2-year college Public 4-year college

Tuition/fees 51,022 52,137

Books/supplies 5480 S485

Room /hoard` 53,351 53,351

Personal expenses* S1,147 S1,147

Transportation* S464 5464

TOTAL S6,464 S7,584

*College Board data did not include ar .ntnts under these categories for public two-year colleges. For the purposes

of this paper, the costs at the public four-tear colleges were used for two-rear colleges as well.

Source: College Scholarship Service. Manual for Stothmt Aid Administrators: 1992-1993 Policies and Procedures (New

York: The College Board, 1991), p.9.3

These amounts can he used as an index that reflects the average cost for a student to attend a

public two-year or four-year public college, and as a measure of local and state share of support

for postsecondary education.

However, the total expenses include two categoriespersonal expenses and transportation

that vary dramatically for the broad range of students attending the current variety of postsec-

ondary institutions. Therefore, the index should include only those quantifiable direct costs over

which institutions have some control or influence: tuition and fees, hooks and supplies, and room

and hoard. This would result in the f011owing 1991-1992 indexes:

Two-year public college

Four-year public college

S4,853

S5,973

The cost to attend public colleges ranges from the low tuition states of California, North

Carolina, an Texas to the high tuition states of Pennsylvania, New Hampshire and Vermont.

The use of an index within the federal financial aid system could respect the states' autonomy

and still influence appropriate tuition increases and constraints. To acromptiAh this, the cost index-
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es should be the median cost to attend a two-year and four-year public college in the United Stabs. An
index established at the mean, or average, cost would contribute to tuition increases at the state
level. An index established at the median, or mid-point, of tuition levels of' the 50 states would
create incentives for those states with tuitions above the median to constrain their tuition
increases, and it would create incentives for those below the median to increase their tuitions
closer to the median. The use of this index would contribute to overall cost containment and
fiscal accountability.

Share Two: Student and/or Family

The second share is the student and/or family contribution. This contribution should he pro-
portional to the level of annual income. For dependent students this is a measure of parental
income: fbr independent students this is a measure of the student's annual income, or if married,
a measure of the student and spouse annual income.

This proposal suggests that the student and/or family contribution be calculated just upon
measures of annual income (such as the adjusted gross income). Student and/or family assets
would be excluded. There are a number of reasons for this: First, for most students eligible for
federal financial aid, the portion of the family contribution drawn from assets is minimal.
Second, the fact that some contribution is drawn from assets has created the perception that
there is a significant disincentive for families to save. Ironically, it is very possible that what is lost
by families in not saving is much larger than the actual amount of the family contribution drawn
from assets. Third, with the disincentive to save removed, eliminating assets from the federal
grant formula would generate additional savings fbr college. The elimination of the sayings dis-
incentive would likely generate more savings than tax incentives or government bonds. Fourth,
and finally, there should he intergenerational limits on the responsibilities for financing postsec-
ondary education. Parents should be expected to part with a portion of annual income for their
children to gain access to postsecondary education. They should not be required to part with
other assets such as retirement savings, their homes (through equity loans or second mort-
gages), other possessions, or their inheritance from the preceding generation. Access to higher
education is both a public and private good, and the use of assets to gain access to education tips

the balance too far in the direction of a private good: it places too great a burden on the family
as a whole and parents in particular.

However, this does not mean that assets should not be used to offset postsecondary costs.
Assets should be used by the family when students choose to attend a college with costs above the

index. In other words, assets should be preserved for rhoirp--more of a private good or benefit,
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especially when compared to access, which is equally a public and private benefit. If a student has

the financial resources to gain access to the median-priced public institution, then the social con-

tract between the student and society has been realized. Should the student choose to attend a

more expensive college, he or she should seek additional resources from the family and from

other (nongovernmental) sources.

The College Scholarship Service estimates the following "expected parent contributions"

based upon direct measures of annual family income for 1992-93:

Table 2

Annual Family Income and Expected Parental Contribution, 1992-93

Annual family income Expected parents contribution

$24,000 5630

28,000 1,240

32,000 1,850

36,000 2,510

40,000 3,300

44,000 4,270

48,000 5,430

52,000 6,510

Source: College Scholarship Service. Manual for Student Aid Administraton: 1992-1993

Policies and Procedures (New York: The College Board, 1991). p.3.7.

Share Three: The Federal Government

A federal grant is the third share, which seeks to influence the state's share (share 1) and to

respond to the student/family share (share 2). The federal grant should be large enough so that

the sum of the student and/or parent contribution and the federal grant equals the investment of

the state's share, or the median direct costs to attend a either a two-vear or four -year public col-

lege. This arrangement guarantees that the three principal partners share the costs appropriately

to achieve the desired public policy goals of access and efficiency. Looked at from another per-

spective, the program would work in the following manner:

Share #1: the state investment in postsecondary education, as reflected in the median cost

Share #2: the sum of the parental and student contribution

= Share #3: the amount of the federal grant to provide access

15
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For a dependent student with parental income of $32,000 attending a two-year college, the
formula would work as follows:

Share #1: $4,853 median cost to attend public two-year college
- Share #2: $1,850 family contribution

= Share #3: $3,003 amount of federal grant

For a dependent student with parental income of $32,000 attending a four-year college, the
formula would work as follows:

Share #1: $5,973 median cost to attend public four-year college
- Share #2: $1,850 family contribution

= Share #3: $4,123 amount of federal grant

In each case, the index of the median cost is the starting point. Subtracting the family contribution
from the index yields the amount of the federal grant. If a student is attending a two-year college
or less, the two-year public college median is used. If the student is attending a four-year college,
the four-year public college median is used.

Using the median as the index and calculating family contributions based upon adjusted
gross income simplifies the planning and budgeting of the federal grant, as illustrated in Table 3
(using just the four-year public college index):

Table 3

Index, Family Contribution, and Federal Grant

Annual
Family
Income

4-year
College
Index

Family
Contribution

Federal
Grant

SI 5,000 $5,973 $ 0 $5,973
24,000 5,973 630 5,343
28,000 5,973 1,240 4,733
32,000 5,973 1,850 4,123
36,000 5,973 2,510 3,463
40,000 5,973 3,300 2,673
44,000 5,973 4,270 1,703
48,000 5,973 5,430 543
52,000 5,973 6,510 0
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As Table 3 illustrates, the maximum grant to a student attending a four-year college would be

S5,973. Students with family income above $50,000 would not qualify for a federal grant. The

grant should be portable and remain the same regardless of the cost or type of institution attend-

ed. If a student attended a college with below-median costs, the grant would be reduced by an

amount equal to the difference between the actual cost and the median (or index cost). This

emphasizes that the federal share is the third share, and follows the state share as reflected in the

index level, and the family share as reflected in the family contribution.

Adjusting the Index

The index should be calculated every three or five years by listing the average cost to attend a

public four-year college and a public two-year college in each of the 50 states. The median cost

among all 50 states would become the indexone index for four-year colleges, and one index for

two-year colleges. By using the median cost, the federal financial aid system would avoid being linked

with the mean, or average, cost, which would contribute to tuition rate growth rather than restrain it.

The index should be adjusted during the intervening years by a measure such as the Consumer

Price Index. This adjustment would serve as another incentive to restrain tuition rate increases.

Additional Student Costs

Any financial aid program must take into account two other kinds of costs for students. First, there

are costs beyond the direct median costs of tuition and fees, books and supplies, and room and board.

Second, many public and most private colleges charge direct costs that are higher than the public medi-

an cost. The challenge is to relate these costs to the financial aid formula. Table 4 contains the approxi-

mate costsa total budgetof attendance for one year at a four-year public college in 1991-1992.

Direct costs

Indirect costs

Total costs

Table 4

Total Budget, 1991-1992

Tuition & fees $2,137

Books & supplies 485

Room & board 3,351

Sub-total 5,973

Personal expenses 1,147

Transportation 464

Sub -total 1,611

S7,584
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The additional costs ($1,611) for transportation and personal expenses should be the respon-
sibility of the student and/or family. These costs vary greatly among students, and are not under
the control of the postsecondary institutions. With direct costs distributed among the federal
grant, the family contribution and the state investment, the student could borrow the amount
necessary to cover indirect costs or, since the federal grant has made no claim upon assets, use
any available assets. This simplification would eliminate these idiosyncratic costs and would also
guarantee that all students assume some financial responsibility for costs over which they have
some influence. It also would make it simpler to establish the median index cost for this formula.

Additionally, if a student attended a public postsecondary institution with above-median
tuition levels, he or she would have to use available assets or borrow to pay for the above-median
cost. It would be readily apparent to all state policymakers how the state's public tuition charges
stacked up relative to the national median. Some states might choose to keep their public tuitions
relatively high, and to fund a state grant program for needy students to cover the remaining gap.
Other states with high public tuitions might choose to increase their appropriations to public
institutions in order to restrain annual tuition increases and to reduce the gap.

Some states might develop policies that combine both approaches, but regardless, the public
policy objectives at both the state and federal levels would be clearer by linking federal student
aid and the state investment in public postsecondary education.

Many students attend private colleges and higher-priced public colleges with costs significant-
ly higher than the median-priced public college. The calculation to determine the federal grant
for these students would be identical to the calculation for students attending a median-priced
public college: The index cost less the family contribution equals the federal grant. Costs beyond
the index amount would be the responsibility of the family (by using more income, by using
assets, or by borrowing), the institution (through institutional aid), philanthropy (through
grants), or employers (through educational fringe benefits).

The objective is to rely upon those sources with the greatest interest in students choosing to
attend higher-priced institutions. The federal government, working in concert with the state and
the family, has a clear interest in providing access to postsecondary education for all citizens.
While it has some interest in supporting a diverse array of public and private colleges, the govern-

ment's interest in choice is much less compelling than the provision of access. Sustaining the pub-
lic/private diversity of postsecondary education in the United States should not be a primary
objective of the federal student financial aid system. That diversity should be the objective of
other playersstudents and their families, alumni, and the private sector. The federal govern-
ment can, however, support the objective of diversity by awarding grants to students based upon
personal income rather than income plus assets, and thus preserve assets for the exercise of
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choice. For example, Student A with a family income of $40,000, attending a four-year college

with direct costs of $10,000, would receive the same federal grant amount ($2,673) as Student B,

who attends a median-priced public college with direct costs of $5,973.

Table 5

Students with Family Income of $40,000

A

Direct college costs $10,000 $5,973

less the EFC* 3,300 3,300

less the federal grant 2,673 2,673

Remaining cost $4,027 0

* Note: EFC refers to expected family contribution.

Thus, the index would help determine the size of the federal grant. That grant could be com-

bined with other resources to maintain access and promote choice. Following this approach,

when a student attended an institution with higher-than-index costs (Student A), the student

and/or family, the institution, and the private sector would become responsible for the remaining

costs of $4,027. All participants would know the degree to which the federal government could

and would support students, and students and families would have renewed opportunities to save

and build upon their assets. They would know the degree to which institutions would need to

restrain tuition increases, and they would know how private sources of student aid could be cou-

pled with these other investments to promote diversity and choice.

Financial Aid and Student Categories

The complexity of the current student financial aid system results to some degree from

attempts through needs analysis to differentiate among different types of students. Any efforts at

simplification will require a financial aid system that reduces or eliminates such distinctions. The

student distinctions that are relevant here are:

full-time and part-time students;

residents and commuters; and

dependent and independent students.

Full-time and Part-time Students

The median cost should be the index that determines the size of the federal grant for all stn-

1 .5 q
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dents. Thus, the formula (indexEFC = federal grant) should be applied to all students. Full-
time students should receive the full federal grant. Part-time students should receive a grant
amount based upon the proportion of credits for which they enroll.

For example, a full-time student is defined as one enrolled in 12 or more credits per semester,
or an average of 24 credits per year. A student with an EFC of 81,850 would be eligible for a feder-
al grant of 84,123 to attend a four-year college. Were that student enrolled for six credits for two
semesters, for a total of 12 credits, the grant would be calculated as follows:

12/24 credits x $4,123 grant (full-time) = $2,062 grant (half-time enrollment)

All students encounter tuition and fees, books and supplies, and room and board costs
whether they attend full-time or part-time. Thus, for purposes of equity and simplicity, the index-

es (for two-year or four-year public colleges) should be applied to all students, with the grant
amount adjusted for enrollment status (number of credits divided by 24).

Residents And Commuters There should be no distinction between these two groups of stu-
dents. Both incur daily living expenses for room and boardwhether at a college dorm, in an
area apartment, at home with their parents, or at home with their own families. The index
includes the median room and board cost to attend a public four-year college. Including that
amount in the formula for all students, regardless of where they live, would make the calculation

of federal grants simpler and more equitable.

Dependent vs. Independent Students In our model, family and/or parental assets are not con-

sidered in determining the amount of the federal grant to reach the index level ($5,973 for the
four-year colleges and $4,853 for the two-year colleges); it is correlated only with measures of annual

income. The major question then is how to determine the level of income, and whose income to
count. This is the only reason to distinguish between dependent and independent students. The fol-

lowing definitions seek to simplify the descriptive criteria for dependent and independent students.
Dependent students should include any student, full-time or part-time, who will be 23 years
of age or under for any portion of the school year for which financial aid is sought, or
claimed as a dependent on a parent's most recent tax return, regardless of age.
(Exceptions to this definition would he married students, veterans, wards of the state, and

parents with dependent children. Regardless of age, these students should be considered

independent_ students.)

Because the index (or median) under our proposal is achieved as a result of the state
investment, the family contribution from income, and the federal grant, there would be no
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immediate claim on family assets. It would be more rational to establish an arbitrary,

although reasonable, age level below which students are categorized as dependent. Thus, in

terms of the financial aid system, parents would be expected to contribute, if able, an

amount based upon a measure of their annual income. This is the foundation for some level

of intergenerational support. Family support beyond this level should be the choice of stu-

dents and parents.
Independent students should include any student, full-time or part-time, who will be 24

years of age or older for the entire period for which aid is applied and is not claimed as

a dependent on a parent's most recent tax return. (This category should also include all

married students, veterans, wards of the state, and parents with dependent children.)

Income measure for independent students would be annual personal income (or family

income, if married) for the year prior to attendance (AGI), as reported on the most

recent tax return.
These definitions of full-time and part-time students, residents and non-residents, and depen-

dent and independent students, attempt to reduce the distinctions among students and to treat

students equitably. The profile of the postsecondary student body is now so diverse that efforts to

further classify and sort students result in complex formulas that increase the likelihood of

inequitable treatment. We can no longer assume that the 18- to" -year -old dependent student is

the typical college student. Thus, we need clear definitions and clear parameters describing the

responsibilities of the parental generation.

Federal Loans

There should he two kinds of student loans, each with its own eligibility criteria. First, loans

that are both subsidized and guaranteed should be available for students who need to borrow in

order to meet the median total budget costs to attend a public four-year or two-year college.

Second, loans that are guaranteed but not subsidized should he available for students who need

or choose to borrow costs beyond the index level and whose family contribution is below 150 per-

cent of the median index.

Subsidized and Guaranteed Loans

These loans should be available for students as resources beyond the federal grant and per-

sonal/family contribution to cover the median total budget costs. As an example, for a student

attending a four -year college, the median index is S5,973. The family contribution and the fed-

eral grant added together equal this amount. However, the total budget (index plus personal
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expenses and transportation) is $7,584. The remaining $1,611 is the student/family responsi-
bility, and for those students without other resources, a subsidized loan would promote access:

Median total budget cost $7,584
Family contribution and federal grant (index) $5,973
Maximum subsidized loan $1,611

For a student with an annual family income of $36,000, the total resources required would be:

Expected family contribution $2,510
Federal grant + $3,463
Subtotal $5,973
Subsidized loan +$1,611

Total (direct and indirect costs) $7,584

Using subsidized loans this way would allow the additional federal investment to be linked
directly to state investments (by using the median index to cap the amount of the subsidized
loan), the family contribution, and the federal grant, and would ensure that all four components
were directed toward the goal of access.

Guaranteed Loans

These unsubsidized loans should be available to all students whose family contribution, based

upon a measure of annual income (AG!), is less than 150 percent of the access index amount.
The purpose of this loan program is to guarantee that loan funds are available to all students
below a relative income level so they can afford to attend a college, public or private, with above-
median costs when other sources of aid are unavailable. These loan funds should not be subsi-
dized, because they go beyond the strict provision of access to postsecondary education. A less
compelling public benefit. prevails when a student chooses to attend a more costly college. The
table below shows annual family income with the related expected parental contribution and the
EFC as a percentage of the "access index."
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Table 6

Annual family income EFC EFC as % Access Index

$24,000 $ 630 11%

28,000 1,240 21

32,000 1,850 31

36,000 2,510 42

40,000 3,300 55

44,000 4,270 71

48,000 5,430 91

52,000 6,510 109

56,000 7,650 128

60,000 8,820 148

64,000 9,700 162

Extending guaranteed loan dollars beyond the 100 percent range would make such loans

available for a larger number of middle-income families in order to promote some choice as well

as access. Using the current index, students whose family income is above $62,000 have an expect-

ed family contribution of $9,700. This level of family contribution represents 162 percent of the

median index ($5,973), so these students would be ineligible for federally-guaranteed loans.

Loan Amounts

The maximum subsidized loan amount for each year should be related to the median total

budget index, measures of family contributions, and amounts of the federal grant. The subsidized

loan maximum should be calculated thus:

Median total budget(EFC + federal grant) = Maximum Subsidized Loan

This approach underscores the primary purpose of the federal loan program to work in con-

cert with the state investment in public institutions, the EFC, and the federal grant in order to

provide access.

However, the federal loan program could also be used to promote choice. The maximum

unsubsidized loan amount should be indexed to one-half of the difference between the median

total budget for a public four-year college ($7,584) and the median tuition/fee and room/board

costs of a private four-year college ($14,403):

$14,403 $7,584 = $6,819 / 2

6:3

$3,410
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This formula would make up to S3,410 available annually in unsubsidized loansto all students whose

family income is below 562,000. Those lower-income students who were eligible for the maximum subsi-

dized loan amount ($1,611) would remain eligible for the maximum unsubsidized dollars as well.

Loan Administration

Discussion during the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act about administration of

the Stafford loan program centered on two primary optionsdirect lending (in which the col-

leges administer the loans) or continuation of the federal administrative role. Another opportuni-

tystate administration of the loan programhas received little attention.

By placing administration of the student loan program at the state level, the federal govern-

ment could interact with 50 entities rather than 3,000-4,000 postsecondary institutions. By elimi-

nating the role played by banks, the costs of non-profit administration should yield immediate

savings. Additionally, guided by the federal government, states could develop regulations that

clearly linked student loan amounts to the institution's student loan default rate. The federal gov-

ernment could then penalize a state that did not have its loan "house" in order. This would pro-

vide the necessary disincentive to stimulate the states to regulate and monitor the loan program.
Finally, states could use a percentage of the savings on administrative costs (that accrued from

not needing to make a profit on the loans) to subsidize a portion of student loans that help the

state to address other public policy objectives. States would be able to offer further discounts on

loans for students who pursued careers such as teaching or nursing in rural or urban poverty areas.

Administration of the loan program at the federal level diminishes the potential benefits of a

state's role, and administration of the program at the institutional level would lead to a wide array

of administrative procedures that would be difficult to monitor, much less regulate. With the fees

embedded within the loan program, all states should be able to develop the capacity to adminis-

ter the loan program and improve its efficiency and impact.

Paying Back Student Loans

With loans administered at the state level, a state could offer students three options for pav-

back of loans: payback similar to the current program (10 years of monthly payments that begin

when the student has been out of college for a few months), income-contingent payback, or
reduced or eliminated payback in return for public service.

The current payback system is uniform for all students, regardless of the student's career
choice or expected annual income level. Quite simply, it is an inflexible system that is very remote

fO most students. The inflexibility contributes to high default rates. By locating the loan program
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at the state level, the system would be closer to the institutions and the students, and it could

offer greater flexibility in experimenting with a variety of payback plans. Additionally, it would

allow a state to merge other resources with the loan program to reduce or eliminate loans for

those students who pursued designated careers, or who completed a certain term of public ser-

vice within their state. A state-administered loan program possibly could generate a significant

decrease in the default rate at the same time it enabled the states to leverage loan funds to accom-

plish other related policy objectives.

Other Responsibilities: Institutions, Philanthropy, and Business

One benefit of a simple program that reduces the distinctions among students and guaran-

tees access is that other players can target their resources, which improves overall efficiency.

Institutional aid, for instance could be aimed at the additional total budget costs or at total

costs at colleges which must charge beyond the index level. Lower and lower-middle income stu-

dents would know, as would the institutions, the size of the expected federal grant. Family

resources, beyond the EFC calculated from annual income, could be saved for such costs as well.

Philanthropy could piggy-back on the federal grant system, and business could target its edu-

cation dollars to capitalize on the federal (and state) investments. In some cases these additional

dollars could be used to enhance choice, to supplement the expected family contribution, or to

reduce loan amounts. The objective, however, of these additional investments can more readily

be realized when based upon the foundation of the state, family, and federal investments.

Conclusion

This proposal seeks to gain greater efficiencies in the current student financial aid system by

combining certain aid programs and by linking the major investments in postsecondary educa-

tion with the compelling interests of the key participants. The proposal is also based upon the his-

torical experiences and expectations for each participant to assume responsibility for a portion of

the costs associated with postsecondary education. while fostering an environment to constrain

cost increases in order to provide meaningful access. Any revisions to the current aid system must

take into account the two predominant ways that taxpayers support access to postsecondary edu-

cationthrough local and state appropriations to public institutions and through federal support

of student financial aid. These investments must be seen as complementary, not contradictory.

Our proposal seeks to provide a framework that capitalizes on these investments and makes the

investments at the state and federal level responsive to one another in order to create a more effi-

cient and accessible system of postsecondary education.
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